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Abstract 
This thesis develops a method to integrate several automotive intelligent chassis 
systems, such as Anti-lock Brake System, Traction Control System, Direct Yaw 
Control and Active Rear Wheel Steering, using evolutionary approaches. The 
Integrated Vehicle Control System (IVCS) combines and supervises all controllable 
systems in the vehicle, optimising the over all performance and minimising the energy 
consumption. The IVCS is able to improve the driving safety avoiding and preventing 
critical or unstable situations. Furthermore, if a critical or unstable configuration is 
reached, the integrated system should be able to recover a stable condition. The 
control structure proposed in this work has as main characteristics the modularity, 
extensibility and flexibility, fitting the requirements of a 'plug-and-play' philosophy. 
The investigation is divided into four steps: Vehicle Modelling, Soft-Computing, 
Behaviour Based Control, and Integrated Vehicle Control System. Several 
mathematical vehicle models, which are applied to designing and developing the 
control systems, are presented. MATLAB, SIMULINK and ADAMS are used as tools 
to implement and simulate those models. A methodology for learning and 
optimisation is presented. This methodology is based on Evolutionary Algorithms, 
integrating the Genetic Leaming Automata, CARLA and Fuzzy Logic System. The 
Behaviour Based Control is introduced as the main approach to designing the 
controllers and coordinators. The methodology previously described is used to learn 
the behaviours and optimise their performance, and the same technique is applied to 
coordinators. Several comparisons with other controllers are also carried out. From 
this an Integrated Vehicle Control System is designed, developed and implemented 
under a virtual environment. A range of manoeuvres is carried out in order to 
investigate its performance under diverse conditions. 
The leaming and optimisation method proposed in this thesis shows effective 
performance being able to learn all the controller and coordinator structures. The 
proposed approach for IVCS also demonstrates good performance, and is well suited 
to a 'plug-and-play' philosophy. This research provides a foundation for the 
implementation of the designed controllers and coordinators in a prototype vehicle. 
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Chapter 1 -Introduction 
Chapter 1- Introduction 
I. I. Overview 
Vehicle chassis systems are becoming progressively more complex with additional 
driver support systems being added that increase driver comfort, aid passenger safety 
and provide improvements in the overall vehicle performance. The different chassis 
subsystems currently available such as Anti-lock Brake System, Traction Control and 
Cruise Control offer additional functionality over conventional braking, suspension, 
steering and powertrain systems. Each of these systems is however typically designed 
in isolation and optimised for an individual control task. Improvement in performance 
can be achieved by combining sub-systems and designing an integrated control 
vehicle system optimised to help achieve the vehicle system functional requirements. 
Just minimal additional hardware should be required since the sensing and actuation 
are already present for the individual sub-systems although new control architecture, 
communications and software are needed. 
An Integrated Vehicle Control System (IVCS) needs to coordinate the activities of 
vehicle braking, suspension and steering, as well as relevant aspects of the powertrain 
system. The main objectives are safety and comfort, which can only be achieved via 
the predictable and responsive motion control of the six degrees of freedom of the 
vehicle. Briefly, the IVCS needs to balance the forces on the tyre contact patches in 
order to ensure that the tyres can achieve the necessary and available grip. And in the 
future, IVCS's will surely need to consider other vehicles to reduce traffic congestion 
and reduce the incidence of road traffic accidents, with the implication that controlled 
interactions will take place with intelligent highway systems. 
This chapter introduces the basic concepts, which were either developed or applied 
during this research. Section 1.2 introduces the soft-computing topic which will be 
developed in Chapter 4. The necessary information about control architecture and 
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structure is explained in Sections 1.3 to 1.5. Then, reviews of automotive controllers 
and integration of controllers are given, respectively, in Sections 1.6 and 1.7. Finally, 
the objectives of the research are introduced, and the thesis structure is defined. 
1.2. So Computing tft- 
The term 'soft computing' refers to a family of computing techniques - Fuzzy Logic, 
Evolutionary Algorithms, Neural Networks and Probabilistic Reasoning (Cordon et 
aL, 2001). In the past four decades, all these methodologies were applied in isolation. 
Each of them has its own advantages and weaknesses. Nowadays, the interest in 
hybrid systems has increased. Having connnon and complementary characteristics are 
a natural move to mix and integrate these techniques. In this work, the hybridisation 
happens among evolutionary computation and probabilistic reasoning via Genetic 
Learning Automata, and Fuzzy Logic. 
1.2.1. Evolutionary Algorithms 
Evolutionary algorithms form a class of search and optimisation methods which 
emulate the principles of natural evolution (Goldberg, 1989). Since they imitate 
natural evolution, many biological terminologies are adopted. The Genetic Algorithm 
(GA) is the most common general-purpose search algorithm in this field. The GA 
operates on a population of randomly generated solutions, often represented by binary 
strings named chromosomes. The population advances towards better fitness by 
applying genetic operators such as crossover and mutation. The stronger individuals 
are responsible for generating offspring that replace the weak individuals. The 
crossover hybridises the genes from two different parent chromosomes, and the 
mutation is responsible for keeping the diversity of the gene pool. Based on the fitness 
function, the strong and weak individuals are distinguished. 
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1.2.2. Classifier System 
A Classifier System (CS) was defined by Goldberg (1989) as a machine learning 
system which develops rules in order to guide its performance in an arbitrary 
environment. Any CS is basically comprised of three main components: the rule and 
message system, the reward system and the rule generation system. 
The characteristic which distinguishes the CS from other learning mechanisms is the 
capability to adapt their heuristic to changes in demand. As described by Geyer- 
Schulz (1995), a Holland classifier system can develop trending strategies in a stock 
management system, in a chemical plant, perform process control, could be used to 
control or integrate several intelligent systems. 
A learning CS is a form of machine learning which dispenses with the need for a 
human expert and attempts to evolve a meaningful rule base via environmental 
feedback and the recombination of existing rules to form new improved rules. Like an 
expert system, all knowledge in a learning CS is coded as production (if ... then) rules. 
Thus, it is an expert system without any expert. 
There are mainly two approaches for this genetics-based machine learning (GBML) 
as described in (Goldberg, 1989). The first, 'Pittsburgh' approach', is concentrated on 
rule bases and needs only a genetic algorithm as its leaming component. Each 
individual represents a rule base which is evaluated in a simulated environment. The 
genetic algorithm solves the rule base discovery problem by generating a new set of 
rules bases for the next generation. The second, 'Michigan' approach 2, is the rule 
leaming family and the Holland classifier system is one of the cases of this family. 
This group has to solve two problems, the first is the apportionment of credits which 
is the problem of reinforcement, and the other is to discover new useful rules when 
the existing rules prove inadequate. 
1 The first classifier system of this type was created in Pittsburgh. 
2 The first CS for this family was written at the University of Michigan. 
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The Holland's Classifier System showed only a limited success on non-Markov3 
problems (Robertson et aL, 1988). For this source of problem, it was necessary to 
have some information about the past time, and this kind of CS did not support it. 
This limited success was also attributed to the fitness based on strength and the 
complexity of the message list structure. Thus, it was important to improve on such 
CS. XCS was a new kind of learning classifier system introduced by Wilson (1995) 
that kept the essential aspects of Holland's model, but introduced some additional 
improvements. This system has a different definition of classifier fitness and a new 
reinforcement learning. Due to the fitness change, the XCS tended to have a more 
compact representation and also more accurate classifiers in their prediction. 
Additionally, the reinforcement learning aided a deeper theoretical understanding for 
this CS. 
1.2.3. Fuzzy Logic System 
Rule-based systems have been successfully adopted to model human problem solving 
activity and adaptive behaviour when such knowledge is coded according to the use 
of "IF-THEN" rules. Fuzzy Logic can be considered as an extension to the classical 
logic systems providing a framework to deal with the problem of knowledge 
representation in an uncertain and imprecise environment. 
Cordon et al. (2001) explain the Mamdani fuzzy logic system which became 
commonly known simply as fuzzy logic controllers. The generic structure of the 
Mamdani Fuzzy Rule-Based System is presented in Figure 1-1. The system 
implemented had four main parts, the Fuzzification Interface, the Inference System, 
the Knowledge Base and the Defuzzification Interface. 
The initial Fuzzification Interface was responsible for the mapping between the real 
input and the fuzzy sets defined on the standard fuzzy universe and also contained any 
required input scaling factor. The final stage is the Defuzzification Interface, which 
3 An environment can be made Markov if there are enough sensors, because it is not the environment 
itself that is Markov or non-Markov, but the environment as sensed by the system. 
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also has a scaling factor, and is responsible for the mapping between the fuzzy 
universe and the real output domain. The Knowledge Base stores the available 
knowledge about the problem in a very intuitive way, as EF-THEN rules, and is 
divided into two parts: the Data Base and the Rule Base. At the core, the Inference 
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Figure 1-1. Basic structure of a Mamdani Fuzzy Rule-Based System. 
A range of different defuzzification methods is available. The process of transforming 
a fuzzy output of a fuzzy inference system into a crisp output applied in this thesis 
were either the Bisector of Area or the Centre of Gravity of Area (Jantzen, 1998). The 
first method picks the abscissa of the vertical line that divides the area under the curve 
in two equal halves. The second calculates the centroid of the fuzzy output and the y 
coordinate is the crisp output. 
The Mamdani fuzzy rule-based system provides a natural framework to include expert 
knowledge in the form of linguistic rules, and also add rules which are automatically 
generated due to a learning process. This structure also has a high degree of freedom 
to select the most suitable fuzzification and defuzzification interfaces, as well as the 
interface method itself. Moreover, the fuzzy rule-base provides a highly flexible 
means to formulate knowledge, as the rules are compounded by input and output 
linguistic variables 
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One of the major problems of this approach is the lack of accuracy in some complex 
problems, due to the structure of the linguistic rules. Carse and Forgarty (1994) 
analysed these limitations and concluding that this structure is subjected to certain 
restrictions because of the use of the linguistic variables. When the input variables are 
mutually dependent, it becomes very difficult to find a proper fuzzy partition of the 
input space. Furthermore, the homogeneous partition of the input and output space 
becomes inefficient and does not scale properly as the dimension and the complexity 
of the input-output mapping increases. Another important drawback is the rapid 
increase of the number of rules, as the number of variables and/or a fine granularity is 
needed. 
Fuzzy controllers have been designed for a range of automotive systems, such as ABS 
(Gullett et aL, 1994, Mauer, 1995, Klein et aL, 1996, Altrock, 1997, Austin et aL, 
2000, Jun et al., 2001, Mogaddam, 2002), Cruise Control (Holve et aL, 1995), Active 
Suspension (Jamei et aL, 2000, Kanarachos et aL, 2000, Brandao et aL, 2002), 
Dynamic Yaw Control (Buckholtz, 2002a, Buckholtz, 2002b) and driver model (Nobe 
et aL, 200 1, Lee et aL, 2002). 
1.3. Controller Architectures 
A basic set of four controller architectures has been described by Valavanis et aL 
(1997): hierarchical, heterarchical, subsumption and hybrid. Each one presents 
advantages and disadvantages. 
The hierarchical architecture uses a top-down approach, the top level having control 
over all the levels below it. Therefore, the highest level is responsible for the overall 
performance and objectives of the system. Then, the lowest level takes care of the 
local problems, solving some particular problems that will help to achieve the main 
goal. It is basically a serial structure, in that the communication occurs only between 
adjacent levels. 
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The main advantage of this structure is the potential to evaluate the overall 
controllability and stability, and also verify the overall performance. Oil the other 
hand, the principal disadvantage is the lack of flexibility. So, if any change is 
required, the whole system has to be modified. Another one is the information flow, 
there may be a long response time because there is not a direct communication 
between the highest and lowest levels (sensors and actuators). Thus, systems using I Z: ' 
this kind of architecture may not show true dynamic reactive behaviour when 
managing unexpected circumstances. tý C, 
Figure 1-2 shows and example of the hierarchical architecture applied to Dynamic C) 
Yaw Control (DYC), where the system has to deal with mission handling and safety 
issues, resolved into a three-layer architecture that moves from discrete to continuous 
SiOnals was used. 0 
Driver 
Discrete Time A 
Super% isionary Control -0 
A 
mancuýercoordination -. 4 
A 
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Figure 1-2. Example of Hierarchical Control Architecture. 
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Vehicle stability and control layer, this level deals with continuous signals, and 
interfaces directly with the vehicle hardware. It contains several control algorithms 
and sensor data processing and monitoring for fault detection. Control laws are given 
as vehicle state or observation feedback policies for controlling the vehicle dynamics. 
Sensor processing at the stability and control layer includes environmental monitors 
that are used to signal changes in the environmental conditions. The corresponding 
events are sent to the manoeuvre coordination layer that will promote the change to 
the next preferred mode 
Manoeuvre coordination layer: control and observation subsystems responsible for 
safe execution of the basic manoeuvres. Manoeuvres may include several modes 
according to the lattice of preferred operating modes. Mode changes are triggered by 
events generated by the stability layer monitors. 
Supervisory control layer is responsible for the control and observation strategies that 
implement a scheme for the DYC challenge problem. Each vehicle has a supervisor 
that commands the execution of basic manoeuvres of the vehicle under its control. 
The interfaces between layers can be described as follows, 
* Vehicle: its input actuator commands (a desired throttle angle and brake 
master cylinder pressure) from the stability and control layer, and output 
information on whether the actuators and sensors are functioning properly. 
9 Vehicle stability and control layer: the vehicle stability and control layer 
inputs set points in acceleration from the manoeuvre coordination layer, and 
outputs state information to the manoeuvre coordination layer. 
* Manoeuvre coordination layer: the manoeuvre coordination layer inputs 
specific manoeuvres to execute from the supervisory control layer, and outputs 
state information and information about the status of the current on-going 
manoeuvre, to the supervisory control layer. 
Supervisory control layer: the supervisory control layer inputs commands 
from the driver and outputs all state and on-going manoeuvre information as 
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well as infonnation regarding whether the manoeuvres are being executed 
properly. 
9 Driver: the driver "inputs" state, manoeuvre and mission information and 
"outputs" commands for the car to execute. 
The heterarchical architecture, in contrast to the previous one, has a parallel structure, 
so all the modules can communicate among themselves. Thus, this scheme does not 
have a supervisor, and its principal advantage is flexibility (Valavanis et aL, 1997). 
The associated easy access to sensor information, which is shared by all modules, 
usually improves the response time of the system. It is very useful for parallel 
processing. By contrast, a high intensity communication with no supervisor can 
generate a problem of controllability. 
The heterarchical control architecture is based on full local autonomy resulting in a 
control environment which autonomous components co-operate in order to reach 
global objectives through local decision making. Theses autonomous components are 
often referred to as agents, and cooperation is structured via a negotiation protocol. 
In Figure 1-3, a model of the litho area is depicted equipped with heterarchical. control 
system. The model consists of generator, G, reticle agent RA, job agents J, workstation 
W, transporters T, and communication network N. 
Reticle agent RA is responsible for reticle handling. Generator G contains an order 
distributor 0, and workstation W contains a workstation agent A. The components 0, 
J, N, A and RA from the actual control system of the model, and communication 
between these components takes place through the network. For scheduling a lot, job 
agents J negotiates with several workstation agents A, and mutual agreement between 
job agents J and workstation agent A results in a lot being scheduled. 






Figure 1-3. Example of Heterarchical Control Architecture. 
The subsumption or layered architecture was first introduced by Brooks (1985) for 
robot mobile control. There are others similar approaches, as Carreras et aL(2000) and 
Arkin (1998), applied this also to robots and underwater vehicles. Up to this moment, 
there has been no work applying this sort of layered schema to automotive vehicle 
control. 
This design is based fundamentally on two definitions - behaviour and layer. 
Behaviour means a layer of control activity that is trigged by sensor information in 
order to perform an action, and layer is the set of all sensors, actuators and/or 
processors that are needed to perform a specific behaviour. 
The subsumption architecture is a so-called behavioural-based approach where the 
behaviours work in parallel without a supervisor and uses a bottom-up philosophy like 
in reactive robots. The higher layer can assume the control over the lower, even 
thought both still run in parallel. As soon as the higher level behaviour is no longer 
trigged by the sensor, the lower one resumes its normal activity. The information from 
the entire sensor set is available for all layers. Each one has to process the necessary 
signals to perform its specific behaviour. Overall, there is no centralised or pre- 
assumed control structure. 
The subsumption architecture benefits from flexibility, robustness and low 
computational cost. Moreover, it may respond with true dynamic reactive behaviour 
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when managing unexpected circumstances (Brooks, 1985). One of the disadvantages 
is the difficulty of synchronisation and timing for systems with a larger number of 
different behaviours, mainly because this scheme does not have a supervisor. Another 
problem is the difficulty to verify and test the system's stability and accuracy. 
Brooks (1985) has applied the subsumption architecture to a mobile robot, 
implementing it with three control layers, Figure 1-4. The lowest level layer was 
responsible to avoid obstacle. For that, the robot should move away if something 
approaches to it and halt if it is moving towards to an obstacle. In conjunctions, these 
two strategies are sufficient for the robot to flee from moving obstacles without 
colliding with anything. The next layer of control combined with the previous one 
attributes to the robot the ability to wander around aimlessly without hitting obstacles. 
This layer largely relies on the previous layer avoiding hitting obstacles. Finally, the 
third layer is meant to permit the robot to explore the environment which surrounding 
it. The robot uses visual observation to select interesting places to visit, and 






Figure 1-4. Subsumption architecture for Brook's mobile robot. 
The hybrid architecture is generally a combination of the three previous architectures 
- hierarchical, heterarchical and subsumption. The structure is typically divided into 
two levels of competence, the higher and the lower one. The higher level is a 
heterarchical structure that is responsible for the overall performance and 
functionality of the system. The lower level, either a hierarchical or subsumption 
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architecture, is responsible for the local control (direct to the hardware). When 
subsumption is chosen, it will be necessary to include a translator to decode the 
message from the higher level into the correspondent behaviour. Whereas for 
heterarchical, an emergent situation will trigger at the higher level and this should 
assume control of the situation. This hybrid configuration preserves the flexibility at 
lower level that arises from the heterarchical and subsumption structures, and it 
inherits advantages of hierarchical structure at the higher level. On the other hand, it 
is once again very difficult to have a formal verification of the system because of its 
inherently complex structure (Valavanis et al., 1997). 
1.4. Controller Structures 
Each of the architectures previously described can support one of the following 
controller structures: centralised, coordinated or decentralised controller. They are 
briefly explained on this section and the choice of any of them depends on the system 
requirements. 
The centralised controller is directly related to the hierarchical architecture approach. 
This structure is typically based on a unique multivariable controller which takes care 
of the whole vehicle dynamics. The interaction among several systems of the vehicle 
is also considered during the controller design. Figure 1-5 shows a schematic example 
of the centralised controller approach. Among the advantages, this strategy has a few 
hardware requirements for implementation, and system stability and performance may 
be guaranteed for the overall closed-loop system. On the other hand, it is quite 
difficult to tune and implement this type of controller, and if one or more feedback 
channel fails, the system will typically lose stability. 
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SYstem 1 SYstein 2 SYstem n 
Vehicle System 
Figure 1-5. Centralised controller. 
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The coordinated control strategy is based on the hierarchical architecture, similar to 
the previous one. The main difference between them is the insertion of a new layer of 
control. In fact, it applies an individual controller for each vehicle system, and each 
controller is connected to a master controller which is responsible for fault detection 
and correction required from the coupled dynamics, Figure 1-6. The main advantage I 
is the facility of implementation, as it Must use the original controllers supplied with 
the vehicle and just add a master one. However, there is a clearly increased hardware 
requirement for controller implementation. 
MasterControer 
Controller I Controller 2 Controller n 
SYstem I SYstem 2 SYstem it 
Vehicle System 
Figure 1-6. Coordinated controller. 
Decentralised controllers are independent and each system has its own dedicated 
control hardware, FIgUre 1-7. It is directly related to the heterarchical architeCtUre. 
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This kind of control structure is simpler and easier to design, implement and tune in Z: ) 
comparison to the centralised because it does not consider the coupled dynamics 
during the design stage. But clearly, when these effects are significantly important, a C, Cý zn Z: 71 
wrong control action may be generated. Besides this, more hardware is needed when zn zn 
compared with the centralised controller (Valavanis et al., 1997). 
Controller I Controller 2 Controller n 
SYstem 1 SYstein 2 SYstein n 
Vehicle System 
Figure 1-7. Decentralised controller. 
1.5. Controller Strategies 
Four main controller strategies will be adopted in this work, the proportional - integral- ZD It, 
derivative (PID), the linear quadratic (LQ), the sliding mode and the fuzzy logic. They 
are briefly explained in the following paragraphs. I 
z: I 
The proportional - integral -derivative controllers are widely used in industrial 
applications, despite the great progress in controller strategy development due to its 
versatility, reliability and principally its relatively easy implementation (Ogata, 1993). 
d 
The standard PID controller is defined as u(t) = K,, e(t) + -1 
fe(t) dt +T I e(t) Ti dt 
where K,,, T and Tj are, respectively, the proportional gain, the integral and derivati\ 
time. The proportional term is responsible for making the system less sensitive to loa(I 
disturbances, the integral expression is employed to reduce the steady-state error and 
finally, the derivative part improves the transient and closed loop stability (Ogata, 
1993). 
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The Linear Quadratic control is one of the most common strategies for optimal 
control and is given in terms of linear state feedback. In order to obtain the optimal 
feedback gain, a nonlinear equation, the Algebraic Riccati Equation, must be solved. 
Computer Aided Control Software such as MATLAB has the ability to solve this 
equation in an easy way (Grace et al., 1995). As LQ is a linear controller strategy, it 
must be combined with other ideas in order to satisfactorily control nonlinear plants. 
Sliding mode control is based on the idea that it is much easier to control a 1"-order 
plant, even though it may be non-linear and with uncertainty, than a general n th_order 
system. In fact, this approach typically replaces the n th -order plant by a l't-order one. 
The sliding mode switches the control law depending on the region where the control 
state is. The control law on each side of the sliding surface is designed to force the 
system state towards the sliding surface. As soon as the state reaches this condition, it 
slides towards the zero equilibrium state. The state remains on the sliding surface 
because of the high gains around the sliding surface. More information about this 
approach can be found in (Slotine et aL, 1991). The stability and robustness of this 
approach are its main advantages, and chattering is its major problem which is 
normally caused by the high gains of the control law. However, this can be easily 
solved by introducing a linear control zone or a saturation function near the sliding 
surface. A form of sliding mode control has been applied to ABS (Unsal et aL, 1999), 
working as a switch to turn on and off the braking system modulation valve. 
Finally, the fuzzy controller is based on fuzzy logic systems, previously introduced in 
Section 1.2.3. Fuzzy controllers are not used only to regulation, but also as 
coordinating sub-controllers; as they have the advantage of being easy to define in 
term of familiar IF-THEN rules mimicking the human through this rule base. 
1.6. Behaviour-Based Control 
A behavioural encoding procedure is used for this work following the ideas presented 
by Arkin (1998) where a functional mapping from the stimulus domain to the actuator 
domain should be generated in order to encode the behavioural response, Figure 1-8. 
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Stimulus I Behaviour I Response 
Figure 1-8. Stimulus-Response diagram. 
The behaviour is represented by the triple (S, R, O). S is the domain of all relevant 
stimuli for this behaviour. Each individual stimulus s is represented by s(P, 10, where p 
is the class of perception and ý is the strength. Each p has a threshold value x which 
triggers the behaviour. R is the response domain where rFR is a n-dimensional 
vector representing the desirable reaction from the system. Finally, the behavioural 
mapping 0 relates the stimulus domain with the response domain for each individual 
behaviour, P(s)->r. This function is trigged only when the perception value ý is 
greater than the threshold r. This mapping can be either Null (no response), or 
Discrete (numerable sets of responses) or Continuous (continuous space of reactions). 
Each individual behaviour (bl) can be represented as a function that relates any 
stimulus (si) to a specific response (ri). 
b(si) = r, (1-1) 
Carreras et aL(2000) have successfully implemented a layered behaviour-based 
control to an Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV). They have used the layered 
architecture based on subsumption, presented in Section 1.3, combined with the 
behaviour-based control shown in this section. Similar approach will be applied to the 
integrated vehicle control system presented in Chapter 5. 
1.7. Active Chassis Systems 
During the last two decades, the number of publications in this area, concerning both 
mathematical and empirical models, has increased a lot as mentioned in (Tomizuka et 
aL, 1995). Active Suspension, Anti-lock Brake System, Traction Control System and 
Active Rear Steering are examples of active chassis systems. The availability of such 
systems increases as the cost of the electronic and mechanical components decreases. 
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An extended review concerning advanced control in this field is presented by 
Tomizuka (1995). 
1.7.1. Active Suspension 
An automotive suspension has to deal with a wide range of different jobs and the 
suspension design involves many trade-offs between achieving an adequate degree of 
ride comfort whilst maintaining good road holding and also meeting the packaging 
requirements that limit the available suspension travel. These conflicting demands 
suggest a stiff suspension to support the vehicle weight and vehicle handling, but a 
soft suspension for a comfortable passenger ride. Active suspensions come into the 
scenario in order to solve this dilemma, offering the potential to improve the vehicle 
performance in both aspects. Using a purely passive suspension system, the 
components can only be optimally tuned for a single condition, whereas an active 
suspension has the ability to alter its characteristics depending on the current 
environment. A number of review papers have been written about this topic and 
discuss the relative merit of different suspension design strategies (Sharp et al., 1987, 
Gordon et aL, 1993, Moon et al., 1998, Brandao, 1999, Jamei et al., 2000). 
1.7.2. Anti-lock Brake System 
The Anti-lock Brake System, commonly known as ABS, modulates the fluid pressure 
that controls the four brakes of the vehicle. Depending on where this modulation is 
applied, the ABS can act individually to each wheel or to a group of wheels. These 
adjustments modulate the torques applied at the brakes to increase utilisation of the 
available road-to-tyre adhesion. 
The ABS controller is designed with the major objective to keep the wheel slip near 
the value of maximum adhesion, thus prevent locking and skidding during braking. 
The ABS controller can modulate the input pressure much faster than a human driver. 
The basic elements for any ABS system are wheel sensors, anti-lock pressure 
modulating valve and anti-lock controller. A four-wheel ABS system approach is 
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chosen to be adopted in this work and consists of four sets of this components, as will 
be further explained in Chapter 4. 
Further work talking about recent advances and design control in this area can be 
found in (Mauer, 1995, Austin et aL, 2000, Jun et aL, 2001, Brandao et aL, 2003b). 
1.7.3. Traction Control System 
A Traction Control System (TCS) is responsible for limiting the amount of traction 
force delivered to the wheels in order to prevent the loss of traction or excessive slip. 
Sometimes the TCS is also referred as Anti Slip Regulation (ASR). The main 
objective of this controller is to reduce the drive torque of the spinning wheel, and this 
can be reached by changes in the logic control of the ECU from the engine or 
changing the position of the throttle valve. This automatic control system can act 
quicker and more precisely than the driver can. In fact, the TCS can have many 
different action methods. For example, the throttle control can be obtained using an 
actuator to move the throttle cable or, if there is a drive-by-wire accelerator available, 
the control can be obtained by the engine management unit. Another method to reduce 
the net driving torque is to apply the brake to the desired wheel. Moreover, if an 
active differential is available, it can also be used to re-apportion torque between the 
driver wheels at an axle. 
A typical traction control strategy will apply the driving torque control and the brake 
control depending on the severity of wheel-spin. Several articles about this topic have 
been published in the past ten years, such as (Roppenecker et aL, 1993, Sekiguchi et 
aL, 1993, Austin et aL, 2000). More discussion about this topic is presented in 
Chapter 4. 
1.7.4. Active Steering 
The main objective of active steering systems is to improve the vehicle handling 
response, and expand the limit of handing conditions where the vehicle can be safety 
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driven for a standard driver. There are mainly two alternatives: Active Rear Steering 
(ARS) that steers the rear wheels in accordance with the front wheels, and the Active 
Front Steer (AFS), which makes some corrections to the front wheel steer angles. The 
active steering system is designed to include improvement of manoeuvrability at low 
speed and straight-line stability at mid and high speeds (Bosch Automotive 
Handbook, 1993). 
Active Rear Steering may improve the stationary and dynamic steering characteristics 
of the vehicle (Hac, 2002). There are two typical strategies depending on the vehicle 
velocity. The first is "out-of-phase" and applied at low-speed, where the rear wheels 
steer in the opposite direction of the front wheels. The other is "in-phase" and is 
applied at mid and high-speeds, with the rear wheels steering in the same direction as 
the front wheels. The average reduction of the turning radius is about 10% for the 
"out-of-phase" approach. 
As with ARS, the AFS improves the steering characteristics of the vehicle by 
applying small corrections on the steer angle input by the driver in order to keep the 
vehicle in the safety handling region. Wang et aL (1992) published a study where the 
effects of AFS in the vehicle handling dynamics were carried out. The driver's 
steering response in critical conditions improved, and also handling and stability 
performance. Typically the vehicle with the active system had a quicker response with 
better damping of the yaw oscillations in comparison with the passive one. 
The performance of both ARS and AFS depends mostly on how the front and rear 
wheels are controlled based on the vehicle speed and steering angle. Additional 
benefits of active steering are improvement of cornering stability, steering 
responsiveness and precision, and rapid lane-changing manoeuvres. The driver's 
fatigue over high-speed and extended travelling would be reduced (Schuller et aL, 
1999). 
Further discussion about intelligent steering systems can be obtained in the papers by 
Roppenecker (1993), Hirano et aL (1993), Lee (1995), Horiuchi et aL (1999a), You 
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and Chai (1999), Komatsu et aL (2000), Mokhiamar and Abe (2002), Nagai et aL 
(2002), Hac and Bodie (2002). 
1.8. Integrated Vehicle Chassis Systems 
The full integration of intelligent systems is not yet fully developed. In many cases 
the integration is of only two systems such as Horiuchi et aL (1999b), Nagai et al. 
(1998) and Hirano et al. (1993). The most common systems integrated are ABS and 
TCS because of the natural similarities between them (Austin et aL, 2000). Another 
topic of research is braking while turning, for that it is commonly integrated ABS and 
ARS or AFS, many times it is named Direct Yaw Moment Control (Horiuchi et aL, 
1999b, Nagai et aL, 2002). In most of those works, the integration is done by the 
development of a global model and one integrated control is designed. The approach 
suggested in this thesis follows a different path, as it will be presented in Chapter 5. 
An additional characteristic in integration of vehicle chassis systems is that most 
publications in this area are theoretical papers, and also lack clarity of objectives, 
which require a better understanding of the driver's desire. 
The integration of systems such as ABS, TCS, ARS and ASUSP is one the central 
issue of this thesis. In contrast to the previous researches that usually develop a full 
model, the integration proposed in this thesis follows a "plug-and-play" philosophy. 
So, the integration of control systems might ultimately be related to dynamic systems 
integration, as in the Bond Graph methods (Karnopp, 1968) and the author has also 
contributed some new ideas in this area (Brandao, 1999) where power flow was used 
as an integration tool. Initially, Brandao modelled several stand-alone subsystems 
such as 6 d. o. f. rigid body, tyre, passive and active suspensions, passive and active 
anti-roll bar. Then they were assembled using the power flow method. As the 
input/output of the stand-alone models were standardised, there was no need to 
redesign or change any of the original subsystem assembled when changing over from 
one passive subsystem to an active subsystem, reducing the development time. The 
formal and detail demonstration of the power flow methodology used by the author 
was published by Speranza Neto (1999). 
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An extensive survey on the methodologies for vehicle control system integration was 
written by Gordon et aL (2003) presenting evidences that more work in this area is 
required. Also some ideas of how the integration should happen are introduced. 
1.8.1. Principles 
Complex dynamic systems such as aircraft, nuclear power plants and ground vehicles, 
extending ranges and represent a major problem to control system designers. Among 
the new competencies are adaptability, extensibility, interoperability, situatedness and 
emergence (Wills et aL, 2001). 
Adaptability - As the controlled system is subjected to real forces, damages or any 
influence from the environment, the system may react to those environmental changes 
or change its own configuration without compromising its operational integrity. This 
capability may involve the ability to rapidly switch between algorithms, or make 
changes in the priority of information flow. 
Extensibility or Modularity - The system is organised in several modules, for easy 
implementation of a "plug-and-play" philosophy. Each module can run 
independently, increasing the robustness of the system because if one controller fails, 
the others remain working and the system should remain controllable. There is also 
the possibility to build a system incrementally, which is particularly important, to take 
full advantage of any innovation as soon as becoming available without redesigning 
the components already in the system. 
Interoperability or Parallelism - Different control systems may run concurrently 
regardless of which level or layer each one of them appear at. They can have their 
own processor, programming language and hardware platform. Real-time 
communication should be provided between those components while assuring 
constraints on bandwidth, response time and reliability. 
Emergence - The system is able to have a reaction for an unexpected stimulus from 
the environment. In an emergency situation, the system can perform a behaviour that 
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was not pre-programmed. The interface between behaviour and environment 
generates new features which were not previous designed. 
Based on Prescott et aL (1999), two additional aspects of this architecture have to be 
considered for a good implementation. They are Behavioural Decomposition and 
Conflict Between Levels. 
Behavioural Decomposition - the "new AF' decomposition differs from the "classical 
AF' because it uses a set of simple parallel behaviours instead of using function units 
(sensor- perception--+ modelling--+ planning--+ task execution---* control--+ actuator). 
Each layer of the control is designed to support different "task-achieving" behaviour. 
Conflict Between Levels - Each lower layer will keep on working as the higher layers 
are added, ignoring the existence of higher levels. So, the lower layer will continue to 
operate, but its output will be suppressed, substituted or modified by the higher level 
signal, as the coordinator decides the best police in each case. 
Meeting those new requirements for the design of a complex control system, a layered 
component-based architecture, which encourages flexible plug-and-play extensibility 
and evolution of systems, will be presented in this work. 
1.9. Aims and Objectives 
As has been discussed in the previous sections of this chapter, in the past years it has 
been common to control the vehicle functions individually, and all controllers running 
in parallel. Typically, this approach implies that each control system has its own 
hardware and no sharing of information usually takes place. This parallel structure has 
arisen as default, because each manufacturer or supplier developed its own system 
and it is simply added to the vehicle structure. However, some iteration between 
control systems may occur, for example, the brake and the rear steer actuator can 
control the same degree of freedom, in this case the yaw. This increases the need to 
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structure the vehicle control architecture, which should be normally followed by the 
integration of the control systems. 
The Integrated Vehicle Control System (IVCS) is intended to combine and supervise 
all controllable systems in the vehicle, optimising the overall performance and 
minimising the energy consumption, keeping as closely as possible within the 
physical limits of the vehicle hardware. The IVCS should be able to recover a stable 
position or at least minimise the severity of any resulting collision. The control 
structure proposed in this work has as main characteristics the modularity, 
extensibility and flexibility, fitting the requirements of the 'plug-and-play' philosophy 
which increases the possibility to customise the vehicle functionality. So, 
Integrated Vehicle Control System is the philosophy of combining 
all chassis components and control systems coexisting in a vehicle to 
perform better than the pure addition of them in terms of safety, 
comfort and economy. 
The integrated system has to achieve its objectives in the best way possible over a 
wide range of weather and road condition, in conformance with the statutory 
regulations, and in a way that is beneficial, pleasing and safe for driver and 
passengers. 
The major aim of this thesis is to investigate the scope of the IVCS based on minimal 
prior assumption regarding the detailed control algorithms that might or might not be 
used. So, a model-free based controller for automotive systems mainly using fuzzy 
logic controllers is developed. The required knowledge base is to be learnt using an 
evolution of the basic GLA and then fine-tuning the controller gains using either GLA 
or CARLA, techniques which will be explained further in the body of the thesis. 
A behavioural approach is to be used to integrate the systems, with each basic 
controller responsible for just a single behaviour or function, for example longitudinal 
wheel slip for Traction Control System. The technique chosen for this project is based 
on the approach that was originally proposed by Brooks (1987) for mobile robots. As 
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discussed, it overcomes problems with extensibility, robustness, integration of 
multiple sensor devices and to enable multiple competing goals to be achieved. Some 
aspects of the original approach has to be adapted to apply to automotive chassis 
system, in a similar way that Carreras et al. (2000) and Arkin (1998) did when 
applying underwater vehicle control. Each individual controller is designed using 
soft-computing methods assuming minimal prior knowledge of the system. 
1.10. Thesis Structure 
Chapter 2 is divided into three parts. The first one is about general concepts such as 
degrees of freedom and coordinate axes. The following part comprises six sections 
where all the models used during the simulations are presented and explained. The 
models are divided as follows, Tyre, Suspension, Steering, Brake and Drive, Vehicle 
and Driver. In the final part, all the necessary data, such as vehicle geometry and road 
profiles, are presented. All the information concerning the controllers will be given in 
later sections. 
Chapter 3 gives the basis of the evolutionary algorithms which will be applied during 
this work. Initially, the necessary concepts about machine learning, reinforcement 
learning, learning automata and genetic algorithm are presented. Then, the Genetic 
Learning Automata and its operators and cost functions are explained. After that, the 
main ideas of the Continuous Action Reinforcement Automaton are presented. In the 
final part of the chapter, a methodology is described, which integrates all those 
methods with Fuzzy Systems and Classifier Systems. 
The Behaviour Based Control and some of the vehicle behaviours are defined in 
Chapter 4. Among the behaviours studied are the longitudinal wheel slip, vehicle yaw 
motion and rear wheel steer. Moreover, the controllers that will be used within the 
Integrated Vehicle Control System are designed and tested. 
The integrated vehicle system, including model, description and simulations, is 
presented in Chapters 5 and 6. In the first one, the concepts, control authority and 
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structure are shown and discussed. Simulations showing the performance of the 
designed system and coordinators for different manoeuvres and surfaces are presented 
in Chapter 6, and comparison is made between the performance of the passive vehicle 
and the integrated vehicle system control. The cooperative and competition 
approaches for the behaviour-based controller are also analysed. After that, 
considerations regarding stability and robustness of the final system are mentioned. 
In Chapter 7 the final discussions about the results obtained and applied 
methodologies, conclusions are drawn and possible areas for further research are 
presented. 
Additionally, five appendices are presented. The first shows a study to determine the 
control authority requested to design the coordinator which deals with the active rear 
steering and the direct yaw controllers. The second presents the design concepts for an 
active suspension using the methodology of the thesis, illustrating how a new set of 
control systems might be integrated in the future. Then, ride models and road data 
used to design the active suspension are presented, respectively, in Appendices C and 
D. In the final appendix, detail description of the SUV model used during simulations 
is shown. 
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Chapter 2- Vehicle Models 
2.1. Introduction 
This chapter is divided into three parts. The first one is about general concepts such as 
degree of freedom and coordinate axes. The second part comprises six sections where 
all the models to be used during the simulations are presented and explained. The 
models are divided as follows, Tyre, Suspension, Steering, Brake and Drive, Vehicle 
and Driver. Finally, all the necessary data, such as vehicle geometry or road profile, is 
presented. 
2.1.1. Degrees of Freedom 
Degree of freedom (d. o. f. ) is the measure of variability which expresses the number of 
options available within a variable or space. Concerning the d. o. f. related to the 
vehicle, they are divided into two groups, one for the sprung mass (body), and the 
other for the unsprung mass (suspension, wheel and tyre). Table 2-1 shows the d. o. f. 
for the body, three for translation and three for rotation. Table 2-2 presents the 
additional d. o. f. related to each wheel/tyre, and the d. o. f. for the suspension is shown 
at Table 2-3. 
Table 2-1. Body d. o. f. 
Symbol Description 
u Forward speed 
v Lateral speed 
W Vertical speed 
p Roll rate 
q Pitch rate 
r Yaw rate 
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Table 2-2. Wheel/Tyre d. o. f. 
Symbol Description 
Cf Steering angle 
.0 Spinning wheel speed 
Zt, 
red Vertical tyre deflection 
Table 2-3. Suspension d. o. f. 
Symbol Description 
Suspension deflection 
2.1.2. Coordinate Systems 
Five different coordinate axes are used in this work. One is fixed to the CG of the 
sprung mass and the other four are placed in the intersection between the road plane 
and each tyre. 
Figure 2-1 shows a scheme of the body or vehicle coordinate axes (x-y-z) which are 
fixed to the CG of the vehicle. The SAE axes are the most common axis system used 
in vehicle dynamics and have been defined by the Society of Automotive 
Engineering. This system is also orthogonal and right-handed. The x-axis is horizontal 
and positive forward in the direction of the motion. The z-direction is downwards to 
keep the assumption of right-handed axes. A vehicle axis system is chosen because 
with this axes the inertia proprieties remain constant relative to it, keeping their 
physical meaning. 
There is one set of axes such as illustrated in Figure 2-2 for each tyre. The origin of 
the axes is placed at the contact point between the tyre and the road, whenever there is 
a contact. If there is no contact, the origin is positioned at the nearest point to the tyre 
at the road plane. The tyre forces are written in this coordinate system, and have to be 
correctly translated to the body's axis. 
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Figure 2-1. Body axis system. 
For these systems of coordinate axes, the vehicle is considered as a five-mass system, 
one sprung mass (a rigid body) and four unsprung masses, each comprising the II In Zý 
suspension, wheel, tyre and attached components, e. g. uprights and brake callipers. zn 
The unsprung mass is steerable, not only at the front, but also at the rear, allowing for Z> '". 1 
rear and/or four wheels steering models. z: 1 
The relation between all the frames has to be carefully defined, because all the forces 
from the tyres has to be transposed to the body's reference system and the body's 
reaction should be transmitted to the tyres. 
Equation (2-1) shows the transformation between the tyre reference system to the 
body reference system assuming a flat road, and ignoring suspension angles, camber, C) 11ý 4D In 
caster and lateral inclination. Here, d is the steer angle of the tyre. 
x lý cos(A - sin(, » 0- x' 
v sin(A COS(A 0-v 
,ý b')ýi. ý -0 
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Figure 2-2. SAE tyre axis system. Ref. (Nlilliken and Milliken, 1995). 
2.2. Tyre Models 
2.2.1. Combined model - Longitudinal and Lateral 
Several empirical, seiiii-ernpirical and theoretical theories of tyre mechanism are 
III available to be used. For this work, a simple isotropic form based on Pacejkas Magic 
Formula (Pacejka et al., 199 1) and presented by Gordon et al. (Gordon et al., 2002) is 
chosen. As an isotropic model, the longitudinal and lateral CD forces use the samejorce 
vs. slip curve, and the combined force vector is aligned with the slip vector. Pacejka 
I ed force with normallsed slip. A general developed a formula that relates a normal s 
formulation relating the magnitude of the nori-nalised force, F,,,,, 4D Cý and nornialised slip, 
k, is presented in equation (2-2). 




(Utan -'(Bx (I - E') xk+ Etan -'(B'k))) 
30 
(2-2) 
The tyre model has to be able to SLipport braking, acceleration and tuming, effects, as 
well as the combination of them. So the Pacejka's Combined Magic ForinUla (Pacejka 
et al., 1991 ) combines the normalised slip angle (lateral dynamics) and the norniallsed I 
slip ratio (longitudinal dynamics). The normalised combined slip in this case can be 
written as k =, 67- +tan' 6r. In addition, the normalised reSUltant force is defined as 
F = 
Some additional definitions are needed to solve equation (2-2). First, it is necessary to 
find the vehicle velocity in each body comer, as shown in equation (2-3). Then, the 
transformation presented at eqUation (2-1) has to be applied to those velocities dLie to 




The slip ratio of each wheel for the longitudinal dynamic, (Ti , 
is given by equation I 1ý 
(2-4), where R,, If. i is the effective rollingur radius for free rolling at zero slip angle, -0, is In 
the wheel spin speed and u, i is the forward speed of the wheel. 
x -(2ý 
(2-4) 
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Figure 2-3 shows the plane x-y of the tvre reference system where it is possible to 
verify the slip angle, as well as the steer angle. The slip angle a is defined as 
a=o where ei is the steer angle of the wheel and . ý- 
is the ratio between the 
forward and lateral velocity components at the wheel centre. Considering small angles 
for the slip angle for the front and rear wheels are defined by equation (2-5), where 
dis the steer angle of the wheel, a is the distance from the CG to the front axle, b is I=) 
the distance from the CG to the rear axle,, 92-- 
V 
is the vehicle sideslip, r is the yaw u 
rate, and U is the forward velocity of the vehicle. 
-a - 
d-, g+ bu 
y 
Figure 2-3. Tyre slip angle. 
(2-5) 
The tyre model adopted in this work also considers variation of the tyre vertical load. 
Thus, the maximum allowed force for each tyre or peak force is defined by the 
friction circle at each tyre contact patch, and Fp ý! F,,,,,, (Gordon et al., 2002). 
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tyre 






Here M is the vehicle mass, g is the gravitational acceleration, /4 is the coefficient of 
friction between tyre and road, and F, ý" is the vertical load at each tyre. 
The tyre vertical load also affects the comering and longitudinal stiffness (C,, and Q. rý 
Equation (2-7) shows the assumed relation between cornering stiffness and tyre 
vertical load, where a, and b, are coefficients which express the non-linear relation 
between those variables. In this study, the longitudinal stiffness is simply assumed 
equal to the comering stiffness, C., = C,,. 
VI d)) 
a, x (I - exp(-b, x ., 
7, 
(2-7) 
The normalised longitudinal slip, k, and lateral slip, ky, are obtained via equation 
(2-8). Then, as shown in equation (2-9), the tyre forces are obtained based on the 
normalised combined slip, which is given by k= 
[k,, k, ]T, the peak force, Fp, 








F 're =k sign(o-) x Fp x F,,,,, g x' IkI 
(2-9) 
Fyl, re = sign (a) x Fp x F,,. g x 
ky I 
IkI 
The tyre model gives the forces related to the axis of the tyre. So, it is necessary to 
rotate them to the vehicle axis system - see Figure 2-4 and equation (2- 10). 
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F, F, ""' xcos a-F, ""' x sin a 
Fý, F, "" x sin 6r + F, "" x cos 6r (2-10) 




Figure 2-4. Tyre's top view. 
A first-order system is used for the integration of the tyre forces, where the time 
constant, is taken into account. Equations (2-11 ) and (2-12) show the referred 
dynamics, where is the desired tyre force obtained using (2-9), and 
F iýre (t 
,., 
+ At) is the actual value obtained as consequence of the first-order lag Z!, I 
d Fim, - F"") F im, i, desired 
dt rt% re 
f, h re ,ý re 
Fh re alewred 
F (2-12) 
dt rt% re 
A- 1ý re 
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2.2.2. Additional longitudinal model 
Another tyre model was used for the ABS strategy learning, as in that stage, only the C: ' 
longitudinal characteristic of the tyre was relevant. So, the model presented by Athan 
et aL (1997) was adopted, because it is simpler and less computationally expensive. 




Equation (2-14) presents the yaw rotation definition valid for the braking simulations. 
The yaw rotation, A is given in a percentile fonnat and is always positive. 
,I=, or x 100% (2-14) 
Further details can be obtained in Section 2.8, where the data used in this project is 
explained and a representative plot for the types of pavements considered during the 
simulations is shown. 
2.2.3. Vertical Model 
The tyre vertical model consists of a mass-spring-damper system. The spring 
represents the vertical stiffness of the tyre (Ky,, i), the damper is its energy dissipation 
(B, y,.,, i), and the mass is the tyre and wheel masses added to whatever else constitutes 
the unsprung mass Wj), such as brake and upright. The vertical dynamic behaviour 
of the tyre is described by equation (2-15), where F, '*, "' is the vertical load transmitted 









re, j ; ý,, e. j = 
Fre 
g. 1 (2-15) 
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2.3. Suspension Model 
The model adopted here is an independent suspension comprising a spring and 
damper placed in a vertical position. Compliance and camber effects are not 
considered for simplicity, however they can be easily added to the model. The spring 
and damper can have either linear or non-linear characteristic, as will be shown in 
Section 2.8. For the active suspension, an actuator is placed in parallel to the passive 
spring and damper. 
2.4. Steeting Model 
The steering is based on a simple Ackermann model. In fact, the designed model 
allows geometry from parallel to 100% Ackermann by just changing the proportional 
Ackermann steer coefficient (pa) in equation (2-16). In the same equation if (MA) 
is the steer angle for each wheel and d, is proportional to steering wheel angle, cý,, as 
given by equation (2-17), where SR is the steer ratio. At this point, as can be seen in 
equation (2-16), the front and rear semi-tracks are assumed the same, c, and the wheel 
base is equal to L. Some additional modifications will be introduced during the design 
process of the active rear steer controller. 
d2 
pa x d3 
-d4 
eF = SR x d,, 0 
2.5. Drive and Brake Model 
(2-16) 
(2-17) 
There are three possible configurations for the traction system; front wheel drive 
(FWD), rear wheel drive (RWD) and four wheel drive (4WD). For a RAID and FWD, 
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the engine torque is equally split between the traction wheels. For the 4WD, initially 
the engine torque is split in the ratio 40: 60 between front and rear axles. Then it is 
equally split between the wheels at the same axle. Considering the brake system, the 
brake torque is split as 60: 40 for front and rear. 
The simplest model which can be adopted for this dynamic is a first-order system, 
such as 
drive d (Fý -Fdrive Fd, iv, «"2 c (2-18) dt rdliv, 
cbra" -Fbrake 
) 




Here F,,,. is an equivalent "demand force" provided by the driver, obtained by 
multiplying the acceleration demand by the vehicle mass, M; C. 5brak, and rdri, are the 
time constants for the brake and drive systems. Equations (2-20) and (2-2 1) shows the 
pedal strategy where if the pedal demand is positive the brake component of the F,,,,, 
is set to zero and there is only the drive component. In the same way, when the pedal 
demand is negative, there is only the brake component of F,,,,,. 




Fom, if sign(F, ýn 
)>0 (2-21) F 
0, n 0, otherwise 
This model has an inherent force limit, the tyre forces, and an additional one is added, 
the engine power. The maximum total traction force is a function of the maximum 
power, P"'ý , that is possible to 
be delivered by the engine at a certain forward engine 
velocity U, 
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max 
F niax engt ne coin u 
(2-22) 
drive dri a 
F, d"" =IFO 
if F 
nv :5 x cm cop (2-23) 
, n lý max if F drive > F, 'ýn' om c49,11 
2.6. Vehicle Model 
This section describes how each dynamic model adopted for the body is obtained, the 
assumptions behind them and how they were combined with the suspension, steering 
and tyre models in order to generated the final vehicle model to be used in the control 
design process and simulations that will be presented in future chapters. The group of 
models presented here contains the necessary information to base the controllers on 
either or handling, or steering, or any combination of them. The ride models are 
presented in Appendix C. 
2.6.1. Two d. o. f. - Longitudinal Model 
This model is chosen when the main interest is in the longitudinal vehicle dynamics, 
as during braking and acceleration. Figure 2-5 shows its two d. o. f., the forward 
vehicle velocity and wheel spin. Based on the diagram, the equation (2-24) represents 
the dynamics of the vehicle, where M is its mass, J is the wheel rotational inertia 
moment, Tb and Td are the brake and drive torque at the wheel, F', "'"' is the 
longitudinal tyre force, Rff is the effective rolling radius, U is forward vehicle 
velocity and finally . 12is the wheel spin velocity: 
M F're 
F lyre R 
(2-24) 
J0= Tb - Td' x eff 
This model was used for the learning process of the ABS and TCS. 
I 








Figure 2-5. Diagram for 2 d. o. f. - Longitudinal model. 
2.6.2. Nine d. o. f. - Handling Model 
This model can be used whenever the handling problem involving load transfer is C: 5 
required. The d-o-f- for this model are the longitudinal and lateral velocities of the 4: 1 
body, the yaw rate, the spinning speed of each wheel, the front and rear steer angle - C) 
V, r, -(21, f: ý, fZ, 
4 and 4. 
Milliken et al. (1995) presents a complete explanation of how to obtain the bicycle 
model and how to include the roll dynamics and the lateral load transfer. So, the basic 
equations of motion presented here are based on that reference. Some additional 
information related to model's extension is also explained in this section. 
The vehicle lateral and longitudinal dynamics in terms of Newton's Second Law are 
expressed in equation (2-25), where G is the gyroscopic matrix, I is the inertia mass 
matrix, F the vector of external forces, r the yaw rate and x the state vector. 
.k= I` + 
(I-'G) x (2-25) 
The state vector for the above equation is defined as IU Vp rý IT, where p is the roll 
rate and $0 is the roll angle. The inertia mass matrix for this model is such as (2-26) 
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where M is the vehicle total mass, e is the roll axis inclination defined by equation 
(2-27), 1, is obtained using the Parallel Axis Theorem as in equation (2-28), and hl is zn 
the distance from the roll centre to the mass centre obtained using equation (2-30). 1 
m0000 
0m M4 00 
I= 0 M4 I-10 v Ivz (2-26) 
00 ý-I, -I,, L0 
00001 
e= tan-' 
h,., - hfi-r 
L (2-27) 




r -hli, r)+ 
hfir (2-29) 
h, h,, - h, r (2-30) 
In the above equations, I, is the roll inertia moment of the body about the mass centre, 
h(, g and h, are the heights of the mass and roll centres, L is the wheel base, and h, Z: ' 
and hf, are the height of rear and front roll centres, respectively. 
The matrix G represents the gyroscopic moment arising from product with the aw y 
rate r: 
0 M Mhl 0 0 
-M 0 0 0 0 
G= -Mhl 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 (2-31) 
0 0 0 0 0 
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where M is the vehicle total mass, cis the roll axis inclination defined by equation 
., 
is obtained using the Parallel Axis Theorem as in equation (2-28), and h, is (2-27), 1 
the distance from the roll centre to the mass centre obtained using equation (2-30). 
m00 
0m M4 
I= 0 M4 











2 Ix = I. ý +M 
hi (2-28) 
h, ax (h, - hf, 
)+ hfcr (2-29) L 
h, h, -k, (2-30) 
In the above equations, I, is the roll inertia moment of the body about the mass centre, 
hcg and h, are the heights of the mass and roll centres, L is the wheel base, and h, 
and hf, are the height of rear and front roll centres, respectively. 
The matrix G represents the gyroscopic moment arising from product with the yaw 
rate r. 
0 M M hi 0 0 
m 0 0 0 0 
G= -Mh, 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 (2-31) 
0 0 0 0 01 
ý 
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The force vector F is defined as F., 7- F, 1: F. 
Mx My MZ]T 
, and obtained using the 
following equation, 
Twight X+ V' x (T x)+ TY FY + Twli, (2-32) 
IbUS, Tweightt Td,,, gg Ty,, and T,,, Ilig are, respectively, the weight, aerodynamics, tyre 









The aerodynamic coefficient is defined as K,,,,,,, = (112)p,, i,. CDAf whereqj, - is the 
air density, CD is the aerodynamic drag coefficient and Af ..... is the frontal area of the 
vehicle. So, based on this explanation, and ignoring the generation of moments, the 0 
aerodynamic effect matrix can be written as 
-K,,,,, a 0 0 0 0 
0 
-K,,,, 0 0 0 
Tdrag 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 (2-34) 
0 0 0 0 0 
The tyre forces effect matrix is shown in equation (2-35), where a and b are the 
distances from the CG to the front and rear axles, c is the semi-track, and hc,, is the 
height of the roll centre that is assumed constant during the time. The tyre, force vector 
can be written as FY,, 
[F 'Y" F 'yr' Fly" 4T, and obtained using the x. 1 .. 4 y. 1 A Z. L. 




9 where fr is a non-linear coefficient which depends on the vehicle 
velocity, but was set equal to zero in these studies. 
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1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 
Ttyre = 0 0 0 0 - hcr - hcr - hcr - hcr c -c c -c (2-35) 
-b -b 0 0 0 0 
LO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 oj 
The vertical dynamic of this model is represented by the Lateral and Longitudinal 
Load Transfer effect. These effects are shown in equations (2-36) and (2-37), where 
Wf and W, are the front and rear axle static loads on level ground. The final effect is 
obtained adding the vertical load from the following equations. 
p 
,2K lateral Ft vre 
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The lateral transfer load matrix gain,, KI""d*", is defined as shown in equation (2-38), wd 
and the longitudinal, K'"I"', equation (2-39). The equation (2-38) represents the load 
suspension effect on the vehicle, through the suspension roll stiffness and damping, 
K, ji and BAj , which are 
defined in equation (2-40), where Kt,, b is the stiffness of the 
stabiliser bar, si is the spacing distance within the two front or rear suspension, and 
finally the Ks,, sp and Bs,, sp are the suspension stiffness and damping. In this equation, i 
can be eitherfront or rear. 
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The each wheel/tyre dynamic is defined based on equation (2-24), and is shown 
below, 
Tb. i -Td. i F., '. ' R A, eff, i (2-41) 
Here Ji is the wheel rotational inertia moment, Tbj is the brake torque at the wheel, Tdj 
is the drive torque at the wheel, F. ', ""* is the longitudinal tyre force, and Rff j is the 
effective rolling radius. 
2.6.3. Twelve d. o. E - Handling Model 
This model is an extension of the previous one, having 12 d. o. f. which are the original 0 
9 d. o. f., but with the addition of the vertical velocity of the body, the roll and pitch 
rates. So, the list of variables used is U, V, W, p, q, r, j': ý, j2, Q, j'Z, cy and 4. 
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Moreover, the same hypotheses used to develop the previous model are used in this 
one. 
Firstly, the velocities in relation to the CG are defined. The vector of translational 
velocity is identified as V= [U V W]T and the rotational velocity as 
Oj = [P qr ]T' where U, V and W are respectively the forward, lateral and 
vertical velocities, in addition, p, q and r are the roll, pitch and yaw rates. Secondly, 




I. ý -I XY I X" irot 
kv y yz 
XZ -I Yll 
(2-42) 
Here M is the mass of the body and the Iij are the moments and products of inertia of 
the vehicle. Because of the body's symmetry, ý, y and Iy, are null. Finally, the force 
vector F is defined as 
[F, ext Fr'. " IT where F, ' = [F, Fx Z Fy Y. Fz ]T and 
Fr' = 
[MX My MZ]T 
, and obtained by equation (2-32). However, the 
matrices Tweight% Td,.,, g% Tý,, and T, 11j, g have to be updated to account for the extra 
degrees of freedom. 
The weight effect matrix, T,,, igh,, is shown in equation (2-43). In the same way, the 
aerodynamics matrix, Td,,,, g, is presented in equation (2-44). As described in Section 
2.6.2, the rolling resistance effect is defined as T,,, Ilig = f,. T,,, ight 9 where fi- is a 0 
coefficient which depends on the vehicle velocity. 
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in equation (2-45) and the forces are obtained using the model explained in Section 
2.2.1. 
I I 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 
Tyre -'": 
0 0 0 0 
- h, - h, - k, - k, c -c c -c 
(2-45) 
kr hcr kr kr 0 0 0 0 -a -a b b 
LC -C c -C a a -b -b 0 0 0 01 
An additional definition is needed to fully explain this model. Based on the frame 
information related in Section 2.1.2, the displacement from the roll/pitch centre to the 
CG, o, is given by equation (2-46), and if the pitch and roll angles are small, this 
distance resumes to X--O, Y---O and Z--hj. 
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Y h, sin of 
, Izl, , 
hjcos&cos)4) 
(2-46) 
The equation of motion is obtained based on the general theory for rigid body 
dynamics - translation and rotation motions - as presented by Greenwood (1988). 
The general equations of motion in relation to the CG are shown in equation (2-47), 
where F, ' is the vector of external forces, F,. -" is the vector of external moments, 
is the inertia matrix for the translation, IV is the velocity rate vector, and 11 is 
the derived of the angular momentum. 
Fl"t 
F, "' (2-47) 
The absolute rate of change of H can be written as ft = ft, + oj xH, and substituting 
the definition of angular momentum, H=Iw, into the previous equation, 
, 
ft =I cb + ej x (I (o) is obtained. Now, applying in the second equation of (2-47), it 
gives the rate of angular velocity as a function of the external forces, angular inertia 
and angular velocities, as in the following equation 
I, -' 
,,, 
(ei x co)) (2-48) 
Similar manipulations have to be done for the translation dynamics. First, the rate of 
absolute velocity is obtained as V =V, + (9 xV. Then from equation (2-47), it can be 
seen that 
V= I-' Fe-rt - (o xV trans (2-49) 
Tberefore, the equations of motion can be obtained from equations (2-32), (2-48) and 
(2-49). 
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The global position of the vehicle is obtained by integrating the absolute velocity 
written in the global reference. Once velocities are found using equation (2-49), they 
are transformed to the global reference. Equation (2-48) is solved and the angular 
velocities have to be integrated in a way to obtain the rotation angles to be used in the 




Equation (2-48) => q => 0q dt =: > T(O, 6, 
,, r.., ý, V, r, 
(W Tx'ý U) (X'S (VXN 
Equation (2-49) =* V =* Vy T(ý4, a, fzl). V => Y Vy dt 
ý'W. ý 
YZ ýW) ýZ. Iý 
YZ 
I 
This model will be applied to the integrated vehicle control system, where the various 
controllers developed in this work are integrated. 
2.6.4. Virtual Prototype 
A virtual prototype of a complete vehicle was created using ADAMS/Car, which is a 
software package that combines detailed mathematical model of many subsystems of 
the vehicle as chassis, steering, engine and driveline, vehicle body motion and control. 
Additionally, ADAMS/Control was used to integrate the virtual prototype created 
using ADAMS/Car with the designed controllers developed using MATLAB/ 
SIMULINK. Furthermore, ADAMS/Car provides several pre-defined manoeuvres for 
full vehicle testing, like ISO lane change, straight-line braking and cornering. 0 
This model was used as a "hardware" in-loop system with the objective to certify how 
the designed controller would work in a real vehicle. The ideal flow-chart of the 
process is shown in Figure 2-6. 
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Figure 2-6. Ideal design process using MATLAB and ADAMS. 
2.7. Driver Model 
The driver model used in this project is an automated driver based on convergent 
vector fields presented by Gordon et aL (2002), which makes use of an intermediate 
vector field to provide reference direction and speed information. Single loop 
Proportional-Integral controllers determine the drivers steering, throttle and brakinc, 
actions. The driver model is deliberately unsophisticated in that changes in steering 
angle are assumed to rotate the vehicle velocity vector in the obvious sense; similarly 
changes in braking and throttle are also assumed to change the vehicle speed in the 
obvious sense. But this ignores tyre nonlinearities that can for example mean that 
increased braking effort may reduce the brake efficiency and hence reduce the vehicle 
deceleration. So, while the driver model is capable of satisfactory performance at the 
limits of adhesion, it is unsophisticated, and deliberately fails to compensate for 
vehicle limitations. It hence provides a reasonable closed-loop input for assessing the 
performance of active vehicle controls. So, this automated driver provides control for 
the longitudinal and lateral dynamics of the vehicle, and was applied during the close- 
loop simulations, such as ISO Lane Change. 
As previously mentioned, the driver model makes use of two PI controllers, one for 
the forward speed and one for the directional velocity. So, four parameters have to be 
defined for the driver model. In this study, two possible driver behaviours are used, 
6novice' and 'skilled', and the driver model gains were adjusted for this end. Both sets 
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of gains were set by informally assessing response in some basic manoeuvres, the 
'skilled' driver generally acting more quickly and aggressively, as reflected by the 
higher gains. The parameters for those drivers, Table 2-4, were obtained after a series 
of manoeuvre simulations, where was observed that for the first set of parameters the 
driver took a long time to react, in contrast with the second one which had a prompt 
response. For both drivers the look ahead is set to 20 m. The 'skilled' driver was 
chosen to be used in the following simulations. 
Table 2-4. Driver Model. 
Gains Forward Speed Control Directional Control 
Kp 
ý K, 1 1 
- Kp 
4 2 
2.8. Vehicle Data 
This section details the vehicle data used for the simulations in this study. The vehicle 
geometric and inertia data are presented in Table 2-5 and Figure 2-7. This vehicle is 
capable to be four wheel steering and drive. However, there is also a possibility to be 
just front or rear wheel drive and just front wheel steering. The apportioning valve for 
the brakes has the front: rear ratio 60: 40, and the maximum power delivered by the 
engine is 100 kW (around 130 bhp). The steer ratio (relation between the steer angle 
at the road wheel and the steering wheel angle) is 1/16. Additionally, the maximum 
steering wheel angle allowed is 720'. Table 2-6 and Table 2-7 show the information 
related to the vehicle suspension and wheel/tyre. Finally, Table 2-8 shows the 
important time constants. 
Other constants used in this work are the gravitational acceleration, g, set as 9.81 
nl/S2, and the air density, pi,., defined as 1.2 kg/M3. 






Figure 2-7. Vehicle geometry. 
Table 2-5. Standard Vehicle. 
Symbol Value Description 
/'1 1.1571 m Distance from the CG to the front axle. 
b 1.5429 in Distance from the CG to the rear axle. 
C 0.75 m Semi-track. 
L 2.70 in Wheel base. 
CD 0.3 Aerodynamic coefficient. 
Afwntol 2.4 m2 Frontal area. 
h,. g 
0.60 m- Height of the gravitational centre. 
hrrr 0.10 m Height of the rear roll centre. Z:, 
hfr, 0.50 in Height of the front roll centre. C) 
M 1400 kg Vehicle total mass. 
700 ka. m-ý C) 
Roll inertia moment of the body. 
1800 kc,. M-' Pitch inertia moment of the body. ZD 
1- 2500 kg. m , Yaw inertia moment of the body. 
it: z 
0 kg. mý Product of inertia of the body. 
Wf 7848 N Front static load on level ground. 
W, 5886 q Rear static load on level ground. Zý 
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Table 2-6. Suspension. 
Symbol Value Description 
1100 NIMIS Front suspension damping rate. 
Bsusp. 
rear 1200 N/ni/s Rear suspension damping rate. 
Ks,, sp, fr,, t 20000 N/m Front suspension stiffness rate. 
Ks,, sp,, e,,,. 22000 N/m Rear suspension stiffness rate. 
Ks,,,,,, fr,,, 400 N. m/deg Front stabiliser bar stiffness. 
Kstabrear 0 N. nVdeg Rear stabiliser bar stiffness. 
Sfront 1.2 m Front spring/damper spacing. 
Srear 1.2 m Rear spring/damper spacing. 
Table 2-7. Wheel/Tyre. 
Symbol Value Description 
ji 0.2 kg. m' Moment of inertia for each wheel/tyre. 
M., i 20 kg Mass of each unsprung mass. 
B,,, j 100 Nlm/s Tyre vertical damping. 
Klre, i 175000 N/m Tyre vertical stiffness 
Ri 0.3 rn Wheel/tyre radius. 
Table 2-8. Time Constants 
Symbol Value Description 
rtyre 0.05s Lag time for build-up of the tyre forces, F,, ý're and Fý"`. 
rdrive 0.15s Lag time for the torque generated by the engine. 
5.0.05s Lag time for the brake actuator. 2brake C) 
The virtual prototype created in ADAMS/Car is a SUV which is resolved into eight 
subsystems based on standard templates supplied with ADAMS/Car- The subsystems 
and its template are listed below. Each subsystem is shown in detail in Appendix E. 
Front Suspension with driveline (_double-wishbone. tpl) 
Rear Suspension without driveline(-doubl(ý-wishbone. tpl) 
Front Steering System (-rack_pinionsteering. tpl) 
Front Tyre (-handling-tire. tpl) 
Rear Tyre (-handling-tire. tpl) 
Powertrain (-powertrain-It. tpl) 
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Brake System (irake-system-4Wdisk. tpl) 
Body (-rigid-chassis-it. tpl) 
2.8.1. Road 
The necessary information for the magic formula described in Section 2.2.1 is 
presented in Table 2-9. Considering equation (2-2), for all simulations B "--0.7094 and 
Cý--1.4097, and the default values for D'and E'are 1.0 and 0.0. The parameters for 
equation (2-7) are a1=1200 and bl=7.167xlO-4 obtained from Gordon et aL (2002). 
Typical tyre force plots for a dry surface is shown in Figure 2-8. 
Table 2-9. Magic Formula Parameters. 
Surface D' E' gs 
Dry 1.2 0.00 1.00 
Wet 1.0 0.00 0.80 
Wet + 1.0 0.00 0.45 
Snow 1.0 0.95 0.30 
Ice 1.0 0.90 0.15 
The following equations show the coefficient of friction between the road and tyre as 
a non-linear function of the longitudinal slip ratio. For the dry surface, equation 
(2-50), the peak adhesion is assumed 0.9 at 22% of slip, with slide adhesion of 0.729. 
For the wet pavement, equation (2-51), the peak friction is assumed 0.47 at 8% slip, 
with slide coefficient of 0.21. In the iced ground, equation (2-52), the maximum 
friction is 0.17 at 15% slip and slide of 0.13. The plot of the curves represented by 
equations (2-50) to (2-52) is shown in Figure 2-9. 
p=0.9. (1.07 - (I - exp(-O. 1773 - ý)) - 0.0026 - l) (2-50) 
p=0.47 - (1.07 - (I - exp(-0.773 -, i)) - 0.006 - /1) (2-51) 
p=0.17 - (1.07 - (I - exp(-0.38 -, ý)) - 0.003 -.,? ) (2-52) 
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Figure 2-9. Wheel slip vs. coefficient of friction for dry, wet and ice pavements. 
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Chapter 3- Evolutionary Algorithms 
3.1. Introduction 
The underlying concepts for the evolutionary algorithm developed in this thesis are 
presented, such as machine learning, reinforcement learning, learning automata and 
genetic algorithm. Then, the Genetic Learning Automata (GLA) and its operators are 
presented and discussed. The main ideas of the Continuous Action Reinforcement 
Learning Automaton are also explained and its pseudo code presented. Next, the 
methodology blending GLA and Fuzzy Logic Control is explained. 
3.2. Machine Learning 
Machine Learning is the development of computing with learning capability. Since 
the reduction of the resources expended during modelling and tuning stages is one of 
the aims of this project, this approach naturally offers the capability to learn to reach a 
specific goal with little or no prior knowledge. This procedure enables not only off- 
line learning, but also on-line. The paradigms faced by machine learning can be 
divided in three groups: observation, training and reinforcement. 
Learning by observation means that the learning system has no knowledge 
which direction to follow while searching the optimal performance. There is 
no feedback or supervision. 
Learning by training stands for a set of matched input/output signals which are 
used to generate data that correlates the input and output training sets and 
generalises this information for use with future inputs. This approach typically 
requires a huge amount of data and the most common example of this 
structure is the neural network. 
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Reinforcement learning receives a feedback signal indicating good or poor C) 
response to actions, but these is no detailed infonnation available to the 
learning system as to how performance may be improved. 
Thus Reinforcement Learning differs from supervised learning in several ways. The 
most important difference is that there is no presentation of input/output pairs. 
Instead, after choosing an action, the agent is told the immediate reward and the 
subsequent state, but the best long-term action is unknown. It is necessary for the 
agent to gather useful experience about the possible system states, actions, transitions 
and rewards. Another difference from supervised learning is that on-line performance C. 
is important: the evaluation of the system is often concurrent with learning. 
Even after this very brief discussion, the preference for Reinforcement Learning 
appears very clear; the first machine learning approach has no supervision or critic 
and the training one requires a massive amount of data, which is seldom available. 
Thus the Reinforcement Leaming approach is the one chosen for this research. 
3.3. Reinforcement Learning 
Reinforcement learning is the problem faced by an agent that must learn behaviour 
through non-deterministic interactions with a dynamic environment. In the standard 
reinforcement learning model this agent is connected to the environment via 
perception and action (Kaelbling et al., 1996). On each step of interaction, the agent 
receives as input some indication of the current state of the environment. Then, the 
agent chooses an action to generate as output. The action changes the environmental 
state and the value of the transitional state is sent to the agent as a scalar, 
reinforcement signal. The agent behaviour will attempt to choose actions that tend to 
increase the long-run sum of values of the reinforcement signal. The learning system 
can find out how to do this over time by systematic trial and error, guided by a wide 
variety of algorithms such as Genetic Algorithm or Genetic Learning Automata. 
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A powerful advantage of a model-free approach is the robustness to complex and 
noisy environment (Kaelbling et aL, 1996, Lanzi, 2000). Cý 
3.4. Learning Automata 
Narendra and Thathachar (1989) present a branch of the theory of adaptive control 
devoted to learning automata, which once were described as finite state automata. A 
move was made to describe the internal state of the agent as a probability distribution 
according to which actions would be chosen. The probabilities of taking different 
actions would be adjusted according to their previous successes and failures. An 
example that stands among a set of algorithms independently developed in the 
mathematical psychology literature is the linear reward-inaction algorithm. Let pi be 
the agent's probability of taking a discrete action ai. If the action ai succeeds 
AA+a (I - Pi) 
pj pj - apj 
If action ai fails, then the probability pj remains unchanged for all 
0 
Assuming one action dominates, having the greatest probability of success in a 
stationary environment, the algorithm converges with probability 1 to a vector 
containing single element equal to one and all the remaining elements equal to zero 
(Narendra et aL, 1989). Unfortunately, it does not always converge to the correct 
action, but the probability that it converges to the wrong one can be made arbitrarily 
small by making cc small. 
in this thesis three reward rules were implemented, the Linear Reward/Inaction (LRO, 
the Linear Reward/Penalty (Lpp) and the Reward/c-Penalty (LRA. The pseudo code 
for all those rules are now given (r->). 
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*Linear Reward/Inaction - LRI 
pi(O) = l1r for 1:! ý i<r 
Repeat 
Step 1: At iteration n, select (x(n) according to the probability distribution p(n). 
Step 2: Let o(n) = g. Update p(n) according to the following C, 
p, (n + 1) = p, (n) + o9,9(n) (I - pi (n)) (=I) 
p, (n + 1) = p, (n) - 0,6(n) p, (n) if i,;. fj 
End Repeat 
r*Linear Reward/Penalty - L" 
pi (0) = l1r for 1: 5 i<r 
Repeat 
Step 1: At iteration n, select o(n) according to the probability distribution p(n). 
Step 2: Let o(n)= a;. Update p(n) according to the following 
p, (n + 1) = (I - 0) pi (n) + 0,9(n) (=I) 
pj (n + 1) = (I - 61) pj (n) + 0(1 - An)) if iej (=O) 
End Repeat 
r*Linear Reward/e-Penalty - Lpp 
pi (0) = l1r for 1: 5 i<r 
Repeat 
Step 1: At iteration n, select o(n) according to the probability distribution p(n). 
Step 2: Let o(n)= q, Update p(n) according to the following Z) 
p, (n + 1) = p, (n) + 0,9(n) (I - p, (n)) - ce 9(l -, g) pi (=I) 
pj(n+l)=pj(n)-o9,9(n)p, (n)+ee9(I g)(I-p, ) if i -j (--0) 
End Repeat 
The parameters for these algorithms are as follows: 
r is the number of actions; 
9E [0,1) is the leaming rate parameter; 
,9E 
[0,11 is the value indicating the quality of reward received for the action, 
where I indicates the maximum reward and 0a null reward or maximum 
penalty; 
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c is the ratio between the learning ratio parameters for the two states when the 
second parameter is regarded small in comparison with the first one, so 0<e 
«1. 
The Jh string value of the 9 (n) parameter for the nt'ý iteration is given by equation 4D 
(3-2) below, where min(/) and max(f) are the minimum and maximum raw fitness for 
the current population andffn) is the raw fitness of the ýh string. 
, 
9j (n) = 
fj (n) - min(f ) 
max(f )- min(f 
(3-2) 
Narendra and Thathachar (1989) give further details for all these algorithms. The 
general rule to update the probability of the selection of the action a, , of two-action 
automaton is 
P, (n + 1) = p, (n) + o9l An) (1 - p, (n)) - 192 (1 - An)) p, (n) (3-3) 
P2(n+l)=P2(n) - i9l An)P2(n)+02 (1-An))(I-p2(n)) 
Here 61r=(0, l) and 6(=-[O, I) are reward and penalty parameters. In the simple case 
where there are only two possible actions, it is clearly only necessary to store just one 
probability and the other one can be calculated as p2 =I- pl. 
The rules previously described can be obtained directly from the equation (3-3). The 
LRP is achieved by setting 6=6. If &I >> 6, then it generates the LReP - Moreover, 6 
set to zero gives the 
LRI. 
3.5. Continuous Action Reinforcement Learning Automaton 
The Continuous Action Reinforcement Learning Automaton (CARLA) is an 
extension of the discrete stochastic learning of continuous action space in a random 
environment as described by Frost (1998). Basically, the discrete probability 
distribution is substituted by a continuous one and a reward/inaction learning rule is 
employed. So, the probability density in the vicinity of the successful action is 
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increased via a Gaussian function. Table 3-1 shows the pseudo-code for a single 
CARLA. 
The initial probability density function is set as a uniform distribution over the desired 
range. A sequence of events takes place in a loop until the stopping criterion is 
reached. Based on the probability distribution, one action is randomly selected and 
executed. Next, the reinforcement learning goes on, attributing rewards to the 
previous action whenever an improvement in the systems performance occurs 
increasing the probability of reselection. Finally, the performance evaluation function 
and the probability density are updated. Ideally, as the system learns, the probability 
distribution converges to a Gaussian distribution. Frost (Frost, 1998) and Howell et A 
(Howell et aL, 2000b, Howell et aL, 2001) present further details about CARLA. 
Table M. Pseudo-code for a CARLA 
Initialise the probability density function to a uniform distribution 
Repeat 
Select an action using its probability function 
Execute action on the environment 
Receive cost/reward for previous action 
Update performance evaluation functiona 
Update probability density function 
Until stopping condition 
CARLA runs under an unknown environment b selecting actions in a stochastic trial- y 4ý 
error process and each CARLA is responsible for just one action. So, if a 
multidimensional search space is required, a parallel CARLA implementation can be 
used (Howell et aL, 2000b). A typical structure is shown in Figure 3-1, where it is 
possible to verify that the only interconnection between the CARLAs is through the 
environment, via the evaluation function. 
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Figure 3-1. Typical CARLA learning system. 
3.6. Genetic Algorithm 
Evolutionary computing is characterised by the use of a population of many 
individuals to solve problems about learning, search or optimisation, instead of a 
single individual as is used by other machine learning techniques. Often both 
approaches lead to the same result, however as in real life it is often easy to solve a 
problem if there is interaction between many individuals. 
The Genetic Algorithm (GA), first introduced by Holland (1975), is loosely based on 
the biologic mechanisms of Darwinian natural selection. As in animals, where a 
collection of DNA forms a chromosome, this algorithm creates a population based on 
binary chromosomes (strings of zeros and ones). As well as being based on biological 
concepts, many terms and expressions used are imported from the biology field. For 
example, "allele" for the 0 and I bit that forms the chromosome (encoder of the 
genetic information), or the "phenotype" that represents how the chromosome affects 
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the interaction with the environment. The GA procedure can be represented 
systematically as (Goldberg, 1989), 
1. Initialisation of the population 
2. Generate bit strings 
3. Evaluate fitness 
4. Verify the stop criteria 
5. Reproduce 
6. Apply genetic operators 
7. Go to Step 2 
One of the main advantages of the GA is robustness. This concept can be explained as 
the balance between the efficiency and efficacy of survivors in different 
environments. This characteristic assures that the system can perform better and 
longer, minimising the cost with redesign. In comparison with traditional methodS4 
for optimisation and search, such as hill climbing (Narendra et al., 1989), the GA has 
the advantage to be hardl ever trapped into a local minimum or maximum, when C; y 
finding the global one. It differs from those methods in four main ways: 
1. Works with coded parameter instead of the parameter itself; 
2. Searches the solution into a population of possible points, not a single point; 
3. Does not use derivatives or any other auxiliary knowledge of the objective 
function; 
4. Use probabilistic rules instead of deterministic ones. 
A simple genetic algorithm is basically composed by three genetic operators: 
Reproduction, Crossover and Mutation. During the reproduction, strings are 0 
reproduced according their objective function value. This means that the individual 
with the higher fitness has a higher probability to be included in the reproduction 
process and generate offspring. There are several ways to implement this operator. 
Firstly, a selection determines which individuals are chosen for mating and how many 
4 Calculus-based, enumerative and random methods 
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offspring each selected individual produces based on proportional fitness assignment II 
or rank-based fitness assignment. After that, the parents are selected according to their I C, 
fitness by means of one of the following algorithms (Goldbera, 1989, Cordon et al., 
2001): roulette-wheel selection, stochastic universal sampling, local selection, 
truncation selection or tournament selection. 
Crossover occurs just after the reproduction. Recombination produces new individuals 
in combining the information contained in the parents (parents - mating population). I rý 
Depending on the representation of the variables of the individuals, it can be applied I 
either a single-point or a multi-point crossover. For example, in a single-point z: l C, 
crossover one crossover position k is selected uniformly at random and the variables 
exchanged between the individuals about this point, then two new offspring, are 




Figure 3-2. Scheme of a simple crossover. 
0 The Mutation operator takes place after recombination. Offsprin, variables are 
mutated by small perturbations (size of the mutation step), with low probability. An 
additional operator that can be used is the reinsertion. If fewer offspring, are produced 
than the size of the original population, the offspring have to be reinserted into the old 4: 1 C 
population. Similarly, if not all offspring are to be used C at each generation or if more 
offspring are generated than needed a reinsertion scherne must be used to determine z: I 4: ) 
which individuals should be inserted into the new population. 
The mechanisms described above may not give a clear idea of why and how those 
operators can perform a useful search. The idea can be better understood when it is 
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divided into two parts. The first one is the Continual Improvement (reproduction + 
mutation) and the other one is the Innovation (reproduction + crossover). For 
example, the selection and mutation are a kind of hill climbing mechanism, where the 
mutation is responsible to generate variants in the neighbourhood of the current 
solution what can avoid be trapped in local solutions. 
The next section introduces an extension to the genetic algorithm that has been shown 
to have a number of advantages as can be seen on (Howell et aL, 2000a, 2000c). 
3.7. Genetic Learning Automata 
The Genetic Leaming Automata (GLA) can be defined as a synthesis of the leaming 
automata (Najin et al., 1994, Marsh et al., 1995) and genetic algorithm (Goldberg, 
1989). A detailed discussion of the algorithm can be found in Howell (2000). The 
main difference between the GA and GLA is the use of probability vectors to 
represent the allele state. These probability vectors are used at each generation to 
create a population of ones and zeros that then codes the parameters for the problem. 
This has the advantage that the initial populations are highly randomised since the 
probability values are all initialised to 0.5. At this stage, the probabilities are updated 
through using the linear reward-inaction learning automata update rules. Other 
improvements that should be noted are the reordering operator and the bounds 
checking operator. When the allele values of all the individual chromosomes in the 
population have converged, the crossover loses its efficiency. By reordering the 
population, the crossover operator can be applied directly to those allele values where 
the probability has not converged. Information on how well the search is progressing 
can also be obtained by examining the probabilities. If the probability value of an 
allele position that represents the most significant bit of a parameter converges, then 
the search range has effectively been reduced. This also can provide a stopping 
condition for the algorithm since the system probabilities will eventually all converge 
to either one or zero. Table 3-2 outlines the algorithm. 
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Table 3.2. Pseudo-code for the Genetic Learning Automata 
Initialise the population 
Repeat 
Generate bit strings 
Repeat for all individuals 
Evaluate the performance index 
Comparison between the simulation and the reference behaviour 
Obtain the overall performance and fitness for the population 
Verify the stop criteria 
Update probabilities 
Reproduce 
Apply genetic operators 





Until stopping condition 
3.7.1. Fitness function 
The generic fitness function can be defined as the weighted sum of the inverse of each 
individual cost function gi(x), equation (3-4), where C1 is the weighting values for 




The most common cost function adopted in the learning process, which will be further 
described, is the least squared error of the difference between a reference value and a 
simulated or measured value. Each specific fitness function will be explained within 
the context of its learning system. 
3.7.2. Stopping rules 
One of the most important aspects of the GLA is its inherent stopping criteria which 
happens when all bit position of the chromosome string for the whole population have 
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converged. This is in contrast to the GA which does not have an inherent stopping 
rule and hence it is difficult to decide the criteria to stop. Besides the inherent criteria, 
other stopping criteria were defined in order to speed up the learning process. 4D 
Depending on the application, a full convergence is not necessarily required; so some 
variations of the stopping criteria are vital. 
The first additional stopping rule is based on the ratio between the population average 
fitness and the fittest individual. The learning process is stopped when the ratio is 
greater that (1-e), where e is the desired precision or acceptable error, equation (3-5). 
Secondly, the simulation is stopped when the weakest individual of the population has 
fitness above the minimum threshold value, f,, i,, which would be the minimum 
required strength for the system, equation (3-6). In the same way, when at least one 
individual has fitness above the maximum threshold, it means that an aimed 
performance has been reached - equation (3-7). Finally, if the average fitness has very 
small changes for n generations, as shown in equation (3-8), then the learning process 
is halted assuming that the learning system has reached a plateau and no more 
improvement is possible with the present setup. In the following equations, Ax) is the 
fitness of the individual x. 
average (f (x)) >1-e (3-5) 
max (f (x)) 
min (f (x» > fü (3-6) 
x, f (x) > f.., (3-7) 
Imean f (x), - mean f (x),,,,, 
I<c, where c is very small. (3-8) 
The above stopping rules were implemented in the learning algorithm used during the z; - ZD 
learning process, Chapters 4 and 6. 
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3.7.3. Operators 
The GLA imports the genetic operators from the GA and some more are added. The 
original operators for GLA presented and explained by Howell et aL (2002) were 
enhanced to provide more flexibility for the algorithm. Originally, only binary 
operators were available. For this thesis, some continuous operators were also 
implemented, as well as a multi-state probability update operator. All those entities 
are presented in this section. 
Mutation 
Howell (2000) suggested the GLA system was already random enough, having 
inherent diversity, so the mutation operator was not necessary. However, mutation 
operators for real and binary values were implemented assuming that this is a good 
way to avoid a very complex learning system become trapped in a position that does 
not represent a globally optimal solution. 
A possible mutation for real value parameters in two dimensions is shown in Figure 
3-3 where Xi and Xj are the two dimensions. It is quite difficult to choose the correct 
mutation step for this operator. The choice of step size will depend on the problem 
considered and can also vary during the optimisation process. Small steps give 
successful results, however bigger steps are faster. The operator suggested by 
Mdhlenbein (1994), equation (3-9), is used in this work. Here d is the mutation step, 
and the range equals half the domain of the variable and an equal probability is 
assigned to the '+' and '-' directions. 
mutated variable = variable ± range -, ý (3-9) 
A binary valued individual mutation means flipping of variable values. For every 
individual the variable value to change is chosen uniform at random. Table 3-3 shows 
an example of a binary mutation for an individual with 11 variables where the 
variable 4 is mutated. 




Figure 3-3. Two dimensions mutation for real value. 
Table 3-3. Individual before and after the binary mutation. 
Before Mutation 10 11111110 10 1111 01 
After Mutation 1011111010101111 
ýO 
1 
As previous explained in the beginning of this section, the standard GLA method 
based on binary representation represents each individual by a probability vector 
which is used to generate the chromosome of the individual in the next generation. in 
the binary scheme, the mutation takes place in a specific position of the probability 
vector. The mutation operator developed for this work swaps the probability value of 
the chosen position by its complementary value, as shown in equation (3-10). Table 
3-4 shows an example of the mutation taking place in the 01 position of the 
probability vector, where the original value is 0.8 and is changed to its 
complementary value, 0.2. In this way, the mutational characteristics added to the 
individual is carried out to future generations. 
mutated variable value =1- original variable value (3-10) 





Figure 3-3. Two dimensions mutation for real value. 
1ý 
Table 3-3. Individual before and after the binary mutation. 
Before Mutation 01110 
After Mutation 011 010 011010 
As previous explained in the beginning of this section, the standard GLA method 
based on binary representation represents each individual by a probability vector 
which is used to generate the chromosome of the individual in the next generation. In 
the binary scheme, the mutation takes place in a specific position of' the probability 
vector. The mutation operator developed for this work swaps the probability value of 
the chosen position by its complementary value, as shown in equation (3-10). Table 
3-4 shows an example of the mutation taking place in the 4 1h position of the 
probability vector, where the original value is 0.8 and is changed to its Cý I zn 
complementary value, 0.2. In this way, the mutational characteristics added to the 
individual is carried out to future generations. 
mutated variable value =I- original variable value 
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Table 3-4. Individual before and after the binary mutation. 
Before Mutation 0.3 0.9 0.2 0.8 0.1 0.0 0.5 
After Mutation 
1 
0.3 0.9 0.2 
1 
0.2 1 0.1ý 0.0 10.5 
Recombination 
The binary version of the recombination is commonly named crossover and has been 
shown in Section 3.6. The new recombination is a crossover operator for continuous 
parameters, instead of binary. The variable values of the offspring are chosen around 
and between the parents' value. The offspring are produced according to the rule 
presented in equation (3-11), where (x is chosen, for each variable, randomly over an 
interval (-d, 1+d). For an intermediate recombination d=0, and for extended- 
intermediate recombination d>0. A suitable choice, recommended by Mahlenbein 
(1994), is d=0.25. Figure 3-4 shows a picture of the variable range for the offspring Z, 
defined based on the parent's variable, where Parent 1 is equals to 0, Parent 2 is I and 
d=0.25. 
offspring= parent 1+a-( parent 2- parent 1) 
Parent I Parent 2 
area of parents 





Figure 3-4. Range for variable value of offspring compared to parent. 
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Update Probability 
As can be seen in the Table 3-2, just before the reproduce operator a new operator, the 
Update Probabilities is placed at this point. Originally, the only implemented rule for 
the GLA was the Linear Reward/Inaction (LRI). As mentioned in Section 3.4, for this 
thesis another two reward rules were implemented, the Linear Reward/Penalty (LRP) 
and the Reward/s-Penalty (LRA. The pseudo code for these rules were also presented 
in Section 3.4. 
Clone Operator 
This is a new operator developed here in order to speed convergence. The operator is 
placed immediately after the recombination takes place and clones the top individuals 
from the old generation to replace the weak individuals of the new generation. So, 
there is some guarantee that 'good' genes will remain within the population. It is 
important to highlight that the percentage of clones in the population should remain 
very small in order to allow the evolution to take place keeping its inherent diversity. 
3.7.4. Example 
The Genetic Learning Automata method shown in the previous section is used here to 
maximize the test function defined by equation (3-12) and shown in Figure 3-5. The 
global maxima for this function is at (xy) = (-0.0062,1.5809), andf (xy) = 8.1061. 
(x, y) = 
13. (1 _X)2 e-x"(y")' _ 10. (x15 _ X3 _ y5). e-x'-y'-113 (e-(x")'-y')l (3-12) 
The Genetic Learning Automata parameters for this example are as follows 
Max of Generations 2000 
Population Size 20 
Crossover Rate 0.90 
Mutation Rate 0.001 
Clone Rate 0.10 
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Update Probability Method LRI 
Learning Rate 0.05 
Accuracy Ix 10-1 
Lower Bound -x -3 
Lower Bound -y -3 
Upper Bound -x 3 
Upper Bound -y 3 
The performance evaluation function is given by equation (3-2), where jj (n) =f (x, v) 
with x and y given by the automata and max(f ) and min(f ) are the maximum and zD 










The population convergence is shown in Figure 3-6. Initially, the individual were ZD Z: ) II 
randomly distributed within the working universe, which was defined by the lower 
and upper bounds. Then, the individuals converged to two local maxima (iteration 
101). After that, the individuals in the lower peak started to migrate to the highest 
peak (iteration 281). After iteration 341, the whole population was around the 
maximum off (xy) and the final converge was reached at iteration 1027. 

















Figure 3-6. Population Distribution. 
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The leaming system performance is shown in Figure 3-7. The convergence criteria z: I I 
used in this example is defined by equation (3-5), where e is 0.0001%, and it has been 
reached at iteration 1027. Finally, the mean value off (x.. v) is 7.9963 and its maximum 













Figure 3-7. Learning System Performance. 
3.8. Fuzzy Logic Structure 
In this section, the fuzzy control system is summarised and its nonlinear 
characteristics are explained. The closed-loop system adopted in this work has the 
form showed in Figure 3-8. The controller may be sing le- input- s ingle-output (SISO), C) Z) II Cý 
multi-inpUt-sinale-OUtpUt (MISO), multi- input-multi-output (MIMO) Cý or single-input- 
multi-output (SIMO) depending on the application. Those approaches will be clarified C. 
and extended as they appear in the text. The fuzzy logic structure was the chosen 4=1 
structure for both the IVCS coordinator and sub-systems controllers because its 
0 0 100 200 300 400 -io() 600 100 800 900 1000 
Itemtion 
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representation (rule and data bases) can be intuitively Understood by vehicle chassis 
e yineer designer, making possible to easily add additional information ng, I from I 
expertise engineers to improve and/or check the correctness of the learnt sti-Lictures I 
(coordinators and controllers). 
Fum U 
IN- Controller lmý Plant 
Figure 3-8. Fuzzy control system. 
Two sets of standard membership functions (MF) are adopted in this work. The MFs 
were equally distributed within the 'fLIZZY Universe I domain that was defined to 
defaUlt between -1 and +1. In some cases, the fUZZY Universe was defined to accept 
only positive valUeS. The first set of MFs was based on triangUlar functions such as 
shown in Fi. Lire 3-9, and the other one GaLISSian fUnctions, Fi(yure 3-10. The 
mathematical characterisat ions of the triangUlar and GaUssian MF are shown oil Table 










Figure 3-9. Triangular standard MF (5 functions). 









Figure 3- 10. C aussian standard NIF (5 functions). 
The input and Output signals of the fuzzy controller are scaled using the nonlinear I ltý 
function presented in equation (3-13) below, where a>0 is a real number that 
produces the nonlinearity through the parameterised function,. /': I-1,11 -> I-1,11, an 
odd function that maintains the extremes of the interval unchan"ed in any case, FI-Lire 
3-11. If a is less than 1, the MF is affected as it would be deformed towards the zero 
value input - Figure 3-11 (a). In the same way, if a is greater than 1, the MF would be 
deformed towards the extremes of the interval - Figure 3-11 (b). 
Table 3-5. Mathematical Characterization of Triangular Membership Function. 
Triangular Membership Function 
it' it !ý cl. 
Left CI -U max 0,1+ - otherwise 0.5 w' 
















P 0.5 vvR 
otherwise 
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Table 3-6. Mathematical Characterization of Gaussian Membership Function. 
Gaussian Membership Function 
if it :! ý cL 
Left = 
1 
it -C I exp otherwise ' 
( 
2 o- - 
Centres (it) = exp 
(it - 
f it ýý Cýu I exp 
Right /I 
R 






Figure 3-11. Nonlinear scale factor effect. (a) a< 1. (b) a> 1. 
(x) = sin(x). xr' (3-13) 
The equation (3-14) is the mathematical representation of the fuzzy controller 
illustrated on Figure 3-8, using the -centre of gravity method" for the defuzzification 1: 1 Cý -- 
process. Here, r is the number of rules, bi dcnotes the OLItPLIt membership I'Linction 
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centre for the th rule, and 14 is the premise membership function which was defined in 
Table 3-5 or Table 3-6. 
r 
I]biA 




This is a general formula which can be applied to any fuzzy control configuration 
(SISO, miso, simo, MIMO). 
3.9. Learning Methodology 
The approach to learning adopted in this work differs from the traditional Learning 
Classifier Systems found in the literature and presented in Section 1.2.2, which uses 
the Genetic Algorithm (Goldberg, 1989) or Reinforcement Learning (Lanzi, 2000) as 
gine. 
Instead this work uses the GLA methodology. Moreover, the the leaming eng 
learning methodology developed for this thesis employs the global search capability 
of the GLA to determine fuzzy control system rule and data bases that can be 
intuitively understood by vehicle chassis engineer designer. The CARLA and/or GLA 
algorithms are responsible for learning the nonlinear gains. Regarding the Classifier 
System, the Pittsburgh approach (Wilson et aL, 1989) is used, as the whole rule base 
is learnt at once. 
The learning procedure is divided into five parts based on the scheme presented at 
Figure 1-1. The methodology is shown as a flow-chart in Figure 3-12. Initially the 
scale factors are set based on the vehicle model and the expected values for the input 
variables. Secondly, making use of standard membership functions, a set of rules for 
the controller is learnt. Then, the nonlinear scaling factors which have been previously 
set are fine-tuned. Finally a training section takes place in order to test whether the 
final control system has the desired behaviour. 
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Start 
Define input and output gains 
T 
Define input and output 
nonlinear scale factors 
Define set of std MF 
-4 
Learn Rule Base using GLA 





Learn the input and output gains 











Figure 3-12. Methodology now-chart. 
The fuzzy control provides a formal methodology for representing, manipulating, and 
implementing a human-like heuristic knowledge about how to control a system. The 
fuzzy controller is an artificial decision maker that operates in the closed-loop system 
in real time. It gathers plant output, y(t), compares with the reference input, rft), and 
then decides which should be the plant input u(t) to ensure that the performance 
objective will be met. So, this structure can be applied not only to the active chassis 
control, but also to the coordinators (see Section 6.2). 
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The decision between the use of GLA or CARLA is based on the number of 
parameters to be learnt. CARLA has problems learning large dimension problems Cý 
(Frost, 1998), presenting faster convergence during simulation tests for a small Z' 
dimension problems in comparison with the GLA. On the other hand, for large 
dimension problems, GLA was faster. CARLA and GLA were applied for learning C. 
the input/output gains because the maximum number of parameters to be learnt in this 
case was six (4 input and 2 output gains). By contrast, only the GLA was used for 
learning the fuzzy rules as this method deals better with large dimension problems. 
The methodology explained in this section will be applied to learn the behaviour- 
based controllers (Chapter 4) and coordinators for active chassis control (Chapter 6). 
Considerations about robustness and stability related to controllers designed using, this 1P 
methodology will be addressed in Chapters 5 and 6. 
3.10. Other Applications 
Applications of the methodologies presented in this chapter have been published 
recently. The CARLA was applied to design a PID controller for idle-speed (Howell 
et aL, 2000b). The GLA was applied for identification by Brandao and Howell 
(2001). The GLA with Fuzzy Logic and CARLA was applied to search for an optimal 
control for active suspension, (Brandao et aL, 2002), and for the active longitudinal 
slip controller, (Brandao et aL, 2003b). More advanced applications can be found in 
the design of the coordinator for an integrated control, (Brandao et aL, 2003a). 
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Chapter 4- Vehicle Behaviour 
4.1. Introduction 
The stand-alone controllers developed for this project are described in this chapter, as 
well as the ideas behind the implementation of Behaviour-Based Control. Initially, the 
encoding procedure for the controllers is described. The steps to design and learn each 
controller is also presented and explained. The first one is the Longitudinal Wheel 
Slip controller consisting of two internal controllers that are trigged depending on 
whether the vehicle is accelerating or braking. The second one is the Direct Yaw 
Control using brakes. Then, the Active Rear Steering controller is shown. The last 
section of this chapter has the summary with all relevant information about each 
individual controller designed here. As the designed Active Suspension is not among 
the behaviours, that will be in the integrated control presented on Chapter 6, it will be 
described separately, in Appendix B. 
4.2. Longitudinal Slip Controller 
The longitudinal slip controller was divided into two phases. Initially, the controller 
for the braking situation (ABS) was designed. Then, the sarn e was done for forward 
acceleration (traction). As both controllers are clearly complementary, they were put 
together. So, the longitudinal slip controller consists of two sub-controllers that are 
trigged depending on the vehicle situation. 
For ABS, the improvement of the vehicle"s stopping distance for different kinds of 
surfaces was the design requirement for the controller. In order to achieve this 
objective, the controller should avoid the wheel lock-up. The wheel speed, . 12, and the 
vehicle forward speed, U, are assumed to be available for the designed simulations. 
The vehicle forward speed would be estimated in any real application. Based on the 
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same variables, the TCS is designed to minimise the wheel spin acceleration 
enhancing the vehicle acceleration performance and also possibly the handling 
dynamics. 
4.2.1. Anti-lock Brake SYstem 
The ABS controller was derived by the evolutionary learning technique described in 
Chapter 3. The Knowledge Base (KB) and scaling factors were obtained using the 
GLA and CARLA methods, respectively Section 3.7 and 3.5. The 2 d. o. f. vehicle 
model was used in the learning process (Section 2.6.1) as only the longitudinal 
vehicle dynamics will be considered at this stage to minimise the time spending for 
each simulation. Based on the input variables, the wheel slip was estimated using 
equation (2-4). Figure 4-1 shows the diagram 
' 
of the controller structure where the 
wheel slip estimator block is placed just before the fuzzy set. This block has as 
outputs the wheel slip and its discrete-time change of error. 
-Wheel Speed 





0' /M 8 0-FLf (P (;. ) ý- AO' --il 
- Estimator P. I 
Controller Structure 
F-V-ehicle Speed\j Smart Sensor 
Figure 4-1. Standard modules for ABS fuzzy controller. 
The input signals for the fuzzy controller are defined in equations (4-1) and (4-2), 
where Gi,,, i and Pi,,, i are scaling factor specified in the next sub-section. Equation (4-3) 
shows the output signals, 
Soutbrake, as a function of controller output, S. The gains 
Gout, brake and Poutbr,, ke are also specified on the next sub-section. 
o-, n = 
Gi,,., x sign (q) x ap'-' 
"ý 0 in ": 
Gin, 
2x sign (Ao-) x Ao-P. -1 (4-2) 
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p Sout, 
brake= Gautbrakex sign (S) xS'' (4-3) 
During the learning process, the GLA was applied to find the set of rules (Knowledge 
Base) used by the fuzzy controller. After that, the CARLA method was used to tune 
all scaling factors for the inputs and outputs of the controllers. The learning steps are 
now detailed. 
Initial Scaling Factor 
Defining the scaling factor was the first step in the learning process. Initially, all the 
input gains were set to unity and the output signal from the controller, which was 
normalised, had to be multiplied by a non-unity gain to generate the forces within the 
desired range. The non-unity gain was defined by the internal characteristics of the 
defuzzification method adopted which allows a maximum output of 0.8 for the 
controller used here. So, the output gain (G,,,, tbrake) is the only one which has not been 
set to unity. Therefore, the gains used are 
Gi, i =1 
Pin, ] =1 
Gin. 2 =1 
Pin, 2 =1 
Gout, brake = 1/0.8 
Pout, brake =I 
Two saturation functions were applied to limit the controller's inputs within the fuzzy 
controller universe. Another one with the limits between -1 and +1 was placed just 
after the controller output owing to the actuator input signal limitations. 
Fitness Function 
The objective of this controller is to stop the vehicle in the shortest possible distance 
without locking the wheel, and that information should be presented in terms of cost 
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functions. The first function is defined as the travelled distance, and the second one is 
the root mean square of the longitudinal wheel slip. The overall fitness function is 
represented by equation (4-4), where cl and c2 are weighting constants arbitrary 
chosen as 10 and 5,7 is penalty applied if the wheels are locked-up or the braking 
distance is beyond a limit, defined by the braking distance of the passive vehicle. 
Here, s is the travelled distance and o- is longitudinal wheel slip. 




The GLA was the learning method used to learn the rules, and this learning process 
was divided into four steps. Firstly, a set of 5 standard Gaussian Membership 
Functions for each controller input and output were defined, and the genetic learning 
automata parameters were as follows 
Max of Generations = 2000 
Population Size = 20 
Crossover Rate = 0.9 
Mutation Rate = 0.001 
Leaming Rate = 0.05 
Clone Rate = 0.10 
in this work, each input or output variable can have five possible values: positive big 
(PB), positive small (PS), zero (ZR), negative small (NS) and negative big (NB). 
Moreover, error is defined as the difference between the estimated and reference 
wheel slip, where equations (2-50), (2-51) and (2-52) define the reference wheel slip 
for all road conditions used during the simulations. The change of error is the discrete 
difference of the error. The error and change of error are represented in the equation 
(4-5). 
error= o-,,, i., ed - o-,,, 
ýA 
error= error (t) - error (t - 
(4-5) 
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A negative input error means that the wheel slip is greater than the optimal slip for the 
specific surface, and a positive error corresponds to a wheel slip less than the optimal 
one, so there is no risk of wheel lock-up. Usually, a negative value for the change of 
error indicates that the wheel slip value moves towards the optimal value. A positive 
value for the change of error indicates that the wheel slip is going in the opposite 
direction. Moreover, a positive output represents a release the brake pressure. In the 
same way, a negative output value will work for the increase of the brake pressure. 
A problem has arisen during the learning process of this controller: if the controller is 
well behaved, the activation of the rules with high error and change of error is less 
likely to occur, as the system is kept within a restrict range near the origin. So, the 
learning process for those rules will not generate reliable results. In order to answer 
this question, engineering knowledge about the problem was applied to write the rules 
that have not been converged to a specific value. The first and last lines of Table 4-1 
were set to PB and NB, respectively. 
Table 4-1. ABS Rules. 
Change of error 
0 
NB NS ZR PS PB 
NB PB PB PB PB PB 
NS PB PB PS PB PB 
ZR NB NS ZR ZR NB 
PS NB NS NS NB NB 
PB 1 NB NB NB NB NB 
After that, the training set took place, which consisted of straight-line full braking 
simulations on a variety of different surfaces. After 2000 generations or when 
convergence is reached, the rules that remained activated for more than 10% of the 
total time were fixed and a new learning run was reinitiated. This procedure went on 
three times consecutively. After the third run, no additional improvement was 
verified. Therefore, this process was halted and the final set of rules, which represents 
the KB of this problem, is shown in Table 4-1. The bolded rules were adjusted based 
on engineering judgement. They were changed from ZR to NB and from PS to PB. 
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Both rules were activated less than 1% of the total simulation time. So, no significant 
learning weight was attributed to those rules. Additionally, this method was able to 
generate a set of rules that in presence of null error and change of error generates a 
zero (ZR) output, as expected. 
Learning Scaling Factors 
Once the KB was leamt, the controller might be applied to any vehicle if the scaling 
factors were correctly adjusted. The scaling factor is one of the most sensitive parts of 
the Fuzzy System, thus it has to be carefully adjusted. The CARLA was used to learn 
the gains and the results are shown in Table 4-2, where 3F is the average value and s is 
the standard deviation. The convergence history for each factor over about 15000 
generations is shown in Figure 4-2 where the x-axis represents the number of 
generations, the y-axis the gain value, and the z-axis the probability density. So, each 
point in the surface corresponds to the probability density for a gain value at a certain 
generation. It can be noted that the nonlinear factors Pi,,, and the linear factor Gi,,, for 
the error signal have very good convergence from the early stages of the learning 
process. On the other hand, the linear factor for the change of error G1,2 presents a 
comparatively noisy convergence, and is reached only after around 12000 
generations. The output gains were kept fixed owing to actuator characteristics 
dependence, with G., utbrake = 0.8-1 and Poutbrake =I- 
Table 4-2. Scaling Factors derived from CARLA. 
Gain 3E±s 
1.9870 ± 0.03230 
1.0338 ± 0.09664 
Gin, 2 0.9095 ± 0.00749 
Pln, 2 0.1709 ± 0.00748 



















Figure 4-2. Scaling factor convergence. 





One major advantage of the proposed structure is its modularity. As far as the 
controller for the simple vehicle model was designed, it may be applied to each wheel 
of the vehicle. A more complete scheme is shown in Figure 4-3. As the controller 
design methodology is model-free, once the KB has been learrit, it can be expected 
that the fuzzy logic control can be applied to any similar problem without significant 
performance degradation. Some adaptation is presumably required, such as a fine- 
tuning of the scaling factors, to improve the vehicle performance. Nevertheless, it 
should work correctly even without any modification. In this work, the controller 
learnt for the simplified model was applied directly to the virtual prototype designed 
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Figure 4-3. Ideal scheme for expanding. 
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A switching controller using similar assumptions to sliding mode controller was 
designed (Slotine et aL, 1991) based on the sign of the error between the reference 
and actual wheel slip. The reference slip was set to be the optimal slip for each 
simulation road obtained using equations (2-50), (2-51) and (2-52). The slip error was 
defined by subtracting the actual slip from the desired slip and feed it into equation 
(4-6). So, the switching part of the sliding mode control would assume values equal to 
+1 or -1 depending on the sign of the error. A first order filter was placed just after 
the signal output to prevent excessive chattering. This controller was applied for both 
relevant models, the 2 d. o. f. and ADAMS. 
Sout. 
brake ý sign (f (o,, rro, 
)) 
(4-6) 
The purpose of this simple model is to provide a simple reference for comparison with 
ABS controller described above (see Section 4.2.3 below). Actually, this approach is 
not searching for the optimal controller, but just for a simple one that can be 
implemented to a wide variety of vehicles configurations. 
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4.2.2. Traction Control System 
The objective of the TCS is to continuously sense the longitudinal wheel slip from the 
traction wheels and to take appropriate action in order to keep the longitudinal wheel 
slip in the optimal range maximising the tractive force generated between the tyre and 
the road. 
The wheel spin acceleration can be controlled either by estimating the torque 
generated by the engine or by directly reducing the wheel speed using a distributed 
brake action. The engine torque can be reduced by changing the throttle position, 
ignition retard, or switching off ignition or injection for a defined number of 
cylinders. Moreover, the dynamic response for the brake systems is faster than the 
engine system, and there is greater energy dissipation in this case. So, the fuzzy 
controller has to decide which is the best action. The structure for the TCS fuzzy 
controller is shown in Figure 4-4. 
S bON4,0, 
eel I l[ýWh ce IýS: p 
ýýd ff SS Wheel 
n ine Signal 
0-ýT. 
7, 
B ke Signal 
Slip A 140M ýI-I S 




Figure 4-4. Standard modules for TCS fuzzy controller. 
The longitudinal load transfer is an important aspect to be considered in this study, so 
the 9 d. o. f. vehicle model with load transfer was used during the learning process for 
the TCS knowledge base. The wheel speed was estimated in the same way used for 
the ABS controller. As can be noted, Figure 4-4 is quite similar to Figure 4-1 having 
as main difference the additional output for the powertrain sub-system. 
As with ABS, the input signals are defined by equations (4-1) and (4-2). The output 
for the brake actuator is defined by equation (4-3). An additional output signal for the 
engine system is defined as, 
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Sm, 
engine = G,,. t. engine x sign 
(S) xS (4-7) 
All the values for the linear and nonlinear scaling factors are defined as follow, and a 
sliding mode controller with the same structure of the ABS case was designed for the 
TCS. 
initial Scaling Factor 
Similar to the ABS controller, all the scaling factors were set to one. However, in the 
TCS project even the output gains were kept unitary, as with the first approach. 
Fitness Function 
The main objective of the TCS is to avoid excessive spin wheel acceleration, so 
fitness has to be a function of the longitudinal wheel slip, o-. Some information about 
the final speed reached after the acceleration period also has to be added to account 
for the tractive performance. 
The simulation used to design this controller was full throttle acceleration starting 
from parking position until the vehicle reaches 3 m/s, as this is typically the situation 
where this controller is mostly requested. In fact, the model used here does not 
replicate the rest configuration correctly, then the simulation starts from a very slow 
speed (0.01 m/s). The total time of simulation, tendq gives the necessary information 





I 1+tnd 1+rMS(o) 
(4-8) 
Here c, and c2 are the weighting constants for the cost functions. And their values 
were arbitrary chosen as 10 and 0.5 to represent the relative importance of each term, 
according to the design requirements. 
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Learning Rules 
The input variables, error and change of error, were defined in the same way as used 
in the ABS study, equation (4-5). The GLA structure used to learn the ABS rules is 
also used for the TCS controller design. 
Two independent sets of simulations were carried out in order to learn the rules 
related to the brake and engine systems. The brake rules were initially learnt followed 
by the engine rules. In both cases, the same procedure applied to the ABS was 
performed. The learning rule procedure was run several times for 2000 generations or 
until any of the stopping criteria were reached. And after each run, the most active 
rules were fixed. No additional improvement was verified after the third run for the 
brake rules, and second for the engine. The final set of rules is presented on Table 4-3 
and Table 4-4. 
Table 4-3. TCS Brake Rules. 
Change of error 
w 
NB NS ZR PS PB 
NB PB PB PB NB NB 
NS PB PB ZR NS NB 
ZR ZR PS ZR NS NS 
PS ZR ZR ZR ZR ZR 
PB ZR ZR ZR ZR ZR 
Table 4-4. TCS Engine Rules. 
Change of error 
t. 
NB NS ZR PS PB 
NB PS PS PS PB PB 
NS PS PB ZR PB PB 
ZR ZR ZR ZR ZR ZR 
PS ZR ZR ZR ZR ZR 
PB ZR ZR ZR ZR ZR 
Any positive error means that the driver's desired acceleration generates a value of 
wheel slip below the road's optimal slip, and hence the controller does not intervene. 
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For this reason, during the learning process the braking rules do not distinguish 
between Positive Big (PB) or Positive Small (PS) errors generating rules without any 
meaning. As the controller will not be activated for those situations, the positive error 
rules in Table 4-3 and Table 4-4 were set to Zero (ZR) based on engineering 
judgement. Concerning the brake rules, a positive output indicates for the braking 
rules a release of brakes and for the engine rules a reduction of the driver demand 
input, having a spark intervention the closet equivalent since there is no lags in the 
model used during those simulations. 
A positive change of error with a negative error indicates a tendency to reduce the 
vehicle traction due to an excessive increase of the wheel slip. In this case, the 
controller applies the brake on the specific wheel - Table 4-3 - and reduces the signal 
from the accelerator pedal position to reduce the amount of torque generated by the 
engine. Both actions aim to reduce the torque delivered to the tyres. 
in the same way, a negative error and change of error indicates that the wheel slip 
value is greater than the optimal value and moving back toward the optimal. In this 
case, the strategy is to release the brakes and reduce the driver demand to the engine. 
The rules shown in Table 4-3 and Table 4-4 represents the rules learnt using the 
method described in Section 3.9 without any change. It was decided to not adjust any 
rules because the performance of the system was satisfactory as it stands. 
An unexpected result is presented in Table 4-3, first column (negative big change of 
error) and third row (zero error), the value learnt is ZR (zero). This problem might be 
due to a low activation level where the system was unable to distinguish between PS 
and ZR. Based on the values surrounding the 1" column 
P row, the value of this cell 
should be PS instead of ZR. This change also gives a smoother surface for this 
controller. 
Another example of this learning problem is present in Table 4-4 column 2, row 2, 
where the system was not able to distinguish between PB and PS. Based on the same 
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analysis previously described, the output value of this position should have been PS 
(positive small) instead of PB (positive big). 
Learning Scaling Factors 
Five CARLAs were used to learn the scaling gains, and the final results are presented 
in Table 4-5. The output gains were not learnt, as again they mainly depend on to 
actuators characteristics; the nonlinear gains were set to Pu, =I one and Qut, Mke = 
0.8-1 and Gout, engine = 0.75-1. However, to potentially reduce the brake effect in the 





brakexsign(S)xS ' (4-9) 
This time, the learning process was divided into two parts. In the first one, the system 
ran for 3000 generations having a wide search range for all variables. Figure 4-5 
shows the convergence for this part. Based on these results, the search ranges were 
narrowed down and the system re-run for 3000 more generations. Then, Figure 4-6 
presents the results for the final part, where it is noted that besides Gi,, 2, all the 
variables show excellent convergence. This behaviour can also be verified in Table 
4-5 where the standard deviation of the linear gain for the change of error is about ten 
times greater than the rest. However, this value was used for the fuzzy TCS, as it 
seems that this parameter does not have a significant effect on the vehicle 
performance. 
Table 4-5. Scaling Factors. 
Gain ±s 
Gi, l 3.3398 0.05222 
pi.. 1 1.5027 0.02563 
Gi,,, 2 3.7553 0.29883 
Pin. 2 0.8447 0.02244 
G,,, t 0.0697 0.00748 
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Figure 4-6. Scaling factor convergence - Part 2. 
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Switching Mode Controller 
As with the ABS, a switching mode controller was designed to provide a simple z: 1 
reference model using the same assumptions and ideas developed for the ABS 
switching mode controller. Equation (4-10) represents the control adopted here. As Cý 




sigli (f, (0 ..... 
» 
S, 
)ut. brakeý = sign 
( f2 ( 0-error » 
Extension to the Full Vehicle Model 
As with the ABS system, the TCS controller can be applied to the virtual prototype in 
ADAMS following the scheme presented in Figure 4-7. The four wheel speed 
velocities and the estimated vehicle speed come from the model running under the 
ADAMS environment, and the information to correct the throttle position and the 
brake actuators control signal are fed into ADAMS from MATLAB. Some results 
showing the performance of this controller under those conditions are presented in 
Section 4.2-3. 
'I L 
Wheel Speed 3 . 
oo, 
Wheel Speed I 
Vehicle Speed 
MATLAB 
Wheel Speed 4 . 00, Wheel Speed 2 
ADAMS 
Figure 4-7. Integration of MATLAB and ADAMS for the TCS system. 
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4.2.3. Performance Evaluation of ABS and TCS controllers 
ABS Evaluation 
The performance evaluation for the ABS system took place on two levels. Firstly, the 
performance of the 2 d. o. f. vehicle model using the switching mode control was 
compared with the same model equipped with the fuzzy logic controller. Secondly, 
the robustness of the learnt controller is evaluated, as it was directly applied to the 
virtual prototype using ADAMS. 
As the main design objective of the ABS was to reduce the vehicle stopping distance, 
and the actuator chattering was a non-desirable behaviour, equation (4-11) shows the 
performance index (P. I. ) defined based on the fitness function (4-4) used during the 
learning process. The manoeuvre adopted here was a full braking from 40 M/s to 10 
m/s. The set of simulation was carried out on three different surfaces, with friction 




As can be seen in Table 4-6, the stopping distance for the fuzzy controller is always 
greater than the reference. The rms of the longitudinal wheel slip presented in Table 
4-7 gives the information of which position the controller effectively kept the system. 
The switching mode controller kept the system always around the same set point, 
regardless the road surface; while the fuzzy logic controller clearly adjusted the set 
point as a function of the environmental reaction (friction coefficient of the road 
surface). The P. I. weights those effects and produces an overall value for each 
controller. Indeed, the overall performance of the Fuzzy Logic controller is about 7% 
worse than the reference, as illustrated in Table 4-8. However, an undesirable 
chattering behaviour is presented within the switching controller, Figure 4-8. Thus, 
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this controller has a better performance, while generating a lot of chattering. In 











Time Is I 
Figure 4-8. Chattering generated with switching controller. 
The virtual prototype modelled in ADAMS was used in the second part ofthe ABS 
analysis. Figure 4-9 and Figure 4-10 show the performance of the vehicle with and 
without ABS on dry and wet surface conditions. Figure 4-9 (a) and Figure 4-10(a) zn It, 
show the forward deceleration for the dry and wet surfaces, where as expected in both 
cases for the same brake pedal demand, the deceleration obtained using the ABS 
controller is higher than the one without the controller, as the controller tries to keep 
the vehicle within the optimal slip condition. The wheel lock-Lip avoidance is also 
obtained while using the ABS controller - FiGure 4-9 (b) and Figure 4- 10 (b), and the It, 1=1 It, 
longitudinal wheel slip was kept within the target range while the ABS controller was Cý zn In 
running Zý* 
-I 
I- L-A L-L-L-j L-1 JL.. L L-1 L-1 L-S Li L-1 Li L-j uU Ll U LJJLJ U LA Li U9 
456789 to 11 12 
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Table 4-6. Braking distance for the 2 d. o. f. model. 
Road Surface Switching Mode Fuzzy Logic 
Dry 87.56 rn 87.60 m 
Wet 181.62 m 183.13 rn 
Ice 465.45 rn 467.45 m 
Average 238.88 m 246.06 m 
Table 4-7. RMS for longitudinal wheel slip for the 2 d. o. f. model. 
Road Surface Switching Mode Fuzzy Logic 
Dry 0.242 0.251 
Wet 0.221 0.303 
Ice 0.250 0.360 
Average 0.237 0.304 
Table 4-8. Performance Index for the 2 d. o. f. model. 
Road Surface Switching Mode Fuzzy Logic 
Dry 0.93 0.92 
Wet 0.83 0.74 
Ice 0.85 0.77 
Average 0.87 0.81 
The ABS controller acts directly on each servo-valve responsible for the modulation 
of the brake pressure for each individual wheel. As an illustration, the longitudinal 
tyre force for the front and rear left brakes are shown in Figure 4-9 (c) and Figure 
4-10(c). On dry surface, the front left brake force with ABS is higher than the other 
configuration and the rear brake force are almost the same. So, the overall 
longitudinal tyre force is higher with ABS. This effect also occurs on the wet road 
simulation but this time the increase of the rear left longitudinal tyre force using ABS 
is higher. 
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Figure 4-9. SUV vehicle on dry road. (a) forward acceleration, (b) longitudinal 
slip - rear right, (c) longitudinal tyre force. 
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Figure 4-10 SUV vehicle on wet road. (a) forward acceleration, (b) longitudinal 
slip - rear right, (c) longitudinal tyre force. 
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TCS Evaluation 
The main objective of the TCS is to maximise forward acceleration. The simulation 
carried out here is full throttle acceleration during 5 seconds under dry and wet 
surface conditions. Moreover, the performance index defined based on the fitness 
function (4-8) used during the controller design process is presented in equation 
(4-12). The first term represents the maximum speed that the vehicle reached at the 
end of the simulation and the second one gives an indication how the tyres delivered 
the traction force. 
10 0.5 
1+125 -U end 
+ 
1+ rMS (A o) 
(4-12) 
The average acceleration can be inferred using the final forward speed for the 
simulation, Table 4-9. Both controllers had very similar performance. In this case, the 
difference between the longitudinal wheel slip for each controller in each surface 
condition is very small, Table 4-10. So, as happened with the ABS system, both 
controllers had very similar overall performance, as shown in Table 4-11, but the 
discrepancy between their performances is much smaller, less than 0.5%. 
The designed TCS system was integrated to the ADAMS' model and the results from 
a full throttle acceleration simulation are presented in Figure 4-11. These simulations 
were carried out for 10 seconds and the initial speed of the vehicle was 10 km/h, as 
the model is not valid for zero speed. The driver strategy was to shift up the gear 
whenever the engine speed passes the maximum threshold, 7000 rpm, or shift down 
when the engine speed drops below 700 rpm. The engine speed and the wheel spin are 
directly related, so if there is a large amount of slip, the driver will shift up the gear 
just because the engine speed reaches the shift point, making an earlier shift. Based on 
Figure 4-11 (a) and (d), it is possible to visualise how many times the driver has 
changed the gear. For the passive vehicle, the driver changed twice, the first one 
between 0.5 and 1.0 second, and the other one between 3.5 and 4.0 seconds, and for 
the vehicle equipped with TCS, the driver did it just once between 2.5 and 3.0 
seconds. 
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Table 4-9. Final forward speed for the 9 d. o. f. model. 
Road Surface Switchin, Mode Fuzzy Logic 1: 1 
- 
Z:, 
Dry 21.24 nVs 21.40 nVs 
Wet 16.21 nVs 15.36 nVs 
Table 4-10. RMS for longitudinal wheel slip for the 9 d. o. L model. 
Road Surface Switching Mode Fuzzy Loaic 
Dry 0.084 0.078 
Wet 0.229 0.272 
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Figure 4-11. SUV with and without TCS on dry road. 
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The forward speed for both simulations is presented in Figure 4-1 I(b), where it is also 
possible to verify that whenever a gearshift took place, the speed remained almost 
constant. As the driver in the passive vehicle changed the gear twice during the 
simulation, once more than the driver in the vehicle with TCS, this indicates an 
additional time lost for the passive vehicle. 
The wheel speed for the rear left wheel, which is one of the driving wheels, is shown 
in Figure 4-11 (c). There is a sharp increase of the wheel speed for the vehicle without 
TCS in two occasions, just after 0.5 seconds and before 3.5 seconds, which are 
associated with an increase of the powertrain torque, Figure 4-11(d). On the other 
hand, the same behaviour is not presented with the vehicle with TCS. The peak that 
happens at 3 seconds is due to the gearshift and is not related to any traction force 
problem. Moreover, concerning the powertrain torque, the vehicle with TCS has a 
smoother behaviour in comparison with the passive one. Likewise, it is kept most of 
the time in the maximum value for the specific gear position showing a better 
management of the transmission energy. 
An unexpected behaviour occurs during the gear change. During the re-engagement 
process the wheel locks-up for a fraction of a second, as can be noted in Figure 
4- 11 (c) just after 2.5 seconds for the vehicle with TCS and around 3.6 seconds for the 
vehicle without TCS. This phenomenon is due to the ADAMS model used for the 
powertrain. This behaviour happens whenever there is a massive clutch windup that is 
suddenly released. So, during the re-engagement, a reactive force is generated in the 
transmission system and propagated until the wheels bring about the wheels to lock- 
up. 
In Figure 4-11(d) for the vehicle without TCS, a high peak of the engine torque is 
noticed during the gear change. During this manoeuvre the driver kept the accelerator 
pedal always pressed. So, this peak represents a torque generated by the engine 
because the driver was pressing the accelerator and was not delivered to the drive 
wheels, as the clutch was pressed due to gear change. The conjunction of these two 
facts is the cause of the sharp increase of the engine torque around 0.55 seconds. 
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Finally, Figure 4-1 I(e) shows the vehicle trajectory for both simulations. The slightly 
lateral deviation results from the lack of a closed-loop driver in the simulation, and is 
not thought to be significant. As expected, the active chassis vehicle went further than 
the passive one. In fact, the longitudinal displacement of the active one is 45.5% 
greater than the second one - 58.5 m vs. 40.2 m. 
4.3. Active Rear Wheel Steer 
The main objectives of this sub-system are to enhance vehicle manoeuvrability at low 
speeds, improve stability at high speeds, and improve vehicle transient response to 
steering input. The first objective may be achieved by reducing the radius of turn by 
steering the rear wheels out of phase with the front at low speeds. On the other hand, 
instability at high speeds may be related to the delayed build-up forces between the 
front and rear axles. In order to advance the phase of the rear lateral force to match the 
front axle, the rear wheel must be steered in phase with the front ones. 
The ARS is the only behaviour in this thesis that was not designed using a fuzzy logic 
controller; it is basically a feed-forward gain with dependence of vehicle states, and 
was designed based on a simplified bicycle handling model, Chapter 2. 
it is desirable to keep the lags in lateral acceleration and yaw rate almost the same for 
the entire range of speeds. The relation between lateral acceleration and yaw rate is 
shown in equation (4-13), where a,, is the lateral acceleration, V the lateral velocity, U 
the forward velocity and r the yaw rate. 
ay (4-13) 
Additionally, the steady state value of the lateral velocity can be kept very small 
throughout the entire speed range if the rear wheels (4ý are steered in proportion to 
the front wheel (4). 
4= Kff (U), ýf (4-14) 
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The lateral dynamics for a2d. oI vehicle plane model is described in (Gillespie, 
1992). Using the bicycle model and considering that the tyre characteristics are linear, 
the basic equation for the vehicle lateral motion with 4WS is as follows 
M. U.,, ý+ 2. (Cf + C,,, )., g+ 
(M. 
U + -ý. (a. C,, f + b. C,,, ) r=2. C,, f df + 2. C.,,. d, u (4-15) 
2. (a. C,, f -b. C.,. ), g+I,. i+ 
2. (a2. C,, f +b 
2. C 
a"). r=2. a. Caf df - 2. b. C u 
Based on the previous equation and assuming that the yaw rate, slip angle 0 and its 
derivative are equal to zero (steady state), the feed-forward gain, Kp, for the control 











Recall that a, b, and L are the distances between the front axle and the CG, the rear 
axle and the CG, and the front and rear axles - respectively; M is the vehicle mass, 
and C,, f, C,,,, are the cornering stiffness of the front and rear axles. 
Gillespie (1992) suggests that the rear steer angle should be small, and the rear steer 
angle generated using the above feed-forward gain, equation (4-16), can assume 
larger values, so it maybe generate instability in the system. In order to avoid this 
situation, the feed-forward gain may be scaled down by a factor 7 in order to fit in the 
previous vehicle requirement. Moreover, the effect of the scaling factor is shown in 
Figure 4-12. Based on this graph, the scale factor is nominally chosen as 7= 0.4. 
Kff =i)Kffo 
Figure 4-13 shows the influence of the estimated cornering stiffness (front and rear) in 
the value of the feed-forward gain. The parameter C,, for all tyres ranges from 0.5 C,, o 
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to 1.5 CO, where CO is the default value of the cornering stiffness. The lower graph Z! ) 
represents the difference between the boundaries for each speed. The region with the 
biggest difference occurs in the out-of-phase zone (lower speed). This suggests that 
the controller will be relatively robust in relation to this parameter for speeds higher 
than around 20 m/s. The critical point is just below 10 m/s, where the difference 
between the boundaries reaches its maximum. Therefore, errors in cornering stiffness 
estimation are not likely to have a huge impact on the vehicle performance because it 
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Figure 4-12. Feed-forward gain. 
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Figure 4-13. Influence of the cornering stiffness in the feed-forward gain. 
4.4. Direct Yaw Controller 
The objective of the Direct Yaw Controller (DYC) is to stabilise the vehicle in an 
emergency situation when the car is near to the physical limit of adhesion between the 
tyres and the road. In these situations, a non-expert driver may not be able to apply 
suitable corrections and can easily lose control of the vehicle. Therefore, a DYC 
system that intervenes in such situations can allow the driver to keep control and 
avoid a possible accident. 
The controller designed here is a combined sliding mode-fuzzy controller based on 
Buckholtz (2002b). The error and change of error signals are combined in a sliding 
surface defined by equation (4-18), where vis a positive design parameter: 
e+, vý 
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Here e(t) is a tracking error in yaw rate r. 
r-r,, (4-19) 
and the reference yaw rate is given in terms of lateral acceleration and forward speed 
ray ref V, 
(4-20) 
The sliding mode signal s(t) is presented to the fuzzy logic controller, which 
commands distributed wheel braking, designed to reduce the error towards zero. The 
output signals from the fuzzy controller are labelled Outer-Front, Outer-Rear, Inner- 
Front and Inner-Rear, where 'Outer' and 'Inner' are defined relative to the cornering 
direction of the intended vehicle path. 
The fuzzy control is SIMO having 9 rules with 4 outputs for each rule. The input 
membership function are equally distributed across the fuzzy input universe between 
-1 and +1, where N4 is aZ function, P4 is an S function, and all the others are 
standard Gaussian functions. Typical Z and S functions are presented in Figure 4-14. 
The output membership functions are all Gaussian functions with universe defined 
from 0 to 1, and here I corresponds to maximum braking. 
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Figure 4-14. Typical Z and S functions. 
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Figure 4-15 illustrates the controller structure showing the control inputs (yaw rate, 
lateral acceleration and forward speed), control output (brake signal for each specific 
wheel depending on the vehicle states), and the internal components such as the 
sliding surface, the fuzzy knowledge base and the switching label logic. 
AOF 
Switching label 20't 
r, a,,, vx s logic -ýF 
Sliding surface 4R 
Direct Yaw Controller 
Figure 4-15. Direct Yaw Controller structure. 
The tracking error and its change are redefined in equations (4-21) and (4-22), where 
is the linear gain, and Pi,, is the nonlinear factor. The CARLA is used to learn 
those parameters, while GLA is used to learn the rule base. Initially, all the linear and 
nonlinear gains are set to 1, apart from the output gain, which was set equal to 2. 
Gin,, x sign (e) x ep'-' (4-21) 
j= Gi,,. 2 x sign (ý) xýP. -, (4-22) 
The sliding fuzzy DYC does not activate below a threshold, in which case the signals 
assigned to all wheels are zero. When the error is greater that the threshold, the 
control is activated. The use of a threshold avoids activation in response to noise, such 
as might arise from the yaw rate sensor. By delaying the control activation until the 
threshold is achieved, the driver has a chance to manually correct the yaw rate error 
before the control intervention. So, the control will be activated only in critical 
situations when it is really necessary to keep the vehicle in a stable handling 
condition. 
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As the load transfer effect are very important for this design of this control, the model 
presented in section 2.6.2 is used during the learning process. The model adopted has 
simplified stiff suspension to increase the simulation speed. 
Fitness Function 
The fitness function used for this controller is presented in equation (4-23). The first 
term is responsible to minimise the unnecessary use of brakes, so avoiding energy 
losses. The second minimises the final heading angle error. Finally, the control should 
be applied in a smooth way in order to not generate any additional undesired effect, 
giving the third term. Each individual term was evaluated for a typical response. 
Based on these values, the constants C1. C2 and C3 were arbitrary chosen to represent 
the relative importance of each term, depending on the design requirements, and their 
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Learning Rules 
Two different approaches are considered. The first is an intuitive approach which 
brakes the outer or inner wheels of the vehicle depending on the steering wheel angle 
and whether it is oversteering or understeering. The second one considers that there 
are two ways to generate a corrective yaw moment on a wheel, either increasing the 
longitudinal tyre force, or decreasing the lateral force as explained by Buckholtz 
(2002b) and summarised in Table 4-12. 
Table 4-12. Corrective Yaw Moment Effects. 
Inside Front Outside Front Inside Rear Outside Rear 
-ýicrease IF,. I Pro-comenng Contra-comering Pro-comering Contra-comering 
Decrease Ifyj Contra-comering Contra-comering Pro-comering Pro-comering 
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Before the learning process starts, there are 9x4 positions to be learnt for each 
approach. Therefore, based on the knowledge of the problem just 8 positions remain 
unknown for each set of rules. So, the learnt rules are written with bold letters. 
The simulation consists of two manoeuvres. The first one was a single lane change 
with braking starting from 30 m/s under wet surface. The other one was a J-Turn with 
braking for a radius of 75 m under wet surface. 
The GLA parameters for those simulations were set to 
Max of Generations = 5000 
Population Size = 20 
Crossover Rate = 0.9 
Mutation Rate = 0.001 
Learning Rate = 0.05 
Clone Rate = 0.05 
After 5000 generations, or when convergence is reached, the set of rules for each 
approach is said to be leamt, and the results are shown in Table 4-13 and Table 4-14. 
The rules that were leamt here are carried out to the following step of the learning 
process. 
Table 4-13. Rules for Approach 1. 
IN OFI EF OR IR 
N4 ZR P; ZR P4 
N3 ZR ZR ZR P3 
N2 ZR ZR ZR P2 
NI ZR ZR ZR PI 
ZR ZR ii ZR ZR 
PI PI ZR ZR 
P2 P2 ZR Zlk ZR 
P3 P3 ZR i ZR 
P4. P4. ZR. 
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Table 4-14. Rules for Approach 2. 
IN OFI EF OR IR 
N4 ZR ZR P4 P4 
N3 ZR ZR PI P3 
N2 ZR ZR rl P3 
Nl ZR ZR Pl PI 
ZR ZR ZR ZR ZR 
P1 PI ZR ZR ZR 
P2 P2 ýý ZR ZR 
P3 P3 
j 
ýR ZR ZR 
P4 P4 P4 ZR ZRI 
Learning Scaling Factors 
As for the ABS system, the CARLA was used to learn 2 linear parameters (Gi,,,, and 
Gi,,, 2) and 2 nonlinear parameters (Pi,,,, and Pin. 2) for the error signals and more 2 
linear design parameters (, ýj and Y,, ) related to the sliding surface. After 10,000 
generations, the results are presented in Table 4-15 and Table 4-16, where X is the 
average value and s is the standard deviation. The overall convergence is better for the 
second approach, and it is illustrated in Figure 4-16. As a variation from the 
longitudinal slip control simulation, the CARLA used here had an adaptive action 
space which changes the boundaries of the searching range. There is a major problem 
in the convergence of parameter r, for the Approach 1 having variance as big as the 
search range. There is also a similar problem with ;f for the Approach 2. But in this 
case the variance is smaller, and all the other parameters have a very good 
convergence. The output gains were not learnt and were set as G,, t =2 and P,,, = 1. 
Table 4-15. Scaling Factors - Approach 1. 
Gain X±s Searching range 
Gi,,,, 0.0236 ± 0.0076 [ 0,10 1 
Pi., 1 5.5391 ± 0.0264 [ 0,6 1 
Gin, 2 -0.1660 ± 0.0335 [0,10] 
Pin, 2 5.9345 ± 0.0202 [ 0,6 1 
;f -0.24_88 ± 0.7052 [ -5,5 
lyr -0.6422 ± 3.3041 [ -5,5 









Table 4-16. Scaling Factors - Approach 2. 
Gain x+s Searchin- ranoe c zn Gin. 1 3.2471 ± 0.0285 0,10 1 
Pin, 1 5.4899 ± 0.0152 10,6 1 
Gin. 2 1.3629 ± 0.0229 0 10 
Pin, 2 4.3261 ± 0.0182 06 
0.9741 ± 1.3200 -5 ,5 
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Figure 4-16. Convergence - Approach 2. 
The single lane change manoeuvre was simulated over 5 seconds with time increment 
of 0.01 seconds, and the vehicle had initial forward velocity of 30 m/s. Table 4-17 
shows summary results, and Figure 4-17 shows them graphically-, here the solid line 
represents the active chassis and the dotted line the passive vehicle. Approach 2 has 
the best fitness and the final heading angle is the one nearest to zero. 
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Figure 4-17. Single lane manoeuvre for both approaches. 
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Table 4-17. Comparison between the DYC approaches 
Approach I Approach 2 Passive 
Ufmal 28.94 m/s 28.78 m/s 29.1779 nVs 
Vffi. 
al 
3.20 ' 1.000 4.90 ' 
Fitness 0.9122 0.9252 1 0.8367 
Based on the scaling factor standard variance and the previous results, the Approach 2 
is chosen as the best one between them, having a better overall performance. 
Direct Yaw Control applied to a Full Vehicle Model 
The Direct Yaw Controller of Section 4.4 was developed using the simplified stiff 
suspension model described in Section 2.6.2. The question immediately arises as to 
how this would perform in a real vehicle. To test this out, at least to some extent, the 
controller was applied to a full-vehicle ADAMS model described in 2.6.4. 
The same sort of analysis described earlier for ABS and TCS was carried out for the 
Direct Yaw Controller. The DYC acts directly on the brake's servo-valves in order to 
generate the desired change in brake torque. The example presented here is an ISO 
Lane Change using the prototype previously used having 100 km/h as its initial 
velocity, in 01 gear. The road surface had a medium coefficient of friction ('wet' 
surface). The comparison of the vehicle's performance with and without DYC is 
shown in Figure 4-18, Figure 4-19 and Figure 4-20. 
Figure 4-18 shows the vehicle response for the yaw rate, where it is possible to verify 
the reduction of the peak yaw rate for the vehicle using the active controller. As soon 
as the yaw rate passes the threshold value, which is set out to 0.15 rad/s, the controller 
starts to generate a corrective action limiting the growth of the yaw rate. A much 
smaller effect can be observed for the lateral acceleration in Figure 4-19. Moreover, 
the driver's workload is reduced as can be verified by looking at the driver's steering 
wheel input, Figure 4-20. After 4.5 second, the driver still has to correct the vehicle 
direction; nevertheless, the amplitude of correction is almost reduced by half. In 
summary, the main point to notice concerning the DYC performance is the great 
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reduction of oscillations from the driver input, lateral acceleration and yaw rate, while 
the absolute peak values of the lateral acceleration and yaw rate are almost the same. 
It is important to highlight that both driver (model) and DYC are acting to correct the C, z: 1 Z: ' 
oversteer behaviour of the vehicle. 
Figure 4-21 represents the effect of the controller on the vehicle brake toque. Note 
that the left and right rear brake torque curves are almost the same, so only three lines 
are possible to be seen in the graph with the current scales. This figure shows all the 
relevant brake activity, which occurs between 3.5 and 5.5 seconds. It is possible to 
verify that the left-front and right-front brakes have complementary behaviour. In the 
first part of the manoeuvre the left-front brake acts more than the right-front one. 
However, in the second part of the manoeuvre the opposite occurs. So, the difference 
between each side of the front brakes generates as primary effect a corrective yaw 
moment and the reduction of the lateral force is a secondary effect. On the other hand, 
having almost the same brake torque, the rear brakes are mainly working to reduce the Z: ' 
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Figure 4-18. Yaw rate vs. time for the lane change manoeuvre. 
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ISO Lane Change Manoeuvre 
Lateral Acceleration vs Time 0.5- 
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Figure 4-19. Lateral acceleration vs. time for the lane change manoeuvre. 
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Figure 4-20. Steering wheel angle vs. time for the lane change manoeuvre. 
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Figure 4-21. Brake actuation for the vehicle with DYC. 
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4.5. Summary 
The controller structures and design criteria are now summarised in Table 4-18 to 
Table 4-21. 
Table 4-18. Longitudinal Slip - ABS. 
Wheel and vehicle speed IRpHý: KzHiabIc 
Controllcr"1ý7jiýý ------------- hiriWfn --- &- -I ýWfi-c-el- -s 1-i p-- -a- n--d --- d-i-s-c-r- c--t-c- -c h--a n--g- c-- -o- f- 
error 
Fitness Function 







----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- aviour Activation The absolute longitudinal whccl slip is greater than the 
reference slip for braking 
Controller Output Signals to the brake servo valve 
-- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- output Variable Brake pressure (Brake torque) 
Control Structure Fuzzy Logic Control 
Control Specification 25 rules 
Standard Gaussian membership function for the input and 
output signals 
Table 4-19. Longitudinal Slip - TCS. 
japHýY, Hiable 
" 
Wheel speed and vehicle speed 




CI C2 f (a 
. ++ nns (o-) 
a. 
---------------------- aviour Activation ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- The accelerator pedal must be pressed 
The longitudinal wheel slip is greater than the reference 
slip for traction 
Controller Output Signal to the engine throttle position 
------------------------ 
Signals to the brake servo valve 
------------------------------------------------------- --------- output Variable ------------------------ Throttle position (Engine torque) 
Brake pressure (Brake torque) 
Control Structure Fuzzy Logic Control 
Control Specification 25 rules 
Standard Gaussian membership function for the input and 
output signals 
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Table 4-20. Lateral Slip - ARS. 
Input Variable 
- - . - 
Front wheel steering angle and forward speed 
---- ------- ---------- ------------------------------------------------- ýw Jýilyc liýýffý r ont wheel steering angle and forward speed 
Fitness Function 
B --- : ---------------------- aviour Activation ------------------------------------------------------------------------- Whenever there is a steering wheel input or if there is a 
undesirable deviation in the vehicle path 
Controller Output 
- ---------------- 
Rear wheel steering angle 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Output Variable Rear wheel steering angle 
Control Structure Feed Forward Gain 
Control Specification Model based 
The vehicle geometrical parameters should be defined, as 
well as the cornering stiffness of the front and rear tyres 
Table 4-21. Direct Yaw Controller - DYC. 
I Yaw rate, lateral acceleration and forward speed Var able 
----- --------------------- - ------------------------------------------------------------------- Controller Input Yaw rate error and discrete change of error 
Fitness Function Puend 
9 








UPid)2 I+ Vlerror2 I+ nns(ý) 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
aviour Activation r>r,, where rr is the yaw rate threshold 
Controller Output Signals to the brake servo valve 
- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- output Variable Yaw rate and vehicle side slip 
Control Structure Sliding Fuzzy Control 
Control Specification 9 rules: I input x4 outputs 
Standard Gaussian membership function for the input 
signal 
Gaussian membership functions for the output signal 
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Chapter 5- Design of Integrated Vehicle Control System 
5.1. Introduction 
The approach taken here to Integrated Vehicle Control System (IVCS) design is a 
novel and demanding methodology to develop a vehicle chassis and all controllers in 
a common process with explicitly addresses the interrelationships between them. The 
primary aim is the improvement of driving safety, mainly obtained based on the 
synergy in the use of sensors information, hardware and control strategies. The paper 
written by Gordon et aL (2003) defines the framework adopted here for integrated 
control methodologies and architectures for road vehicles. 
This integration concept should not be understood as a way to correct initial design 
mistakes. Rather, in order to obtain the best performance the IVCS should be applied 
to a well-designed chassis package, and the limits of the vehicle can be safely 
extended. Some vehicle manufacturers, with their Integrated Chassis Management 
projects, are already taking steps to define guidelines of how and which strategy they 
should follow (Fruechte et aL, 1989, Sato et al., 1992, ]Leffler et aL, 2000). On the 
other hand, the major suppliers of active control systems are also adopting their own 
directions. A lot of uncertainty is present in this area and further work has to be done 
to harmonise those ideas and find a common direction. 
5.2. Objectives 
As noted in Section 1.9, the overall objective of this research is the improvement of 
driving safety. 
The effects of the chassis system integration can be conceptually visualised as in 
Figure 5- 1, which is an adaptation of the figure presented by Tanaka et al. (1992). The 
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outer circle represents the tyre friction limit. The inner enclosed area illustrates the N 
distribution of acceleration/deceleration for a conventional vehicle (without intelligent 
controllers). The shaded areas represent the expected gain when some controllers are 
integrated such as traction control system (TCS) and active rear steering (ARS) or 
anti-lock brake system (ABS) and ARS. As suggested by the figure, the vehicle can 
be safely steered while braking and accelerating beyond the traditional limits even at 
high lateral acceleration. 
Acceleration 
TC 
ASUSP + ARS 




without integrated control 
ith integrated control 
Figure 5-1. Conceptual g-g Diagram showing the effect of integrated control. 
one of the most important aspects of chassis control is the appropriate control of the 
forces generated by the tyres, so as to achieve the driver's expectation. Figure 5-2 
illustrates how the main systems influence the forces generated by the tyres. ABS and 
TCS have the main influence on the generation of longitudinal force. ARS and 4WS 
are correlated to the lateral forces. Active Suspension (ASUSP) is able to increase the 
normal force that will thereby increase the tyre traction limit available. 
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Figure 5-1. Conceptual g-g Diagram showing the effect of integrated control. 
One of the most important aspects of chassis control is the appropriate control of the 
forces generated by the tyres, so as to achieve the driver's expectation. Figure 5-2 
illustrates how the main systems influence the forces generated by the tyres. ABS and 
TCS have the main influence on the generation of longitudinal force. ARS and 4WS 
are correlated to the lateral forces. Active Suspension (ASUSP) is able to increase the 
normal force that will thereby increase the tyre traction limit available. 




Figure 5-2. Major influence of vehicle controllers in the generation of tyre forces. 
5.3. Definitions 
As previously defined in Chapter 1, IVCS is the philosophy of combining all chassis 
components and control systems coexisting in a vehicle to perform better than the 
pure addition of thern in terms of safety, comfort and economy. 
In the context of IVCS, it is important to clarify certain terminology as it will now be 
used. Initially, vehiclefitliction is defined as a separately Identifiable aspect of vehicle 
behaviour or response, and vehicle submtem is a physical device that contributes to 
perform a vehicle function. Domain labels are assi. 1, S gned to the Local Control System - 
by the manager system, based on the main vehicle subsystems. Those labels are s 
initially defined as 'Engine or Powertrain Management', 'Brakina', 'Steering' and C Cý Cý 
'Suspension'. 
Behaviour is the predictable and repeatable way that the vehicle acts or responses, e. g z:, * 
understeer, wheel lock Linder braking and wheel-hop. Two or more behaviours can I 
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exist or co-exist at the same time and/or override each other. One or more controllers, 
depending on which are available at the moment, can control each behaviour. 
Function is a specific designed behaviour/action. Functions must be completely 
independent of each other. They can either be learned or pre-programmed. 
A Coordinator is responsible for working as a functional control module that 
mediates between potentially conflicting control demands associated with differing 
behaviours. It is needed to filter the incoming signals and send conflict-free 
commands to the actuators. Moreover, this entity can also assume special functions as 
Manager and Main Coordinator, which the main responsibility is to keep the system 
stable. The coordinator functions will be dealt in details in Section 5.5. 
The reference behaviour is the behaviour that should be followed by the system 
playing the same role as the reference model in traditional control strategies. It ought 
to be understood as the strategy or the main goal of a specific behaviour. 
The Local Control Systems (LCS) are assumed to include all basic software currently 
available on vehicles such as ABS, TCS, ARS and Active Suspension. It includes not 
only a typical single loop controller itself but also the actuator and any other 
additional device needed to work properly. One domain label will be assigned for 
each LCS in order to group them according the higher levels units. Now, those LCSs 
are implemented no longer as stand-alone components. As a design concept that is 
hereby proposed, direct communication between two LCSs of different domains 
should be avoided. This constraint will force the designer to strictly define and 
organise the variables to be either local (within the same domain) or global (across the 
whole system). This layer is responsible to take care of the real-time issues related to 
the interactions with the environment. At this level, the controllers should ensure that 
the actuators perform with acceptable rise-time, settling-time, overshoots, etc. As 
mentioned before, the LCSs are grouped according the domain labels. 
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5.4. Issues and Requirements for Sensors, Information and 
Communication 
Some issues and requirements of the IVCS in the areas of hardware, energy source 
and information are highlighted in this section. Initially, some considerations about 
the dynamic models adopted and dynamic coupling between them are explained. 
After that, important aspects of sensing and information flow are presented. 
Moreover, the concept of the 'plug-and-play' philosophy applied to the problem is 
shown. Finally, some failure and safety issues are considered. 
Typically, the IVCS addresses at least two of the chassis dynamic domains like brake 
(longitudinal) during cornering (lateral + yaw + roll). Since the major goal of the 
IVCS is the control of vehicle motion, the control of the longitudinal and lateral 
forces at the road-tyre patch is essential, as it is the major interaction point for 
braking, steering, traction and suspension; there is a significant dynamic coupling 
between those systems. Moreover, the driver can also be added to this system 
providing an additional coupling between them. Therefore, the integrated vehicle 
control requires the coordination of all those systems while factoring the needs, 
performance and preferences of the driver into the design and control decisions. 
Accurate control not only requires appropriate modelling, but also requires accurate 
measurement. Sometimes a precise sensor can be very costly. One way to solve this 
problem is to use estimators or observers, mathematical models that use the 
information provided by economically feasible sensors and blend them in order to 
obtain the necessary information. Optimal performance in this situation means the 
minimisation of overall uncertainty of estimation. 
The vehicle should ideally be able to adequately sense its environment and internal 
states, as well as driver's preferences, actions and capabilities. An additional 
requirement is the real time on-board analysis of this information. So, the 
development of a smart signal structure is needed, the Virtual Sensor Structure (VSS). 
This structure would be responsible to create synergy in areas such as sensors, 
actuators, and controllers. As an analogy with the biological field, the VSS might 
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have a similar function to hormones, which are responsible for delivery of 
information locally and globally within the biological system. The VSS is a concept 
introduced in this thesis which has not so far been implemented either hardware or 
simulation and should be implemented in further works. 
Based on such estimators, the VSS should construct data using mathematical 
combinations of several sensed and/or calculated variables. The VSS should not only 
supply data but also complex attributes of the driving situation such as type and 
condition of the road or stability margins. 
The VSS is basically comprised of three parts. The first is the signal conditioning, the 
second is the estimators, such as Kalman Filters and Fuzzy estimators, which 
estimates the vehicle states. Finally, some estimators for environmental conditions, 
vehicle parameters and failure detection. are required. 
in comparison with what is available and in use today, the novel information that 
comes with IVCS is that the VSS makes the information global and available through 
out the whole vehicle. Thus, future VSS should enable all subsystems to have 
common high quality information on which to base their decisions. Moreover, the 
VSS should be able to estimate global vehicle data in spite of local sensor failures, 
and also apply diagnostic analysis to input from sensors. 
Regarding stability and safety issues of the full system, local fallback functions have 
to be tested and verified, as well as the higher-level safety mechanisms. After that, 
when the entire system is integrated, the whole network has to be tested and fine- 
tuned. 
Considering the envisaged level of integration outlined above, there will be a 
considerable increase in the communication data rate across the whole vehicle. The 
protocols that are currently used are unlikely to be able to deal with such a large 
amount of information in real-time. So the safety and timing to delivery of such 
information is an important criterion to be addressed in future works. Some works on 
this area, such as (VIacic et al., 2001), suggest the use of optical fibre to link multiple 
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Controller Area Network (CAN) with gateway nodes and special timing sensitive 
busses like Time-Triggered Protocol (TTP) to support and meet the likely future 
requirements. All supervisory levels could exchange information via a global high 
performance redundant data bus such as a dual fibre optical link. Each coordinator 
would operate via a local data connection, such as CAN, to communicate to 
subordinate control systems. 
The plug-and-play philosophy leads to two main issues for the IVCS - adaptability 
and flexibility. A coordinator named manager is defined in order to be able to scan 
the whole vehicle and find what LCSs are available and define the type of vehicle. 
After that, the main coordinator sets the control task for each available system and 
local coordinator. If during the normal operation, any of the available systems have 
any kind of fault, those entities should reconfigure all the systems to keep the vehicle 
within the safety margins. Those entities might also learn some characteristics of the 
driver and make small adjustments to better fit the vehicle to the driver. The manager 
and the main coordinator have not been fully implemented in this thesis, remaining as 
a concept to further implementation. 
In a commercial field the plug-and-play capability can be applied to widen the 
spectrum of options available to the customer; for instance a sport version of vehicle 
platform with IVCS can have active suspension as standard, and the family version 
can have active rear wheel steering. For both vehicles, the missing component can be 
an optional addition. In this way, it will be possible to satisfy the tastes of individual 
customers. The flexibility of this approach requires modularity as well; this issue is 
addressed by Gordon et aL (2003) where the following example justifies this 
approach: "If a manufacturer sells five different vehicles, each with five optional 
control sub-systems that may or not be implemented, and each employ alternative 
5 hardware from two different suppliers, there are 5x3 = 1215 possible combinations". 
A modular approach to control strategy design and development is probably the only 
way to keep this problem manageable, otherwise the number of designed controllers 
will grow exponentially as in the previous example. 
"I 
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The modular approach also needs to deal with general faults and hardware failures. 
An example of failure during normal operation is as follows: the vehicle is braking on 
a split-p surface and initially has available an ABS system and an intelligent steering 
system such as ARS. During this critical situation, the ABS and the ARS will work 
together in order to maintain straight-line stability during braking. With both systems 
working, the ABS can be adjusted with an aggressive algorithm in order to stop 
earlier. If a failure on the ARS occurs during the manoeuvre, the ABS is reset to a 
more conservative algorithm. On the other hand, if the failure occurs in the ABS, the 
ARS can try to correct or at least minimise the resulting yaw moment. As soon as the 
split-p condition disappears, the ARS would set a zero steering angle to give a 
predicable direction for the vehicle. 
The above has outlined the main concepts of future IVCS. In the next section, some 
key concepts are introduced as a first step to realise such integrated control. 
S. S. Control Coordination 
There are two possible distinct scenarios where a coordinator is required. In the first 
one, there are two or more signals coming from different controllers to the same 
actuator, Figure 5-3. So, the coordinator has the mission to sort out any conflict 
between them. The second scenario is when one behaviour can be controlled using 
two or more actuators, Figure 5-4. In this case, the coordinator has to decide how 
much of each system will be used to obtain the correct behaviour spending less 
energy. 
Based on the scenarios presented above, coordinator can be defined as an entity 
responsible for solving any conflict between individual behaviours and/or actuators 
with the generation of the appropriate response signals. Thus, the whole system 
performs its functions to the maximum satisfaction for drivers over a wide range of 
environmental conditions and within the confines of statutory regulation. 







Figure 5-3. Control Coordination. Scenario 1. 
Figure 5-4. Control Coordination. Scenario 2. 
This objective can be reached by ordering the income signals and sending commands 
without any conflict to the actuators, and also taking care of the real time issues 
related to the interactions with the environment. So, the coordination of various 
vehicle subsystems consists of trading off the performance levels of subsystems 
against each other, whenever there is conflict, and getting the subsystems to behave as 
cooperatively as possible in performing the desired vehicle function. 
5.5.1. Competitive coordinator 
The first and most basic coordinator scheme is the competitive coordinator, where the 
output is merely the selection of a single behaviour. There are many different methods 
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This objective can be reached by ordering the income signals and sending commands 1: 1 In 11: 1 
without any conflict to the actuators, and also takinc,,, care of the real tirne issues 
related to the interactions with the environment. So, the coordination of various 
vehicle subsystems consists of trading off the performance levels of subsystems 
against each other, whenever there is conflict, and getting the subsystems to behave as 
cooperatively as possible in performing the desired vehicle functi Cý ion. 
5.5-1. Competitive coordinator 
The first and most basic coordinator scheme is the competitive coordinator, where the 
output is merely the selection of a single behaviour. There are many different methods Z:, 
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for selection available in the literature, such as the subsumption suppression and 
inhibit (Brooks, 1985) and action-selection (Maes, 1990). So, independently of the 
chosen method, the coordinator chooses only one behaviour that will be responsible 
for controlling some actuators in the vehicle. 
5.5.2. Cooperative coordinator 
The second basic scheme is the cooperative coordinator, which typically averages the 
gradients given by all available behaviour and returns a single output. Usually, 
behaviours with stronger output will have more influence on the final output. There 
are several ways that the coordinator can generate the output signal which will control 
some actuators in the vehicle. Among those methods are the fuzzy logic and neural 
networks. An example of behavioural blending is proposed by Saffioti et. al (1995). 
5.5.3. Hybrid coordinator 
This coordinator attempts to combine the advantages of the two previous 
coordinators. The hybrid coordinator, implemented in this work, potentially keeps the 
robustness and modularity of the competitive approach as well as the superior 
performance of the cooperative approach (Carreras et aL, 2002). 
Each coordinator receives the controller signal from several behaviours, and for each 
of those signals there is an activation level value which indicates how important is the 
activation of each specific behaviour in each particular situation. The activation level 
must be between 0 and 1. The model for this coordinator is shown in equation (5-1) 
and schematically in Figure 5-5. 
r =! frd + (1 - 
ý)n rnd 
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Dominant 
Output --om- 
---p- Non -Dominant 
Figure 5-5. Hybrid coordinator. 
The dominant behaviour suppresses the response of the non-dominant behaviour 
when its activation level --is equal to 1. However, when its activation level is not 
equal to I (partially activated), the final response is a combination of both inputs. So, 
the non-dominant behaviour can modify the response of dominant behaviour. 
Whenever the activation level is zero, the dominant behaviour is totally inactive. 
The non-dominant behaviour effect is proportional to the n th power of the 
complementary of the activation 
level. So, the control response can be generated 
based on all behaviours or just one depending on the situation. 
Figure 5-6 shows how four behaviours can be put together using a series of basic 






Figure 5-6. Sequence of hybrid coordinators. 
In the proposed approach, the activation level is generated based on a fuzzy set which 
has as input the vehicle states, the driver's inputs and some environmental parameters. 
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Based on this information and the knowledge base of the fuzzy system, an OUtpUt I 
(activation level) is generated. I 
5.5.4. Coordinator structure 
The coordination approach is linked to a hierarchical structure. Figure 5-7 shows this 
structure resolved into three parts: manager, main coordinator and local coordinator. 
On the top, there is the manger that is the highest level on the hierarchical structure C In 
and comprises only the main strategy and supervisory functions. The Manager is 'In In 
responsible for feeding, the main coordinator with information about the availability of 
systems and sub-systems. Adaptability is provided by this entity. The manager runs I 
the software for all possible allowed configurations and automatically allocates the I 
control task to the available systems sending this information to the main coordinator. 
The main coordinator is placed in the middle of the structure having to assure that the 
vehicle as a whole performs in an optimal way by coordinating across SUb-systems z: 1 
and local coordinators. It is also responsible for selecting the correct coordinator, and 
transforming the mission into a set of tasks that perform a plan. Finally, at the bottom Cý 
is the loc(d coordintitor. This entity has to ensure that the appropriate set point is sent 








Figure 5-7. Coordinator structure. 
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5.5.5. Encoding 
The coordinator can be represented as a mathematical function which receives several 
specific responses, ri, and delivers one main response, R, Fic'Lire 5-8. In 
Coordinator[ b, (s, ), b, (s, )I =R (5-2) 
As mentioned in Section 1.6, the coordinator has to evaluate all the individual 
behavioural responses and generate Just one. So, a more specific representation for the 
coordinator function should consider the relative strength of each behaviour. So, the 
coordinator function can be written as 
R=C(G. B(S)) (5-3) 
where R is the final response, C is the coordinator function, G is the relative stren-rth 
of each behaviour, B is the behaviour function, and S is the stimulus. 
Behaviour I 







Figure 5-8. Coordination diagram. 
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5.6. Control Architecture 
There appear to be essentially three types of architectures that can be used for IVCS: 
hierarchical, heterarchical and layered, as briefly explained in Chapter 1. The hybrid 
behaviour-based control architecture implemented in this work is based on a layered 
structure adding some features of the hierarchical approach, Figure 5-9, taking the 1: 1 In 
advantage of the hierarchical planning aspect of the Traditional Al and the reactive II 
and real time aspects of the behavioural approach. 
Behaviour-Based Control Architecture 
llý Behavioui 1 10. 
P. Behaviom 2 Mý 
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Figure 5-9. Structure of the behaviour-based control architecture. 
The hierarchical feature of the implemented architecture consists of the coordinator 
structure presented in Section 5.5.4 connected to the lower level controller. Figure 
5-10 shows four layers of the hierarchical approach, where the top three represent the 
coordinator structure and the lower levels the conventional control aimed at achieving 
predetermined system performance. The higher levels of control can extend the 
systems behaviour to a more complex domain-, for instance, the desired performance 
can be dynamically modified to adapt the system to any environmental chan, "ges 
becoming more robust, Figure 5-11, as will be explained in Chapter 7. Z: I Cý 







Figure 5-10. Hierarchical structure of the hybrid architecture. 
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Figure 5-11. Driver and environmental adaptation. 
The layered control structure used in this work is also capable of grouping several 
LCSs in order to achieve a more complex determined behaviour, or to obtain the 
coordination of several behaviOUrs running together. This structure is shown in Figure III 
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5-8, where the parallel operation of simple behaviours allows a real time response A 
with low computational cost. 
During the implementation process, in order to realise the above in the context of 
IVCS, it is helpful to group all actuators according to their functionality, mainly 
Braking, Driving, Steering, and Suspension, so with smaller groups the problem is 
more manageable. As the controlled sub-systems interact, every time that a functional 
decomposition takes place, a coordinator must be provided to deal with the interaction 
problems. 
Even though the behaviour-based methodology is a bottom-up approach, during the 
development of this work a definition of the hierarchical top-down requirements has 
shown vital, so it was possible to handle the complexity of this project. As this 
approach is new and interdisciplinary, the need for a completely new chassis and 
control design methodology is suggested. The overall vehicle concept has to be 
defined early on, and it is very important to define functionality "bandwidth" which 
the variants should not exceed on later evolution steps. Moreover, the definition of 
hardware configuration for all equipment levels, data protocol and interface 
mechanisms have also to be done in the initial stages of the development. The 
reference behaviours have to be careful defined. Additionally, if some new 
technology comes along, it can still be fitted into the existing scheme. 
The proposed global structure implemented is a network of interacting behaviours 
comprising low-level and high-level deliberation abilities, Figure 5-12. So, when 
applied to a real vehicle, the supervisory levels and the lower levels will exchange 
information via a global high performance data bus, which should be redundant for 
safety and reliability issues. In this way, all the information will be available for any 
layer, behaviour, LCS or coordinator, as required. 
The IVCS structure presented in Figure 5-12 suggests two possibilities for the sensors 
and actuators. The first type is the conventional component, which is directly 
connected to the local controller. The second one is the 'smart' element, which uses a 
bus interface for data transfer. As can be seen in this structure, the information 
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generated by these components is posted to the vehicle network supplying additional C) I=) 
data to other controllers. Moreover, the smart elements may have self-diagnostic I 
capabilities and signal conditioning. 
During the development process, sometimes one or more systems might need 
in the network. So, it is information from another partner that is not yet available II 
suggested that in these situations should be considered as 'missing bus information'. 
And this missing bus messaae should be simulated only for test purpose based on a 1: 1 I"n 
regular behaviour of the missing component. This test could be carried out using CI In 
standard techniques, as 'Hardware in the Loop' SiMUlation. 
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Figure 5-12. Structure of IVCS. 
Figure 5-13 shows a conceptual hybrid hierarchical multi-layered behaviour control 
design architecture, which combines a hierarchical top-down approach within a I 
layered architecture, where the required vehicle behavIOUrs are initially defined and 
classified into many different tasks. Moreover, the cornmunication Occurs only 
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between adjacent layers. The information bus, which is responsible to receive, 
distribute and make available all the information from and for all layers, is placed in 
the left hand side of the figure. For this study, the structure information, VSS, will not 
be considered in detail and the long left block will be assumed as a multiplexed bus zn 
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Figure 5-13. Conceptual hybrid hierarchical multi-layered control behaviour 
design architecture. 
Figure 5-13 also shows how it is possible to increase levels of integration. Initially, 
there is only the basic vehicle represented by Layer 0. Then, some stand-alone 
controllers as ABS, TCS, ARS and ASUSP are added to the system. The 
implementation of those controllers can occur in any order. The Yaw Stability module 
is designed and then added to the system. All previous controllers do not have to 
know that a hierarchical higher controller has been added, so they still run as Zý 
previously without the necessity to be redesigned. Other behaviours can be added 
later to the integrated system such as Collision Avoidance and Lane Detection and 
Tracking. 
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Each block in the diagram represents a vehicle behaviour or function, which will be 
integrated within the whole system. It is up to the designer to decide how to partition 
a complex behaviour and which sub-systems will be involved in the control task. 
Moreover, this diagram shows the modularity and flexibility features of this approach 
where each behaviour is designed independently in order to achieve its own 
objectives. 
The higher layers are responsible for the overall objectives and goals of the integrated 
control, while the lower levels are in charge to track reference signals. The Layer 0 
represents the hardware (transmission, engine, braking, steering and suspension 
systems) or the minimum level of functionality that permits the vehicle to operate. In 
the bottom part of Figure 5-13, there are some nodes where multiple arrows converge. 
Those nodes represent a coordinator which is responsible to solve any conflict 
between the input signals. Based on this layer, others layers are increasingly built. 
This picture shows multiple systems competing for the use of a small number of 
actuators which means that the coordinator function is vital for the success of this 
approach. 
The driver is placed in the basic level, as he is fundamental for the vehicle operation, 
since autonomous vehicles are not the subject of this thesis. Additional complication 
can be added by the environmental effect over the driver and/or vehicle. As shown in 
Figure 5-13, the driver's input can be modified or overridden by controllers placed in 
upper levels, depending on the coordinator structure. 
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if- 3p Chapter 6- Implementation of IVCS 
6.1. Introduction 
In this chapter, the IVCS is implemented in a virtual environment and tested in 
simulation. Initially, the system architecture and the coordinators are designed 
according the methodologies described in Chapter 5. Tben, simulations showing the 
performance of the designed system and coordinators for different manoeuvres and 
surfaces are presented. Comparison between the passive and controlled vehicle are 
drawn in order to verify the influqnce of the IVCS on vehicle performance. Finally, 
considerations regarding stability and robustness of the integrated vehicle system are 
addressed. 
6.2. Design the IVCS 
The layered control design adopted in this work contains three distinct layers. The 
first, Layer 0, is the passive vehicle that represents the minimum requirements to 
operate the vehicle. Then Layer I contains three controllers for two behaviours: 
'longitudinal slip' and 'active rear steering' (ARS). The first behaviour is split into 
two sub-tasks, ABS and TCS. ABS is responsible to limit the longitudinal slip of each 
wheel by releasing or holding brake pressure, and TCS is similar to ABS except that 
both brakes and driveline are controlled. The ARS improves the vehicle stability at 
high speed and the manoeuvrability at low speed by controlling the actuator 
responsible for steering the rear wheels. This behaviour can also reduce some under- 
and over-steering behaviour presented by the vehicle. The top layer, Layer 2, is the 
6yaw control' that uses a distributed braking action in order to generate a corrective 
yaw moment. 
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The suggested layered approach is shown schematically in Figure 6-1. The white IN! ) In 
arrows represent the signal flow. So, the information is posted to a common bus that Cý 
is available between all behaviours, controllers, actuators and sensors. Despite not 
being implemented, Layer 3 is included to indicate further scope. C) 
]NCS 
yer ý3 6 DOF: roll, pitch, yaw, hounce, lateral and longitudinal motion 
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Figure 6-1. Proposed multi-layered control design architecture. 
Having defined the behaviours and the layers, the design process was resolved into Cý Z) 
four corresponding phases. C) 
Phase I- Basic hardware: Driver commands are passed directly to the vehicle; 




Figure 6-2. Phase 1: passive mode. 
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Phase 2- Non-integrated ABSITCS control: the longitudinal slip control (cT-slip) is 
added to the prevIOLIS system. The signal generated by this controller is sent to C a, 
Coordinator I (CI) which mediates the driver's cornmand input and the control signal 
- Figure 6-3. 
Brake 
Actuator 
Figure 6-3. Phase 2: ABS and TCS. 
Phase 3- Integrated Yivv stabilit. il control ývith ABS: Direct Yaw Control (DYC) is 
designed to increase the vehicle stability towards a neutral steer behaviour using a 
distributed brakin- control; this is inserted in the system in a similar way to Phase 2. 
In order to solve any potentially competing conflict between the DYC and ABS/TCS 
controllers, a new coordinator (C, ) is used, Figure 6-4. This coordinator is more 
complex than the first one, as it needs to monitor the vehicle response and inake 
inferences concerning the intentions of the driver. 
It rake 
Actuator 
Figure 6-4. Phase 3: integrated control - DYC+ABS/TCS. 
Phase 4- Integrated DYC with ARS: Active Rear Steering is added to the system to 
increase the stability of the vehicle. This control has a similar role to DYC- So. there 
are potentially two SUb-systems able to generate the same behaviour, i. e. control the 
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yaw moment of the vehicle. A new coordinator (C3) is added to the structure to avoid 
any unnecessary and redundant work, as In Figure 6-5. C3 is responsible for deciding, 





Figure 6-5. Phase 4: integrated control - ARS+DYC+ABS/TCS. 
Note that the layering in Figure 6-5 is different to what was presented in Figure 6-1. 
The latter represents the level of complexity of the control systems. The layer one in 
this figure represents the stand-alone controller, and in the layer two is placed a 
behaviour that use the resources of the controllers from the level one. Those 
controllers have a function of virtual actuators for the higher layered behaviour. The 
layering in Figure 6-5 represents the implementation layers. The lowest level was the 
first one to be implemented, while the top one was the last. To sum Lip, the first one is 
a conceptual diagram and the last one represents the implementation. Z: ' 
The implemented structure has three different coordinators, which are responsible for 
resolving any conflict between the behavioUrs, and it is assurned that all information C 
from the VSS is available to them. Figure 6-6 shows the final integrated control I -- 
system, inclUding the three behaviOUrs, three coordinators, the rear steering and brake 
actuator, and the driver input. Each of the coordinators is now further explained. 
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Figure 6-6. Controller structure. 
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6.2.1. Design of Coordinator C, 
The first coordinator is required to correct the driver's input, either by reducing or I 
increasing the signal to the brake actuator. So, the simplest possibility consists of a 
component which adds two signals, "I = X1 
+ X-2341 where X234 is the output (u, ) from CI - 
coordinator C-,, and x, is the driver's input siornal from the brake pedal. There is no C 
need to apply any learning mechanism for this coordinator because of its simplicity. 
6.2.2. Design of Coordinator C2 
The second coordinator function 
f(X2 
, X34) weights the inputs from the DYC and 
ABS/TCS depending on several parameters, including steering wheel angle, yaw rate, 1= C, Cý ZD 
forward speed and longitudinal wheel slip. A breakdown of coordinator C, is 
presented in Figure 6-7. This coordinator can be divided into two parts. The first one In 
consists of a fuzzy system responsible for generating the weighting parameter which C) ZD 11ý I= I 
will be applied in the other section of the coordinator. This fuzzy system represents 
the nonlinear function, ý, =fr, U, a). The second part adds the weighted 
signals from the DYC and ABS/TCS by the equation u where CP I ýýl 
X34 + X-' 
X34 IS the signal from the DYC controller and x? from ABS/TCS. Cý - 
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The fuzzy system applied in this coordinator was learnt using the underlying C) 
methodology of the thesis, the same one applied to learn the fuzzy system for the I 
stand-alone controllers in Chapter 4. One difference from the stand-alone controllers 
here is there is not any signal-scaling factor required for the inputs or output. The 
input signals are divided by the maximum expected value for each input, and then 
they are passed through a saturation function keeping them within the standard 
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Figure 6-7. Coordinator 2. 
The GLA was used to find the fuzzy set of rules, and three different manoeuvres were 
used during the learning process - sin, -,, Ie line change while braking, straight line ýn 1-ý Cý ltý C, 
braking under split [t surface and random steering tn It) I 
The fitness function adopted is the sum of a number of partial cost functions. The 
IVCS has to be able to optimise the longitudinal wheel slip to obtain from the tyres 
the best traction and braking forces and the braking distance should be minimised. C: ' Z. 71 
Moreover, the yaw rate error and the final yaw angle have also to be minirmsed. For 
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the single lane change and random steering tests an additional term is used, where the 
forward speed reduction should be minimised. The following equation is the fitness 
function adopted in this learning process, where ci are the weighting constants for 
each partial cost function. 
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The weighting constants used in this fitness function were based on an initial set of 
simulations the relative importance of each partial cost function, and chosen to give 
reasonable and representative vehicle behaviour, as is normally the case with 
weighted cost functions. Other choices would be possible, depending on any specific 
design requirements. Their values are shown below and were chosen using a trial- 
error method, 
C, = 0.01 
C2 = 0.30 
C3 = 0.30 
C4 = 0.20 
C5 = 0.19 
A set of five Gaussian Membership Functions for each controller input and output 
were defined. Then, the GLA parameters for this learning process were set as 
Max of Generations = 5000 
Population Size = 20 
Crossover Rate = 0.9 
Mutation Rate = 0.001 
Leaming Rate = 0.05 
Clone Rate = 0.05 
After the maximum of generations or the stop criteria were reached, the rules that 
have been activated for more than 10% of the total simulation time were fixed, and 
the remaining rules were defined following the tendency of the fixed rules. As the 
fuzzy coordinator has four inputs and one output, the inputs were grouped two by two 
and their relationship is shown in Figure 6-8. This figure represents the Knowledge 
Base (KB) of the coordinator for a normalised fuzzy universe. 
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Note that for high slip wheel values the fuzzy output is near to zero no matter the 
value of the other input, showing a dominant effect of this parameter. On the other 
hand, the steering wheel angle does not have an important effect on the coordinator 
Output as can be seen in all plots where this parameter is represented. The effect of 
changing the steering wheel is almost zero. Finally, in oreneral the output increases as In 1-: 1 In C) 





























Figure 6-8. Coordinator C2 rules. 




The third coordinator has a structure similar to Q, consisting of two-parts, Figure 6-9. 1 Cý 
The first part is a fuzzy system designed based on the control authority results 
obtained in Appendix A. This is a MIMO system having as outputs the weighting 1: 1 1 
values for the DYC and ARS control signals. The fuzzy set represents a nonlinear I 
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function (", ') =. I'(U, Ar), where ' and " are the weighting 0ains for the 3 t14 t, 3 ý, 4 In = In 
DYC and ARS controllers. The second part consists of a two component gain matrix Z:, 
followin the equations U3 = ýýI X3 and = ý7 where X3 is the signal coming from I 'i ý4 X41 Cý 4 C) 
the DYC controller and x-4 from ARS. Figure 6-10 represents the KB for this I 
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Figure 6-9. Coordinator 3. 
The forward speed almost does not influence the output of this coordinator. For a 
given set of yaw rates and steering wheel angles, the forward speed change has no C 
relevant effect in both output signals from the coordinator. In addition, the output 
signal for the brake actuator (ýý2) has a fairly constant value, besides some boundary Vý 
effects. The output for the rear steer actuator (,; 'ý3) present three very similar surfaces, 
having a minimum for the higher input values and maxii-num for the lower values I 
(zero). 
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The designed IVCS was implemented within a simulation environment. Initially, the 
system was implemented in SIMULINK where all the teaming, adjusting and setting I Cl 11: 1 
up were carried out. Figure 6-11 shows the implemented model where it is possible to 
identify the four implemented behaviours (longitudinal slip controller, direct yaw 
controller, active rear steering and active suspension), the coordinator structure 
linking those controllers to the vehicle actuators, and the mathematical model for the 
vehicle dynamics. All the information required by the controllers is assumed to be 
obtained via the VSS. Note that, even though the Active Suspension was 4: 1 
implemented, this behaviour was not integrated. 1. 
Figure 6-12 shows how the controller designed in SIMULINK is integrated with the 4: 1 
virtual vehicle prototype designed in ADAMS. The block named Vehicle Model Cý 
11 
11 
r 11 5 
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represents the ADAMS prototype having as inputs the signal for the brake and engine IIC 
actuators, and as outputs several measurements of the vehicle behaviour, such as 
wheel slip, yaw rate and driver's inputs. Those outputs are sent to the VSS where they 
are processed to generate the necessary inputs for the controllers. The VSS block 
desianed to be used in this thesis is a remapping of the true state information 
generated by the ADAMS model. Moreover, only the ABS/TCS and DYC were 
applied and integrated to the virtual prototype. Next, the signals from those controllers 
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Figure 6-11. Model for the IVCS. 
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Figure 6-12. SIMULINK model integrated with ADAMS vehicle prototype for 
the IVCS. 
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6.3. Simulations 
6.3.1. Tests 
The following results demonstrate typical benefits of the two-layer integrated control 
for DYC+ABSfrCS compared with the basic vehicle hardware. The vehicle model 
used in these simulations is the rear-wheel-drive model described in Chapter 2. In 
order to verify the influence of the integrated control system in the vehicle 
performance, a series of simulations were carried out: 
" Evasive manoeuvre: Single Lane Change; 
" Closedb-loop manoeuvre: 'S'-Curve; 
" Transient test: J-Turn; 
" Steady state test: Steering pad; 
" Frequency response test: Random steering; 
" Straight-line Stability test: Brake under split p surface. 
Initially, an evasive manoeuvre was performed. It consists of a single lane change 00 
with braking, which simulates a vehicle avoiding a collision with an unexpected 
object and the driver in a panic situation applies the brakes. The steering wheel and 
brake pedal inputs are shown in the Figure 6-13. This simulation was carried out on a 
surface with coefficient of friction equal to 0.8; the initial speed was 20 m/s and the 
acceleration during braking was kept close to -0.33g. 
The second event was a closed-loop manoeuvre where the driver negotiates an 'S'- 
Curve trying to make the vehicle follow the centre line of the path. The initial speed 
was over the limit for stable vehicle motion along the desired path, so the driver 
brakes while turning. The initial forward speed was 30 m/s and the surface coefficient 
of friction was IA 
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Figure 6-13. Driver's input for the Single Lane Change manoeuvre. 
The J-tum includes braking and tests the transient response of the systeni oil a low 
ed friction surface (ýt=0.45). Initially, the vehicle is on a straight line path with a spe of' 
20 rn/s. and then the steering wheel is suddenly tLimed to 1.70 rad. After 2 seconds, 
the brakes were applied for 2 seconds, developing a braking acceleration of'-0.25g, C -- 
For the steady-state test, the vehicle was driven on a constant radius of 50m and the 
forward speed was 11., radually 
increased. Based on that, the understeer gradient is 
estimated and the effect of the integrated controller is analysed fOr inherent oversteer I 





SUrface (p=0.8) and the initial speed was 5 m/s. 
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The random steer test was carried out in order to excite the handling dynamics modes 
across the whole frequency range. The initial speed for this SIMUlation was 15 m/s and 
the surface coefficient of friction was equal to 1.0. The random steer wheel input is 
presented in Figure 6-14. Some additional information is needed to properly analyse I 
this test - CLItOff freqUency and rate, and bandwidth. The cutoff frequency is the 
frequency which the magnitude of the closed loop frequency response is 3 dB below I 
the zero freqUency value. In the same way, the CLItOff rate is the slope near to the 
CLItOff freqUency and indicates the system's ability to distinguish the signal from 
noise. Moreover, the frequency range from zero to the cutoff frequency is called the 
bandwidth of the system and indicates how well the systern tracks a sinusoidal inpUt. 
The bandwidth characterises the response speed of the system. 
Finally, FigUre 6-15 IIILIStrates the driver's input for the Straight-Line Braking 1: 1 1 Cý 1 
00 
Stability test on a split ýi surface. DLiriny the test the steering wheel is kept fixed at 
and the brake pedal is pressed dUring 3 seconds (from I to 4 seconds). The SUrface iI 






Figure 6-14. Random steering wheel input. 
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Figure 6-15. Driver's input for the straight line braking under split p surface. 
6.3.2. Results - Phase 3 
The vehicle trajectories for a range oftests are shown in Figure 6-16 and Houre 6-17, 1 -1 I= 
In each case, the continuous line represents the active chassis system and the dotted 
one is the passive vehicle. The effect of the active chassis control is particularly inade 
clear by the stabilisation of the vehicle dUring the single laric change and steerint, pad. 1-7 In -- 
ThLIS, on the J-tLIM test the active chassis system responds promptly to the steering 
input, as well as performing, a tighter CUrve. For the steering pad with constant radILIS, II In 
the integrated vehicle control kept the vehicle within 5(/( of the desired radius. while 
the passive vehicle exhibits limit oversteer. 




Figure 6-16. Vehicle path for the "S-Curve" manoeuvre. 
The driver workload is reduced for the integrated active chassis system, as can be 
seem in Figure 6-18(a). During the manoeuvre, the integrated control avoids wheel 
lock-up, maximising the available tyre force which is used to correct the yaw moment 
of the vehicle. Hence, the driver has to brake less and the forward speed is kept higher 
than the passive chassis vehicle, Figure 6-18(b). From Figure 6-18(c) it is possible to 
verify that the vehicle sideslip for the active chassis is kept within reasonable levels, 
and in the second leg of the 'S' this variable is reduced to nearly zero which means 
that the vehicle approximates to a neutral steer behaviour on the second leg of the test. 
In the steady state, the lateral acceleration a,,, and the yaw rate r are related by 
U r, where U is the forward speed. This suggests that a plot of U. r vs. at, I 
Figure 6-18(d), should ideally approximate to a line of unit slope, even under transient Z: I 
conditions. Or rather, that large deviation from the 'ideal' represents a loss of 
controllability for the driver. Clearly the active vehicle exhibits much better 
-controllability- in this sense. 
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VeNcle Path 
(C) 
Figure 6-17. Vehicle path for (a) J-Turn, (b) single lane change, (c) steering pad. 
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Figure 6-18. 'S'-Curve manoeuvre. 
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Other interestin lateral acceleration responses can be noted on Figure 6-19. In the J- 
Turn with braking test, is possible to veri -up of the the lock 1ý I ify 
that by avoidin 
wheel, the lateral acceleration is improved for the active system. The reduction in 
lateral acceleration caused by braking between 1.5 and 3.5 seconds is significantly 
reduced. During the single lane chancre manoeuvre the passive vehicle loses control 
and spins. The moment when the vehicle loses control can be identified in Figure 
6-19(b); just after 2.5 seconds, when the lateral acceleration increases instead of 
returnincr to zero, showing the behaviour of a vehicle with larore sideslip anorle. 





tiffý. [; I time [s] 
(a) 
Figure 6-19. Lateral acceleration for (a) J-Turn test (b) Single Lane Change 
manoeuvre. 
Based on the simulated stgering pad test it is possible to determine if the vehicle had 
oversteer, understeer or neutral steer behaviour, as well as any characteristic and 
critical speeds. As mentioned previously, the vehicle used in these simulations was 
rear- wheel-drive and had neutral steer behaviour up to 10 m/s and oversteer behaviour 
after that. Thus, the vehicle critical speed is 16 m/s, as can be seen Figure 6-20(a) and 
(b). The theoretical neutral steer level for the steering wheel input is 6wheel = 0.87 and 
for the yaw rate gain slope is 0.023. 
The valuable result obtained from this test is the influence of the integrated controller 
keeping quasi-neutral steer behaviour rather than the expected oversteer. During this 
test, the driver keeps the accelerator pedal always pressed, and the controller applies 
brakes to correct the excessive yaw rate, hence the forward velocity is modulated. The 
I 
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vehicle has the tendency to oversteer, so the controller generates an understeer effect, 
making the vehicle not only less oversteer but also stabilising it. Then, the vehicle will In 1ý 
have behaviour similar to neutral steer. It is worth emphasising here that the controller 
was designed in a general way, and not specifically tuned to these events, This C) Cý 
increases confidence that the control will be well behaved across a wide variety of 
possible situations. 
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Figure 6-20. Understeer gradient analysis. 
The random steering test provide information to analyse the frequency response of the 
vehicle, which is shown in Figure 6-21 for the active and passive systems. Moreover, Z: ý 
the cutoff frequencies and rates are presented on Table 6-1. The integrated control tn 
seems has no effect over the frequency response concerning the yaw rate state, as the Cý 
peak value, cutoff rate and bandwidth remain almost the same for both cases, with and 
without control. The lateral acceleration response has been slightly improved, with the 
bandwidth increased by 10%, indicating a marginally faster response. C) C 
Table 6-1. Cutoff Frequency and Cutoff Rate. 
Cutoff Frequency (Hz) Cutoff Rate (dB/decade) 
Passive Active Passive Active 
Yaw Rate 3.71 3.71 -17 -17 _ Lateral Acc. 1.95 2.15 -47 -47 
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Figure 6-21. Frequency analysis. (a) yaw rate, (b) lateral acceleration. 
Finally, consider the split-p braking, test. The ABS controller is responsible to avoid Zý' 
lock-up wheels and DYC is responsible to help the vehicle to keep the desired path. 
Both controllers have to work together during this test. When the vehicle brakes, the 
wheels on the low friction surface tend to lock-up, so the ABS has to act on them. The 
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vehicle also yaws towards the high friction surface as consequence of the difference 
in the braking force generated by the tyres. 4 
Figure 6-22 shows the vehicle behaviour during this manoeuvre. From Figure 6-22(a) In 
it is possible to verify that the active system presents less deviation from the desired 
strai,: Yht line than the passive vehicle. A similar conclusion can be drawn based on 
Fiaure 6-22(b) where the headin- angle is reduced by around 40% when using the C, In In 
active system. Figure 6-22(c) and Fic'Ure 6-22(d) illustrate the significant reduction of I Z: ) 
the vehicle sideslip angle and yaw rate when the ABS and DYC are integrated. 1 1") 
Vehicle Paffi 
(a) 
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Figure 6-22. Vehicle behaviour for the straight line braking under split g 
surface. 
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6.3.3. Results - Phase 4 
As described above, in Phase 4 an additional rear steering controller is added to the 
system (ARS). The following results investigate possible benefits of the two-layers 0 
IVCS comprising DYC+ABS/TCS and ARS. A set of simulations was carried out 
comparing the new configuration with the previous one and the passive vehicle. 
The first manoeuvre simulated was a J-Tum with the same characteristics of the one 
previously presented, and Figure 6-23 shows the vehicle behaviour for the passive 
vehicle (dotted red line), the first generation of IVCS (solid green line) and the IVCS 
for ABS/TCS, DYC and ARS (solid blue line). In this case, the use of brakes by the 
new system is reduced as the ARS helps to correct the vehicle yaw rate. Figure 
6-23(a) shows the understeer effect of ARS on the vehicle path, while Figure 6-23(b) 
shows its effect on forward speed in reducing the amount of braking applied to the 
vehicle in order to reach the desirable behaviour. 
Figure 6-23(c) and (d) show slight difference behaviour in the final part of the 
manoeuvre. The Phase 3 control presents a reduction on lateral acceleration and 
almost a plateau for the yaw rate. On the other hand, the Phase 4 control has nearly a 
steady lateral acceleration while the yaw rate shows a slight increase. In this case, the 
vehicle uses more of the tyre grip available as observed in Figure 6-23(f) - tyre force 
((F' )2 )2 
index. This graph plots the ratio 
#ý (F., "' 
F, 
+ (Fy'y"" 
against time, so the final 
configuration uses more of the available friction than the other systems. 
The steer wheel angles for all configurations are illustrated in Figure 6-23(e), showing rý 
the expected results that the rear wheels steer in-phase with the front during the first 
few seconds. Interestedly, after approximately 4 seconds they steer out of phase once 
the forward speed has been sufficiently reduced. 
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Figure 6-23. J-Turn manoeuvre. 
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The second manoeuvre, is the closed-loop 'S'-Curve manoeUvre. The vehicle paths are 
presented in Figure 6-24(a). Both active vehicles have a similar behaviour, though the 
Phase 4 control presents a slightly higher Lindersteer characteristic on the second leg Zý 117, 
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indicating similar work for the active systems. The peak steering wheel value 
represents a wheel steer angle of about 30'. A more significant difference concerning t) C I Zý 
the vehicle behaviour is shown in the vehicle sideslip angle, Figure 6-24(c). Where in I 
the first leg the Phase 4 control has a completely different behaviour in comparison 
with the passive and the Phase 3 control, and the sideslip angle is reduced by half in 
the second part of the manoeuvre. In summary, there is a little or no advantage with Cý 
large front wheel steer angle (first half of the manoeuvre), however it seems to give I Z: ' 
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Figure 6-24. 'S-Curve' manoeuvre. 
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The next manoeuvre is a single lane chancre with brakina, similar to the one carried C, C) C) 
out for the first IVCS system. Figure 6-25 shows the performance of the two active 
and the passive chassis systems. Both active chassis systems have a very similar 
performance. Figure 6-25 (a) shows the forward velocity, and (b) the vehicle sideslip 
angle. Based on this information, some characteristics of the new system previously 
described are reinforced. As the ARS is now available, the use of DYC can be 
delayed, so the forward speed stays slightly higher. The maximum amplitude for the C) 
yaw rate and lateral acceleration is slightly reduced. Moreover, the most significant C) Cý 
reduction is presented for the vehicle sideslip angle. C' 
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Figure 6-25. Single Lane Change manoeuvre. 
Figure 6-26 shows the handling characteristics for the active and passive systems for Z: ) 
both steady-state tests. There is no significant improvement concerning the maximum 
forward speed, less than 0.5%. The effect of the ARS in the system can also be noted 
in this figure, where oversteer characteristics is added to the system for low speed and I 
an understeer for medium and high speed. By limiting the forward speed, the C, zn 
controller assures that the vehicle is kept within the stable region. 
Similarly to what has been done for the IVCS with ABSfrCS + DYC, a random steer 
test was carried out to excite the handling:, dynamics modes across the whole 
frequency range. All the set-ups were kept as previously, dry surface and initial 4D 
forward speed of 15 m/s. The frequency responses for the active (ABS/TCS + DYC + 
ARS) and passive systems are presented in Figure 6-27, and the cutoff frequencies C 
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and rates are presented on Table 6-2. In contrast with the first generation of IVCS, the 
integrated control has slightly affected the frequency response of yaw rate, implying Zý In 
that the ARS should be the responsible for this behaviour. This effect is better shown 
in Table 6-2. As before, the lateral acceleration response is less affected by noise than 
the yaw rate response, and the cutoff rates remain almost the same for both cases - 
active and passive chassis. 
Yaw Rate Gain vs Forward Speed 
- pad - CS-DYC-ARS 
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CS-DYC - pad - --- pad - passive 
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Figure 6-26. Handling characteristics. 
Table 6-2. Cutoff Frequency and Cutoff Rate. 
Cutoff Fr equency (Hz) Cutoff Rate (dB/decade) 
Passive Active 2 Passive Active 2 
Yaw Rate 3.71 4.10 -17 -17 
Lateral Acc. 1.95 2.35 -47 -47 
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Figure 6-27. Frequency analysis. (a) yaw rate, (b) lateral acceleration, (c) phase 
lag. 
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The passive and 0 generation of IVCS systems have the same bandwidth for the yaw 
rate. Comparing them with the new integrated system, there is an improvement of 
10.5% in the bandwidth, showing a faster response regarding this parameter. In the 
same way, the lateral acceleration presents an improvement of performance in 
comparison with the previously cases, 9.3% when compared with the other integrated 
control system and 20.5% in comparison with the passive chassis. So, there is a 
significant improvement in the response time for both parameters. Moreover, the 
phase lag between the lateral acceleration and yaw rate is slightly bigger for the active 
system since the improvement in time response for those parameters are different, 
Figure 6-27(c). 
6.3.4. Combined vs Integrated Control 
Due to their intrinsic nature, some of the control objectives of the ABS, ARS and 
DYC may generate interference among their output signals when they are simple 
combined, instead of passing through the coordinator. For example, during a severe 
braking during cornering, the ABS may send the information to release the brake 
actuator to avoid lock the wheel and at the same time the DYC may request additional 
brake from some wheels to correct any excessive over/understeering. These two 
signals are antagonist and may generate an unstable condition or just a poor vehicle 
handling. If the DYC knew that the ARS was also available to deal with the 
over/understeer problem, its actions might be different, and the conflict could be 
avoided. 
in this section, a comparison of the performance of the combined control system and 
the integrated control system is carried out to illustrate the situation previously 
explained. The manoeuvre chosen for this example is braking during cornering. The 
vehicle approaches the bend with a forward speed of 25 m/s. Tben, the driver fully 
presses the brake pedal for 3 seconds, starting I second after the initial of the 
manoeuvre. The total time of the simulation was 6 seconds. The vehicle path for the 
two simulations is shown in Figure 6-28. It is expected for this particular vehicle 
setup without external aid that it would have an oversteer behaviour during this 
manoeuvre. 
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Figure 6-28. Vehicle Path. 
in this example, the main conflict expected to occur is the related to the brake 
actuators, as the ABS will try to reduce the applied force to avoid lock the wheel and 
the DYC will apply force to correct the vehicle over/understeer. The final brake force 
applied by each brake actuator is shown in Figure 6-29. Figure 6-30 illustrates the 
worst condition for the wheel slip - rear left wheel, due to the correction for the 
oversteerina 
it is possible to verify in Figure 6-29 that the brake force applied to all wheels in the I 
combined configUration is hig C, her than the IVCS showing that the DYC was 
requesting some sort of corrective action using the distribute brake strategy to avoid 
an unstable condition. The DYC action was responsible for an excessive brake force 
that resulted in the lock-up of the rear left wheel, Figure 6-30. This lock-up was 
presented for both configurations, however in the integrated system it was reduced by 
the action of the coordinator. 
Vehicle Path 
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Figure 6-30. Rear left wheel tyre slip. 
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The coordinator action is clearly noticed in Figure 6-3 1. The coordinator judging that Cý In 4ý 
the same corrective action required by the DYC (reduce the oversteerinco, of the 
vehicle) can be done with less brake effort because of the presence of the ARS bias 
the input of the brake actuator towards the signal from the ABS controller. This action I 
from the coordinator minimises the energy lost due braking, minimises the lock-up 
effect of the rear left wheel, and keeps the vehicle in a stable condition through out 
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Figure 6-31. Rear left brake actuator input signals. 
1900 
The vehicle with IVCS finished the simulation further ahead in the track in 
comparison with the combined control system, about 10 meters. Moreover, the 
forward speed for the IVCS is consistently higher than combined system. This Zý 
behaviour can be attributed to less utilization of brakes by the IVCS because it uses 
the synergy between the controllers. The ABS and DYC use the same actuator with Z: ' 
sometimes opposite signal, and the DYC and ARS use different actuators for the same 
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correction what some times may result in overcorrection. The coordinator knowing 0 
what are the controllers available in the system and how they work can optimise the 
use of each individual controller giving a better energy management for the vehicle. C) C, Cý In 
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Figure 6-32. Forward Speed. 
6.4. Robustness of the Control System 
1900 
In practice, any measured signal contains noise which might affect the performance of 
the designed controller and the driver may change some characteristic parameters of 
the vehicle, for example by loading and unloading the vehicle or change tyres. So, Cý I'D 
whenever a new controller is designed, its behaviour regarding disturbance in the 
input signal and vehicle parameter changes should be evaluated to verify the 
robustness of the system to those modifications. If the system is too sensitive to those 
variations, then the control system might generate feedback signals that would make 
the vehicle unstable. 
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6.4.1. Addition of Sensor Noise 
The behaviour of the desianed controllers and coordinators under the influence of tD 
disturbance in the input is carried out in this section. In order to study the robustness 
of the systems a batch of simulations were done, where pseudo-random white noise 
was added to all feedback signals, so it was possible to study how the controller 
would coPe with this situation. The amount of noise added varies from simulation to 
simulation. Initially a noise free simulation was carried out. Then, 1% of noise based 
on r. m. s. of signal in the noise-free case was applied to all feedback signals and the Z: ý 
simulation was run. The same procedure was carried out for 3,5,7,10,15,20,25,30, 
35,40,45 and 50% of noise. 
Figure 6-33 illustrates the results of those simulations where m, and cyu are the mean C. 
and standard deviation of input, wheel slip for ABS and TCS and yaw rate for the 
DYC, and m, and cy, are the mean and standard deviation of output for the respective 
actuator for each run. Moreover, Table 6-3 shows the dispersion of the results from all 
simulations for some critical parameters. The system is considered fairly robust 
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Figure 6-33. Robustness study. 
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Table 6-3. Robustness Analysis. 
SLC J-Tum 'S' curve Average 
0 
Longitudinal wheel slip 6.94% 8.34% 133.35% 49.54% 
Yaw rate 19.07% 5.65% 99.26% 41.31% 
Brake actuator signal -ABS 2.12% 13.96% 6.18% 7.42% 
Engine actuator signal - TCS --- 6.51% - 
6.51% 
Brake actuator signal - DYC 4.31% 36.40% 8.97% 16.56% 
6.4.2. Robustness to Parameter Variation 
The controllers and coordinators designed in this thesis rely on a number of 
parameters (e. g. inertias, geometrical parameters) which were assumed known and 
well defined. In fact, some of those parameters have some degree of variability; thus, 
the IVCS has to be robust concerning such variation in vehicle parameters. This 
characteristic is investigated in this sub-section. 
The standard vehicle responses for the J-Tum and Single Lane Change tests were 
compared with the response of the vehicle subjected to parameter change. In each 
simulation, just one parameter was modified, so it was possible to analyse its effect in 
the vehicle behaviour. In order to infer about the vehicle behaviour, three variables 
were analysed: the final value of forward speed, and the r. m. s. values of yaw rate and 
lateral acceleration. Seven key parameters were modified: weight distribution X'g, 
vehicle total mass A centre of gravity height hg, roll and yaw moments of inertia (1,,, 
1,, ), distance between axles L, and semi-track c. Table 6-4 presents the original 
vehicle parameters. For those simulations, each parameter was changed by ± 25% of 
the reference value, and the weight distributions were chosen as: 50150 and 46/54. 
The results for the J-Tum and Single Lane Change manoeuvres are presented in 
Figure 6-34 and Figure 6-35, respectively. And the combination of the worst cases is 
shown in Figure 6-36. None of the simulations presented an unstable response. So, the 
JVCS could keep the vehicle within safe and stable limits even for large changes in 
the parameters. 
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Table 6-4. Original Vehicle Parameters. 
Parameter Value 
Weight distribution 
Vehicle total mass 
Centre of gravity height 
Roll moment of inertia 
Yaw moment of inertia 
Distance between axles 
Semi-track 
43% Front / 57% Rear 
1400 kg 
0.60 m 
200 kg. m 2 
2500 kg. m2 
2.70 m 
0.75 m 
For the J-Turn test, the vehicle showed very good robustness for almost all parameters 
and variables keeping the discrepancy between the reference vehicle and the changed 
one within 10%. Worst results were obtained when the vehicle mass was reduced by 
25%, but even here the discrepancy in lateral acceleration was only 13%. 
For the Single Lane Change manoeuvre, the forward speed was relatively insensitive 
to the changes, and fairly robust. On the other hand, when the size of the car is 
reduced either changing the distance between the axles or the yaw moment of inertia, 
the discrepancy is increased, particularly in the yaw response. 
The robustness to parameter variation criteria for the worst case for the passive 
vehicle and IVCS is presented in Figure 6-36. The parameter change is limited to 
±10% and the required discrepancy should not be more than 10%, as a simple 
requirement to exclude excessive sensitivity in the controller. 
Note that for the IVCS, the yaw rate is the most sensitive state having discrepancy 
slightly bigger than the limit for two parameters - yaw moment of inertia (11.3%) and 
wheel-base (11.0%). The lateral acceleration presented just one parameter (wheel- 
base) with discrepancy slightly over the limit, 11.6%. And the forward speed is well 
below the maximum for all parameters having very low sensitive in relation to the 
changed parameters. The passive vehicle is extremely sensitive concerning the Cý 
position of the centre of gravity having discrepancies above 100%. 
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As a general observation, the IVCS is more sensitive to parameter changes than the 4n In 
passive vehicle. Nevertheless, this statement does not mean that the passive vehicle 
has a better performance. In fact, as the control system is designed for a specific setup Z!, 
of the vehicle haviner its best performance for this configuration. The same does not C In 
happen with the passive vehicle. So, when the performance for a different vehicle 
setup of the IVCS is compared to the original configuration, it is expected to present C In 
greater discrepancy than the same comparison for the passive system. 
Even though there were three responses discrepancies slightly higher than the limit, I Z-ý Cý 











Figure 6-34. Robustness analysis for parameter variation. J-Turn. 
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Figure 6-35. Robustness analysis for parameter variation. Single Lane Change. 
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Figure 6-36. Robustness analysis for parameter variation - worst case. 
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6.4.3. Application to Front Wheel Drive Vehicle 
The IVCS has been designed and optimised for a standard rear wheel drive vehicle 
described in Chapter 2, a vehicle that has an inherent oversteer behaviour. In order to 
verify the robustness of the designed control structure, it is applied without any 
modification to a front wheel drive vehicle, which has understeer behaviour in the 
whole range of speeds. This new setup has characteristic speed equal to 14 M/s, as 
will be seen from the simulations. Clearly "optimal response" is not expected, 
however a stable and predictable response would indicate a robust IVCS even for very 
extreme changes in the baseline vehicle dynamics. 
The steering pad test was used to test the perfonnance of the new active chassis 
configuration in comparison with its passive version and the original active chassis 
vehicle, Figure 6-37. 
Based on Figure 6-37(a), the IVCS for the FWD kept the vehicle well within the 
limits of the track; it follows close to the ideal path, almost as good as the optimised 
RWD system. The driver in the passive vehicle had to steer up to the maximum 
steering wheel angle trying to keep the vehicle following the desired path; whereas 
with IVCS activated, the driver had to steer much less to keep the vehicle on the track, 
Figure 6-37(b). One consequence of the IVCS is an over-compensation towards the 
end inducing oversteer. Then, the driver reduces the steering wheel angle with the 
intention to maintain a neutral steer throughout. 
Figure 6-37(c) shows that the maximum lateral acceleration for the FWD-IVCs 
vehicle is increased by 20% and the relationship between ala, and U. r was kept fairly 
linear throughout the whole range of accelerations without big degradation. 
The integrated control system clearly limits the forward speed in order to keep the 
vehicle under control, Figure 6-37(d). As the IVCS was optimised for the RWD setup, 
the forward velocity is better controlled for this configuration. If the speed for the 
FWD-IVCS were kept constant after 150 meters, the oscillation presented in the 
steering wheel would also be avoided. 
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Figure 6-37. Steering pad test. 
0 
As a further check in the design methodology, the coordinators were re-optimised for I 
the FVvID configuration to test if there is any gain in performance for the FWD-lVCS. I L- 
The optimisation was applied only to the output gains for the coordinator C', 
responsible for conflict resolution on the brake actuators, Section 6.2.2. The CARLA 
was used as the leaming engine and the results of the learning process are presented in C ZI) 0 
Table 6-5. 
Table 6-5. Results of the re-optimisation for Coordinator 2. 
Gain Origginal Value New Value 
Gout 1.00 2.89 
Pout 1.01 1.02 
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Figure 6-38 shows the comparison between the FWD-lVCS before and after the re- Z: 5 
optimisation process. The vehicle with the optimised IVCS has trajectory closer to the 
desired one, Figure 6-38(a). Further, the driver does not have to correct the vehicle 
trajectory as much as the vehicle's behaviour is consistent with an understeer vehicle, 
largely increasing the steering angle as the speed increases, Figure 6-38(b). 
Furthermore, the integrated control modulates the forward speed to keep the vehicle I 
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(c) 
Figure 6-38. Steering and speed control on the steering pad test. 
Figure 6-39 shows a similar comparison between the optimal FWD- and RWD-IVCS 
vehicles. Concernin,, I --,, both systems have a very Good perfo the path trackin, Z: ý n-nance 
with error less than 5%. The final forward speed for the FWD- is less than RWD- 
because the brakes are used more in this case. Figure 6-39(c) and (d) show that the Z: ) 
RV, rD- has behaviour near to neutral steer for almost all speed range. On the other Cl 
hand, the FWD- has neutral steer behaviour up to 14 m/s and typical understeer 
behaviour after that. In conclusion, both configurations achieve the desired behaviour 
when the coordinators are optimised. 
Vd. d. P. & 
(a) 




Figure 6-39. Comparison between the optimised FWD- and RWD-IVCS on the 
steering pad. 
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Chapter 7- Concluding Discussion 
An Integrated Vehicle Control System has been developed and demonstrated using a 
structured approach based on a layered architecture, and the required coordinators 
have been designed using fuzzy logic control. Each coordinator's Knowledge Base 
was learrit using Evolutionary Algorithms, Reinforcement Learning and Behaviour- 
based control. Additionally, each individual fuzzy controller has been optimised using 
Genetic Learning Automata and CARLA. 
7.1. Review and Discussions 
7.1.1. Fuzzy Control 
The fuzzy controller is inherently non-linear. So, many conventional modelling 
analysis and design approaches cannot be applied directly. Since this is a relatively 
new approach, it is important to determine its value in comparison to conventional 
methods. Moreover, much of the published work in fuzzy control up to now has 
focused only on its advantages and has not taken a critical look at what possible 
disadvantages there could be. 
Questions that emerge when dealing with heuristic control knowledge are: 
e Does the knowledge include all the possible situations due to disturbances, 
noise, or plant parameter variations? 
* Does the human expert realistic and reliably foresee problems that might arise 
from the closed-loop system instabilities or limit cycles? 
* Is the human expert able to effectively incorporate stability criteria and 
performance objectives into a rule-base to ensure that reliable operation can be 
obtained? 
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These problems are amplified if the control problem involves a safety-critical 
environment where the failure of the control system to meet performance objectives 
could lead to loss of human life or environmental disaster. So, a carefully 
methodology is needed to develop, implement and evaluate the fuzzy controllers to 
ensure that they are reliable in meeting their perfonnance specifications. C. 
On the other hand, the fuzzy control design is a model free approach where without 
knowing a formal mathematical model for the plant, this controller provides a way to 
generate a non-linear controller. So, the plant's model is not needed to develop a 
fuzzy controller, this being a major advantage of the approach. The fuzzy control has 
its focus on the use of rules to represent how to control the plant rather than ordinary 
differential equations. 
An additional advantage of the fuzzy systems approach is the facility to be understood 
by people, that are not specialist in control, since the rules often emulate human 
control strategy. Furthermore, the hardware implementation is easy and quick, 
allowing a large degree of parallelisation to be used. Furthermore, even if the rules are 
learnt via GLA, the results can still be interpreted, unlike the case with Art r, i icial 
Neural Networks. 
Concerning the learning methods used in this thesis, most of the time their 
performances meet the requirement of the project. In the case of CARLA, its main 
advantages are the easy implementation and the possibility to visualise graphically the 
convergence of each leamt parameter. The major problem is the inefficiency for high 
dimension problems (larger than around 10 parameters or 10 CARLA working in 
parallel). On the other hand, Genetic Learning Automata is an excellent technique for 
search and optimisation of large dimensional problems, hardly ever becoming trapped 
in ý local minima or maxima. However, the computational cost is high. The clone 
operators developed for GLA improved the convergence speed by keeping the 
strongest individuals of the population. 
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One of the aims of this work was to prove that a model free strategy as FCS can be 
applied to automotive systems having major advantage of modularity and Cý 
extensibility. A controller designed for a simple vehicle model was applied to a 
complex vehicle model having a reasonable performance. Nevertheless, fine-tuning of 
the input gains are recommended to optimise vehicle performance. 
Some comparisons with traditional approaches were carried out and the FLC obtained 
using the thesis methodology demonstrated good perforinance, even though an 
optimal controller was not looked for. All the controllers designed had a non-linear 
behaviour with smooth input-output relationships. 
Three specific behaviour based controllers were designed in this thesis - for 
longitudinal wheel slip, direct yaw control, and vertical ride/cornfort. The longitudinal 
wheel slip control was split in two parts during the design process. Initially, the ABS 
controller was designed for braking and the TCS for acceleration. In both cases, a 
controller was designed using a simple vehicle model and then applied with success to 
a complex model. Nevertheless, fine-tuning of the input gains are recommended in 
order to optimise the vehicle performance. Some comparisons with the switching 
mode controller were carried out and the FLC has shown a very good perfon-nancc. 
The fuzzy controller is a non-linear control with a response that is considerably 
smoother than a crisp switching controller. The same approach has been extended to 
others systems such as ride and yaw controllers, as well as to integrated controller 
strategies. 
In Appendix B, a model free strategy based on FCS was also applied to an Active 
Suspension system showing again major advantage of modularity and extensibility CP 
when a controller designed for a quarter car vehicle model was applied to a more 
complex model, giving a reasonable performance. Moreover, some comparisons with 0 
the LQR controller were carried out and the FLC demonstrates comparatively 
favourable performance (in some cases better than the LQR) 
A similar approach was applied to design the Direct Yaw Control. Instead of the FLC 
structure used previously, the control structure chosen was a sliding mode fuzzy 
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control, which includes the sliding, mode within fuzzy logic. Two possible strategies 
were learnt using CARLA and GLA. Both strategies showed a good perfon-nance, but 
the controller presented here was the better of the two. 
As mentioned, it is possible to apply a controller designed via a simple model to 
successfully act on a more complex system. 
7.1.2. Layered Control Architecture 
The hierarchical features of this architecture are responsible for some important 
characteristics of the design method. A fixed architecture enables a structured 
definition and development of the whole system, making it possible to divide the 
development into several small packages, in order to distribute the work among 
several teams. The approach makes it possible to change supplier and/or generation of 
each sub-system without modifying the whole system. A level of safe fallback 
operation (with limited functionality) can be applied to most failure situations, even if 
a number of coordinators or neighbouring subsystems have failed; and, it is possible 
to add new behaviours and ECUs to the system or update software. 
The layered features has the advantage of a parallel structure of simple behaviours 
that allows a real time response with low computational cost; data can be shared 
between the layers offering further opportunities for failure management and fault 
tolerance, by taking advantage of the redundancies. A possible disadvantage of this 
approach is the practical difficulty of synchronisation and timing for systems with a 
larger number of different behaviours, particularly if the scheme does not have a 
supervisor. 
Since the vehicle is equipped with two or more systems capable of generating the 
same effect, the coordinator has to decided which sub-system has to be first activated 
and to what extent. Some of the criteria that have to be considered are the response 
time, the effect intensity, and level of interference with the driver. A detailed study 
about this topic applied to yaw moment control was carried out and is presented in 
Appendix A. The study includes the braking, front and rear steering sub-systems 
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using three active chassis systems - Direct Yaw Control using distributed braking, 
Active Front Steering and Active Rear Steering. 
7.1.3. Standardisation 
There is a clear need for standardisation of the communication between different 
electronic sub-systems to secure the required interoperability. So, in practice rigorous 
interfacing standards should be applied to this. And also, there is the need for 
software, algorithms and their resources to be sufficiently open to allow a systematic 
integration. These issues have not been specifically dealt with in the thesis, but in 
practise these matters are crucial to success. 
Modularly also raises the issue of the need for standardisation. In practice, this issue 
will be difficult to solve as OEMs and suppliers may have very different points of 
view about this subject. For example, suppliers will not disclose their models and 
algorithm implementations, and OEMs (or those responsible for integration) would 
need some of that information. On the other hand, design of the coordinators would 
represent a natural opportunity for the "brand DNX' (vehicle level performance 
attributes) of the vehicle to be refined. 
One approach would be to supply controllers that have standard inputs and outputs, as 
defined by the vehicle integration team, which will deal with this controller as a 
'black-box'. In this way, the suppliers do not have to disclosure any strategic 
information, but are subject to stringent design requirement from the Systems 
Integration team. For example, the wheel speed, brake pressures and servo-valve 
positions signals would be available for the ABS controller, which would send back to 
the integrated systems its output signals to modulate the brake pressure and some 
additional information, which will give the coordinator some knowledge of the 
behaviour actions. 
Another option is for a single company to be responsible for the whole project. 
However, given the trend towards high levels of interaction between vehicle sub- 
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systems, that company would presumably take over all control and communication 
authority - unlikely in practice. 
7.1.4. Performance Advantages 
The active controls improved overall vehicle dynamic performance in all the 
situations tested and stabilised the vehicle in those cases where the passive vehicle 
lost control. 
The reactive integrated control designed for this thesis has just basic knowledge of the 
vehicle model via fitness functions. And no formal mathematical performance index 
was available for the controller, which also had only a limited amount of information 
about the handling characteristics of the vehicle. Nevertheless, based on the 
simulations it is possible to verify that the controller generates a highly appropriate 
correction counter effect. For the understeer vehicle, the controller generates an 
oversteer effect which makes the vehicle more controllable. Conversely, for the 
oversteer vehicle, the controller generates an understeer effect, providing stability. 
The IVCS appeared to be very robust in relation to noise/disturbance and change in 
the vehicle characteristics. In Chapter 6, the IVCS designed for a RWD vehicle is 
directly applied to a FWD vehicle without a big degradation in performance. 
However, it presented an unusual behaviour concerning the steering wheel input, 
when the vehicle seemed to have oversteer characteristic even though it was applied 
to an inherently understeering vehicle. Nevertheless, when the coordinators are 
properly re-designed, the FWD vehicle behaved more as would be expected. 
Additionally, when further adjustments were required in the IVCS, just the linear and 
nonlinear input/output gains for the coordinators were modified. All the stand-alone 
controllers and the internal strategy of each coordinator were kept fixed, showing the 
advantage of this approach when applied to different vehicle of the same family or 
category. 
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7.2. Conclusions 
An Integrated Vehicle Control System using a structured approach based on layered C) 
architecture has been demonstrated as modular, flexible and extensible. Those 
characteristics were shown during the IVCS design process where in each phase a 
new behaviour (controller) was added to the system without major problems. 
The extensibility of the system was made evident when the longitudinal wheel slip 
control designed for a very simple model was applied to the virtual prototype. 
Moreover, this methodology can also be extended to others systems such as ride. 
Because of its modular feature, the Layered architecture can be employed to deal with 
failure modes, the detection of any newly emerging fault-modes, as well as new 
behaviours or functionalities, ECUs or even periodical specific software updates. 
Furthermore, fine adjustments are easily implemented in the IVCS via linear and non- 
linear gains. This feature enables an easy migration of the control system from one 
vehicle to another. 
Also concerning the IVCS, it has been demonstrated that the system generated via the 
methodology presented in this work is robust to sensor noise and vehicle parameter 
changes. 
in the matter of the Learning Methodology developed in this work, some additional 
conclusions can be drawn. Its suitability for application to automotive systems of the 
Fuzzy Control System has been demonstrated. It was also verified that whenever 
input and output scale factors are needed, CARLA is a suitable technique to derive 
appropriated values. However, for high dimension problems, GLA has presented 
better performance. 
it is important to highlight that the Genetic Learning Automata allows Fuzzy 
Controllers to be synthesised in a way that avoids the heuristic weakness of traditional 
Fuzzy Control. In addition, coordinators can be developed in a similar way, allowing 
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complex non-linear automotive control systems to be developed via a systematic 
design process. Besides this, the resulting control is generally smooth and progressive. 
7.3. Recommendationsfor Further Work 
Further development should include a formal analysis of overall system stability of 
controller design via the layered coordinator approach. 
An immediate extension would be the addition of the designed Active Suspension 
(Appendix B) to the integrated control system. Another system that could be easily 
incorporated is the Active Front Steering, whose influence has already been 
considered in Appendix A. This system would apply small increments to the front 
wheel steering angle, in order to correct the vehicle yaw dynamics. This controller 
could be a simple feed-forward gain similar with the one applied to the ARS, or a 
non-linear controller such as a fuzzy controller. 
One way to achieve robustness is for the vehicle to adapt to the enviromnent. The idea 
of adaptation is intrinsically related to behaviour-based control. Some reasons to 
implement adaptation are, 
* Most of the parameters of the behaviour-based system are not well known by 
the designer; 
The vehicle must be able to cope in a wide range of environments; C, 
The vehicle must perform well in changing environment; 
The system should tolerate signal noise. 
Based on the mathematical notation presented in Section 1.6, some parameters are 
potential parameters for adaptation: the relative strength of the behaviours (G) and the 
threshold (-) to trigger each behaviour. There is also a possibility to generate 
additional behaviours whenever necessary. In any case, the definition of the learning 
parameters for the manager and main coordinator, should be done in earlier stages of 
the design process. Those parameters might become available for tuning by the driver. 
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This research has concentrated on the concepts and philosophy behind the Integrated 
Vehicle Control System, so a natural progression is the implementation of the Cý 
coordinator system in a prototype vehicle. Due to excessive cost of a prototype 
vehicle, the first step might be the design of a hardware-in-loop system, where all the 
controllers and their electronic/hydraulic systems could be tested. Then, with enough 
information of the systems behaviours, the IVCS could be implemented in a prototype 
vehicle, to study the vehicle performance and stability, and also the subjective 
evaluation by the driver. A further development would be to use on-line adaptation as 
a means of tuning the "brand DNA" of the vehicle. 
The proposed control architecture is compatible with newly emerging by-wire 
technology. In fact, it would be more suitable to be applied with this technology than 
the present one. With the future development of by-wire technology, vehicle 
integration via multiple sub-systems is a natural trend. 
Human factors should also be investigated in the future. Once the integrated vehicle 
control is achieved, the vehicle reacts to the driver's input in any way permitted by 
physical processes. However, in order to have a fully integrated vehicle control, it is 
necessary to understand the driver subsystem thoroughly enough to be able to define 
how the vehicle sub-systems should be controlled. The aim should be to harmonise 
the interaction between driver and vehicle. 
If the vehicle is capable of maintaining a more uniform response over a wide rang De of 
operating conditions this would appear to reduce the required complexity of the 
driver's "internal model" or at least reduce the likelihood of the driver having an 
incorrect "model" at any given time. 
On the other hand, the driver has to have some control over the response of the 
vehicle, as he may want to perform some task by himself. One possibility is to use a 
"graphical equalisee, for ride, handlinza, and perfonnance that make possible the 
adjustment of the coordination parameters to obtain the driver's desired behaviour. 
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Another aspect of integration that was not explicitly treated in this text is the 
interaction between the vehicle and the intelligent road, traffic systems and other 
vehicles. The study of those interactions is also a natural development of the layered 
control architecture presented in this thesis, being an important means to provide a 
reduction of congestion and improvement in safety. 
Some additional fault/failure-mode behaviours should also be incorporated for the 
implementation of the IVCS in a prototype vehicle, and this may become a critically 
important issue for the practical implementation of the proposed system. 
Further developments in the Virtual Sensor Structure are also needed, defining the 
structure, transfer and transmission protocols, network connections, etc. 
Finally, up to the present date no formal proof of closed-loop stability exists for 
systems as complex as the overall Integrated Vehicle Control System. It will be an 
important challenge in the future to develop new theoretical or computational 
techniques that are capable of delivering such proof. 
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Appendix A- Control Authority for Yaw Stability 
This appendix illustrates how various means of control actuation influence the yaw 
dynamics of a vehicle. In this way reasonable actuator limits may be deduced, as a 
preliminary step for integrated control system design. 
The change of vehicle yaw rate is directly related to the yaw moment and also 
depends on the operational state of the vehicle. The generic form of this relationship 
is Mz = Iz - ý, from which the yaw moment is directly related to change in the yaw 
rate over an interval of time, as Mz oc Ar. Using the simple model shown in Figure 
A-1 and the tyre decomposing forces from Figure A-2 the yaw moment equation for 
the vehicle can be written as 
3 1 +FY2)-a-(FY3+FY4). b+ (F' -F., 2). 
V2)+ (F, 
-F, 4)-V2) (A-1) y 
and variation of the yaw moment is 





)+ (AFý, 3 
2) 
(A 
All the parameters used in this study were based on the basic values presented in 
Chapter 2 where a is the distance from the CG to the front axle (1.1571 m), b is the 
distance between the rear axle and the CG (1.5429 m), and the semi-track c is equals 
to 0.75 m. 
The possible handling characteristics for a vehicle is shown in Figure A-3. If an 
understeer correction is needed, then the yaw moment should be decreased. If Ar is 
the desired change in yaw rate, 
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Ar>O =: > reduce understeer behaviour by adding a positive yaw moment 
(understeer correction); 








Figure A-1. Vehicle model. 
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Ar>O => reduce understeer behaviour by adding a positive yaw moment C) 
(understeer correction); 













Figure A-2. Tyre forces. 
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Figure A-3. Handling characteristics. 
Note that the discussion is restricted throughout to a vehicle cornering to the right (as III 
in Figure A-3), for a vehicle cornering to the left some simple and Obvious changes I In In 
should be made. 
In order to keep the number of variables manageable, all simulations were performed 
on the same surface with a high coefficient of friction. Based oil the initial forward 
speed, they were divided into three groups ( 10,20 and 30 m/s). Then, each group was 
separated into three sub-grOUPS that represent the SUb-systems in Study. So, in each 
Simulation the only variables were the front wheel steer and one variable dependility 
on which sub-systems was activated. Table A- I shows the Summary of' the variables 
used for each SUb-system. 
Table A-1. Sub-systems variables. 
SUb-Systems Variable I Variable 2 -Output 
AFS Front Steer Angle Cý Incr. Front Steer Angle z:, Ar 
ARS Front Steer Angle Rear Steer Angle Ar 
EPS Front Steer Anale Long. Tyre Slip Ar 
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As the change of yaw rate depends on the operational point of the plant, the vehicle 
had to reach the steady-state condition for each passive vehicle configuration. Then 
those states would be used as initial states for the final stage of the simulation for the 
active chassis configuration. In order to obtain all the steady state conditions, several 
simulations were carried out just applying the Front Steer Angle and wait until the 
system reached a steady-state. Those end states were stored and used in further 
simulations. 
After defining all the base lines, several simulations were carried out verify how each 
actuator influence the yaw response. At this stage, the simulation starts at the base line 
previously defined. Each individual actuator was turned on with different intensities, 
so its effect on the vehicle dynamics can be noted. 
The results are presented in the graphs at the end of this appendix. Note that for some 
cases during the 30 m/s simulation, no resulting stable state of the vehicle was 
obtained, so those values were disregarded. 
Further analysis was based on the 20 m/s simulations as they better represent the 
influence of each actuator (Figure A-5) giving a more progressive and clear influence 
than at the other speeds (Figure A-4 and Figure A-6). 
The change of yaw rate (and consequently in the yaw moment) represents the control 
authority of each particular active chassis actuator. Note that all simulations were 
carried out using a 12 d. o. f model, including load transfer effects, based on a midsize 
vehicle. 
Active Front Steering 
For the AFS, it is assumed that the driver controls the front wheel steer angle using 
the steering wheel command. However, the control system can apply a small 
correction on this angle. Figure A-5(a) shows the result of those simulations. The 
increment of front steer angle can varies from -4 to 4', and the front steering angle 
goes from 0 to 12*. Close to zero steer angle from the driver, the steering correction 
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can achieve maximum values in both directions, increasing the yaw rate as the 
correction increases. At moderate driver steering input, the steering is more effective 
as oversteer correction (Ar<O). For larger values of driver input, no understeer 
correction (Ar>O) is generated, having virtually no effect for this purpose. 
Active Rear Steering 
Figure A-5(b) shows the result for the influence of the rear steering angle varying 
from -4 to 4', as the driver's steering angle goes from 0 to 12'. When the rear wheel is 
not been steered, the maximum lateral acceleration happens at about 2'. When the 
driver input is close to zero and the rear wheel steering is applied, and then the 
maximum yaw rate is just over 0.4 rad/s with 8, = -4' (and -0.4 rad/s with 8, = 4). 
This means that out-phase steer leads to an increase of yawing, and an in-phase steer 
generates a decrease of the available yaw moment. However, when the driver's steer 
angle goes toward the maximum, the effect on the yaw moment by increasing the out- 
phase angle is dramatically reduced. Moreover, after 5f>8', there is little or no effect 
at all. 
Distributed Brake Actuator or Direct Yaw Control (DYC) 
As Buckholtz(2002a) shows, the active brake can be applied individually in order to 
generate the corrective yaw moments. The analysis of control authority of each 
individual brake is shown in Figure A-5(c), (d), (e) and (f). Each graph represents the 
effect of each brake as a function of steering wheel angle and tyre slip. The correction 
of yaw moment generated by braking is the combination of two effects. The first one 
is the direct effect of the brake force generating a moment. And the second one is the 
reduction of the lateral force caused by braking. Depending on each particular wheel - 
whether is inner or outer, front or rear - these effects can be added or subtracted. 
The Outside Front Wheel behaviour is shown in the Figure A-5(c). Based on this 
figure, only oversteer correction is achieved by applying the brake. Regardless the 
steering angle, this controller can only achieve the oversteering correction. 
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In Figure A-5(d) (Inside Front Wheel) an understeer correction is obtained all over the 
space for any steer angle and tyre slip. However, this effect is more effective for small 
steering angles. As the steer angle increase beyond a certain value, this understeer 
correction becomes less effective, mainly because of the reduction of the lateral force 
caused by the braking effect. 
The Outer Rear Wheel has two distinct behaviours, Figure A-5(e). At very low 
steering angle, it generates an oversteer correction. In all others situations, an 
understeer correction is generated. As the slip angle of this tyre increased, the 
under/oversteer effect also increases. 
Finally, ihe effect of braking the Inner Rear Wheel is shown in Figure A-5(f). Clearly, 
understeer correction is achieved in the whole spectrum. 
For the Outer Front and Inner Rear wheels the direct effect of braking and the 
reducing of the lateral force add up generating unifonn over or understeer correction 
regardless the steering angle and tyre slip angle. On the other hand, the hmer Front 
and Outer Rear wheels those effects are opposite. However, this effect could only be 
noticed only for the Outer Rear wheel. In hard cornering, the yaw moment effect 
changes at a particular longitudinal slip. 
Conclusion 
All the results were generated for dry surface and cannot be extrapolated for any 
other. However, it gives a very good idea of how each sub-system can influence the 
yaw behaviour for this specific vehicle. Note that this whole study was carried out 
based on one vehicle configuration and the results cannot be automatically extended 
to other different configuration. For instance, a vehicle with an evenly balanced is 
expected the inner and outer tyres to have similar though opposite effects on the yaw 
stability. A similar study was carried out by Hac and Bodie (2002). 
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Appendix B- Active Suspension 
This appendix indicates how other sub-systems controllers might be designed for ltý Cn 
subsequent addition to the IVCS. Active suspension offers improvement in the vehicle 
ride characteristic, as the requirement for the designed controller. In order to archive 
this objective, the only variable applied to the fitness function was the vertical body 
acceleration, a,.,, of the quarter-car model used. 
The GLA learning process was based on a non-linear quarter-car model, when the 
ion deflect' Knowled, c:,, e Base (KB) for the body acceleration and suspensi ion were 
learnt. Those KB modules were then used in parallel to control the suspension, 
following the scheme presented in Figure B-1. 
Body Acceleration & 






ion Deflection Deflection Rule. s/Ml-' 
Fuzzy Logic Controller 
Figure B-1. Standard modules for body acceleration and suspension denection 
fuzzy controller. 
1. Scaling factor 
The KB modules incorporates input and output scaling factors, and defining the zD zn 
scaling factor is the first step in the learning process. Initially these factors are defined ZD 
based on engineering knowledge . The input gains were chosen to nornialise the input CD 4=1 1 
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signal and hence fit the fuzzy controller universe. The output signal from the 
controller then has to be scaled to give a suitable range of desired forces. The 
following gains are used I 
Kaccel (3. g)- 
Kierk g)- 
K, u., p. detl. 
1 0)-1 
Kactuator F max m tieaior 
Here 3g was the maximum expected vertical acceleration during normal operation and I Z: ý 
0.1 Om was the maximum allowed deflection for the suspension. 
B. 2. Learning rules 
The leaming rule process is in four steps. Firstly, a set of standard triangular Cý C71 
Membership Functions (MF) for each controller input and Output are defined, Fil-gure 
B-2. 
NB SN ZR SP PB 
Figure B-2. Standard Membership Function. 
Secondly, two initial rules - one for the body acceleration and one for the suspension 
deflection KB - are defined, to ensure the controller has a null input / null output 
behaviour. 
Thirdly, the training takes place. Initially a number of road inputs are defined (step, 1: 1 
noise, pulse and sine). After the first part of the training section, some opti -ules I Imal i 
- 1.0 -. 8 .8 
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are found. Those rUles "fired" more than a certain number of times are considered 
acceptable. All the others are rejected and reset. Then the second part of the training is 
restarted. Using the same acceptance criteria, more blank rules are filled. 
Finally, the remaining blank rules are filled based on the set learnt. The criterion at 
this stage is to obtain a smooth and continuous mapping. Some of the missing rules II Cý 
can also be determined based on the symmetry of the problem. The final set of rules 
for the body acceleration and Suspension deflection are presented in Table B-1 and 
Table B-2, respectively. 













PB PB NB PS PB NB ZR PB PB 
PB PS NB PS PS NS ZR PS ZR 
PB ZR NS PS ZR NS ZR ZR ZR 
PB NS NS PS NS NS ZR NS ZR 
PB NB NS PS NB ZR ZR NB PS 
IF 
ace. ch. acc. 
THEN I IF 
acc. ch. acc. 
THEN 
NS PB ZR NB PB PS 
NS PS PS NB PS PS 
NS ZR PS NB ZR PS 
NS NS PS NB NS PB 
NS NB PB NB NB PB 
Table B-2. Suspension Denection Rules. 






BA Learn the membership function 
The previously learnt RB is adopted, and the training data of Section B. 2 are applied, Cý I 
as well as the same acceptance criteria based on the number of times that a certain 
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rule was fired. Finally, a new set of check data is employed to validate the MFs learnt 
settled on an index performance. The check data used consisted on a white-noise, a 
pulse, an arc tan shape and real road data obtained on a 'B' road in England. The MFs 
fOLmd are shown on Table B-3 and the parameters for the GLA were as follows 
Max of Generations = 1000 
Population Size = 20 
Crossover Rate = 0.9 
Mutation Rate = 0.00 1 
Learnino, Rate cý = 0.05 
Keep Population = 0.20 
Table B-3. Membership Functions. 
ACC Ch. A CC SUSP ACTUATOR 
-inf -inf -inf -inf 
BN -0.9746 BN -0.7841 BN -0.6825 BN -0.9937 
-0.3270 -0-3968 -0.2000 -0.3651 
-0.9746 -0.7841 -0.6825 -0.9937 
SN -0.2381 SN -0.2254 SN -0.2000 SN -0.5873 
0.0794 0.0296 0.0286 -0.1429 
-0.2889 -0.3270 -0.2444 -0.2000 
ZR 0.0000 ZR 0.0000 ZR 0.0000 ZR 0.0000 
0.2889 
-- 




SP 0.2381 SP 0.2254 SP 0.2000 SP 0.5973 
0.9746 0.7841 0.6925 0.9937 
0.3270 0.3968 0.2000 0.3651 
BP 0.9746 BP 0.7841 BP 0.6825 BP 0.9937 
inf inf inf inf 
BA Scalingfactor 
Once the KB has been learrit, the controller might be applied to any vehicle once the In 
scaling factors (SF) are correctly adjusted. The SF is one of the most sensitive parts of a, 
the Fuzzy System, and has to be carefully adjusted. The GLA was used to learn the 
gains and they are shown in the Table B-4. The Output gain was not learnt owi ing to 11=1 
actuator characteristic dependence. Moreover, the maximum actuator force, f, ' 111ax 
is fixed at 900 N. 
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Table B-4. Scaling Factor. 




p., I,, f7. 14.286 
Kactuatoi 
B. 5. Evaluation of Ride Control via Full Vehicle Dynamic Model 
The controller leamt for the quarter-car model was applied directly to the full model 
following the scheme shown on Figure B-3. C, zD 
Su, p. Defl SU, P. 
Actualot I 
.. ... . ....... 
Acceleration & H-C B1.11 
Change of Acc Aýceleration 
H-C - 
Actuator 2 
Su, p Defl. su'p. 
De fl, 
Figure B-3. Scheme for the extended model. 
For comparison, a Linear Quadratic Regulator controller was designed based on a6 
d. o. f. linear model. 
The designed controller is shown on Table B-5 and it was obtained Using the zn 
MATLAB function Iqr-y. The tyre deformation gains were set to zero, as this variable 4: 1 
was not available and has little performance effect, e. g. see (Gordon et til., 1993). 
The main problem applying the controller designed for a quarter-car model to a full 
car model is the load transfer effect during cornering, braking and acceleration. In 4: 1 
order to excite all possible modes, the vertical road input was applied In a diagonal 
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way, which means that the first tyre to pass through a determinate point was the front 
left tyre, followed by the front right, then by the rear left and finally by the rear right. 
Figure B-4 and Figure B-5, respectively, show the response for road with bump and 
step inputs. 
Table B-5. LQR Controller Gain Matrix for 6 d. o. f. Model. 
FFR FFL FRL FRR 
2.564 2.564 3.506 3.506 Body velocity 
-0.272 0.272 0.271 -0.271 Roll velocity 
0.227 0.227 0.856 0.856 Pitch velocity 
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 Tyre deform 1 
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 Tyre deform 2 
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 Tyre deform 3 
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 Tyre deform 4 
-4.242 -4.242 -7.084 -7.084 Susp. Defl. 1 
-4.242 -4.242 -7.084 -7.084 Susp. Defl. 2 
-3.103 -3.103 -5.762 -5.762 Susp. Defl. 3 
-3.103 -3.103 -5.762 -5.762 Susp. Defl. 4 
-0.332 -0.334 -0.333 -0.331 Wheel vel. 1 
-0.334 -0.332 -0.331 -0.333 Wheel vel. 2 
-0.334 -0.332 -0.329 -0.330 Wheel vel. 3 
-0.332 -0.334 -0.330 -0.329 1 Wheel vel. 4 
The vertical body acceleration is used as a Performance Index (P. I. ) for the ride 
comfort behaviour. Table B-7 represents the relation between the P. I. for FLC and 
LQR. If the ratio is greater than one, then the performance is increased. In this case, 
FLC P. I. is greater than the LQR P. I., indicating that the fuzzy controller has a better 
performance in comparison with the LQR controller. 
Table B-7. Performance Index Ratio. 
Road Input P. I-FLC / P-I-LQR 
Bump 1.379 
Step 1.257 
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Figure B-4. Centre of Gravity variables for road with bump input. 
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Figure B-5. Suspension deflection for road with bump input. 
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Figure B-6. Centre of Gravity variables for step input. 
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Figure B-7. Suspension deflection for step input. 
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Figure B-6 and Figure B-7 shows that the body acceleration for the FLC has a 
significantly better performance than the LQR. On the other hand, the over-shoot of 
the body displacement is quite higher, when the body displacement is analysed, there 
is a slightly better performance for the LQR controller when the body displacement is 
considered. The suspension deflection for the FLC shows a higher damping behaviour 
for the transient. According to Table B-7 the FLC learnt for the quarter car model has 
a better behaviour then the LQR when the body acceleration is analysed. 
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Appendix C- Ride Model 
In this appendix, the ride models used for the ride simulations are presented. There are 
two models used for the study of ride dynamics. The simplest one is the 2 d. o. f. 
quarter-car model, Figure C-1, which ignores any additional effect Such as roll or II 
pitch. A more complex half-car model, having 4 d. o. f. considers only one additional C 





Figure C-1. Diagram for 2 d. o. f. - Ride model. 
The first model has as d. o. f the vertical velocity of the body, W, and the vertical 
velocity of the tyre, it- Using the tyre vertical model showed in equation (2-15) and II 
the considerations of Section 2.3, the dynamics of this model can be described by 
equation (C-3). Where Kv,, and B,, can be linear or non-linear parameters. 
MW= Fp 
Mii U* = 'ýw1, - Fmre 
Fp = Kp AZ, 1t, p + 










u, l, = 
ZI), iý - Zt% re 
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The second model has 4 d. o. f. consisting of two vertical tyre velocities, one vertical 
body velocity and one an, "LlIar body velocity. A generi I formulation for this problem 
is presented in equation (C-4). The parameters of this equation are the same of the 
equation U. Sed for the 2 d. o. f. model. Using this model, it is possible to study the ride 
with the pitch or roll effects. If the pitch effect is the desired one, then the index 1 
meansfiront and 11 means rear. In the SLIspension deflection, the following term have 
to be Updated, (t), x i), bx e9' and (i,,, x -a x 61, where 19is the pitch angle, a 
and b are, respectively, the distance from the CG to the front and rear axles, and the 
inertia moment J=/,. In case of roll analysis, the indexes I and H are left and ri(Yht, 
and the variable terms of the suspension deflection are W, x W' =cx ý4 and 
(v, x t), -c x 0, where 0 is the roll angle and c is the vehicle semi-track, and the 
inertia moment 
Mw = F' + F' ' , , lop 
JiX=t)'F' +v"F" I 'u., p I ý, usp 
M'I 
Ii/ I, = 
/ý/, - F, / 14 pi re 


















rx re tx re 
F,, " K I' Z", '/ 21' 
rýre tut, 
Bt%re Ztire 
AZ , lop =Z, +(VIX'ý2)1-Ztl%re 
AZ 11 , lop =z bod% +(v, XV2) - Z. 
(C-4) 
These two ride models were used in the leaming process for the active Suspension I= 
control strategy. I 
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The second model has 4 d. o. f. consisting,, of two vertical tyre velocities, one vertical 
body velocity and one angular body velocity. A generic formulation for this problem 
is presented in equation (C-4). The parameters of this equation are the same of the 
equation used for the 2 d. o. f. model. Using this model, it is possible to study the ride 
with the pitch or roll effects. If the pitch effect is the desired one, then the index I 
meansftont and 11 means retir. In the suspension deflection, the followint, term have 
to be updated, (z, ý, x v, )' =hxa and (t), x t), )" -ti x 0, where Ols the pitch angle, ei C, 
and b are, respectively, the distance from the CG to the front and rear axles, and the 
inertia moment J=I, In case of roll analysis, the indexes I and H are left and right, 
and the variable terms of the suspension deflection are (t), x v, )' =cx0 and 
W, x v, )" = -c x 0, where 0 is the roll angle and c is the vehicle semi-track, and the In 
inertia moment J=I, 
, ill, 
J iý, FýII, + Fu, l, 
M li F' -F ' ,i- , vi, p x re 
M1 
' 
Ü 11 -F -F ' ,, , 
F"P= K, ' AZ" +B" 




re ti re t% re 
F, ', ' - re K', lr Z, ' -B, ' t% re tx re hre 
Zt%re 




11 li 11 
= Z/, 
(41% +x- z', ', 
(C-4) 
These two ride models were used in the learning process for the active suspension 
control strategy. C) 
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Figure C-2. Diagram for 4 d. o. f. - Ride model. 
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Appendix D- Road Data 
In this appendix, the road data collect on 'B' roads around Loughborough University C) 4n 
and used during the Active Suspension analysis is presented. Figure D-1 shows the 
vertical displacement recorded and used as input during the simulations. The map 
with the position of each measured section is shown in Figure D-2. I 
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Figure D-1. Road input - vertical displacement as a function of the longitudinal 
displacement. 
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R( QoýýH 
Figure D-2. Map with the measured section. 
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Appendix E- SUV Data 
This appendix presents the SUV data used in the virtual prototype created in 
ADAMS/Car. The full assembly is resolved into eight sub-systems and they are 
shown in details in the following table. Each table describes all the necessary 
information to reproduce each subsystem and the full assembly that were used in the 
simulations. 
Table E-1. Front Suspension Sub-System. 
File Name TR. Front Susp-with-driveline. sub 
- 
doubcý_wishbone. tpl 
Spring MDL125-300. spr 
in talledlength=256 
Damper MDI default. dpr 





Camber-angle (left) = -5.5 
Camberý-angle (right) = -0.5 5rive-shaft offset (left) = 40 
Drive-shaft-offset (right) = 40 
Toe-angle (left) =0 
, Toe-angle (right) =0 
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Table E-2. Rear Suspension Sub-System. 
File Name TR-ýRear-Susp-ýwithout_driveline. sub 
joube_wishbone. tpl 
Spring MDI-125jOO. spr 
installed_length=240 
Damper MDLdefault. dpr 





Camberý_angle (left) = -0.5 
Camberý_angle (right) = -0.5 
F)rive-shaft-offset (left) = 40 
Drive shaft-offset (right) = 40 
toe_angle (left) =0 
toe_angle (right) =0 
Table E-3. Steering Sub-System. 





symmetry = single 
reduction ration= 1 .0 
Invert input = yes 
pinion. to-rack symmetry = single 
reduction ration = 0.1745 
Invert input = yes 
steering-wheel- 
column. lock 
symmetry = single 
reduction ration = 1.0 
Invert input = no 
General Splines two_dimensional 
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Table E-4. Front Tyre. 
File Name FVB-FRONT-TYRE. sub I 
handling-tire. tpl 
Wheels Symmetry = left/right 
mass = 20 
lxx = 5e4 
lyy = 5e4 
Izz = 1e4 
offset =0 
mdi. tireO Ltir 
Parameters 
jKinematicý_flag=O 
Table E-5. Rear Tyre. 
File Name FVB_ýREAR_TYRE. sub 
_handling-tire. 
tpl 
Wheels symmetry = left/right 
mass = 20 
Ixx = 5e4 
lyy = 5e4 
Izz = 1e4 
offset =0 
mdi. tireO Ltir 
Parameters kinematic flae--O 
Table E-6. Rigid Body. 
File Name FVB BODY. sub ýrigid-chassis 
It. tpl 
Hardpoints path - reference = 
(0.0 , 0.0 , 0.0) 
front-wheel-center (267.0, -730.0,330.0) 
rearý_wheel-center (2967.0, -770.0,330.0) 
Parts mass = 1100 
crrl_location 
lxx = 7e8 
lyy = 1.8e9 
Izz = 2.5e9 
Ixy = lzx = Iyz = 0.0 
= (1157.0,0.0,600.0) 
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Parameters Ikinematic fln =0 
aero-drag-active =I 
aero-front-area = 2.4 
air_density = 1.22 
drag-coefficient = 0.3 ro-utline-toggle 
=0 
Table E-7. Powertrain Sub-System. 





Engine Toque three dimensional 
V12-engine-map. pwr 








engine-rotational_inertia = 50000 
final-drive = 4.11 
gear -1=3.5 
gearL2 = 1.94 
gearj = 1.26 
gear-4 = 0.93 
gear-5 = 0.76 
gear 6=0.675 
max-gear =6 
max-throttle = 100 
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Table E-8. Brake Sub-System. 
File Name TR_Brake_Systern. sub 
Jrake_system 4Wdisk. tpI 
Parameters kinematicý-flag =0 
front_brake_bias = 0.6 
front-brake-mu = 0.4 
front_effectivq-piston-radius 145 




fronLrotor hub-width = 40 
front-rotor-width = -25 
Maxjrake-value = 100 
Rear brake_mu. = 0.4 
Rear-effective-piston radius 130 
Rearý-piston-area = 2500 
Rear-rotor-hub_wheeLoffset 25 
Rear-rotor-hub_ýwidth = 40 
Rear-rotor-width = -25 
